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Zusammenfassung
Die Oberfla¨cheneigenschaften eines Produktes sind genauso entscheidend fu¨r die
Vorhersage der Produktlebensdauer und der Oberfla¨chenfunktionalita¨t wie fu¨r die
Optimierung des Herstellungsprozesses. Daher befasst sich diese Arbeit mit der
beru¨hrungslosen Oberfla¨chenmesstechnik.
Das Prinzip der Konfokalmikroskopie (CM) ermo¨glicht es dank seiner tiefendis-
kriminierenden Eigenschaften mit Lichtmikroskopen Tiefeninformation zu erhal-
ten. Die Konfokalmikroskopie erlaubt die Entwicklung einer parallelen statischen
Tiefenabtastung ohne bewegte Teile. Chromatische-konfokale Punktsensoren sind
ein bekanntes Beispiel hierfu¨r. Sie beno¨tigen jedoch ein separates Spektrometer
zur Analyse der verschiedenen Wellenla¨ngenanteile. Dessen komplexer Aufbau und
die realtiv geringe Lichtausbeute je Wellenla¨nge macht es schwierig einfache und
preiswerte Produkte zu entwickeln.
Daher wird in dieser Arbeit ein neuer Ansatz unter Verwendung der Scheimp-
flug-Technik in einem konfokalen Abbildungssystem, einen sogenannten konfokalen
Zeilenscanner (CLSS), vorgestellt. Eine parallele statische Tiefenabtastung wird
hier mit einer kostengu¨nstigeren Technologie und einem robusteren Aufbau erre-
icht.
Ein neuer Ansatz zur Erkla¨rung und Korrektur der Vergro¨ßerungsvariation,
auch als Keystone-Verzeichnung bekannt, wird vorgestellt. Desweiteren werden
Verfahren zur Datenauswertung und Kalibrierung entwickelt. Das Scheimpflug-
Prinzip wird erstmals auf die Konfokalmikroskopie angewandt.
Schließlich wird experimentell gezeigt, dass die Scheimpflugtechnik erfolgreich
in einem Konfokalsystem eingesetzt werden kann. Die Eigenschaften des Ver-
fahrens werden experimentell evaluiert.
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Abstract
Surface characteristics are of vital importance for predicting the product life time
and surface functionality, or even improving the manufacturing procedure. In con-
sequence, this thesis focuses on the surface inspection using a non-contact tech-
nique.
The principle of Confocal Microscopy(CM) enables light microscopes to gain
depth information through what is known as depth discrimination ability. Among
the other optical inspection techniques, the principle of confocal microscopy al-
lows a parallel and motionless depth scanning scheme to be developed. The chro-
matic confocal point sensor is one prominent example of a parallel depth scanning
scheme. However, this technique requires a separate analysis unit to analyze light
of different wavelengths. The complication and relatively low efficiency of light per
wavelength can pose a limit on developing a simplified configuration and a cost
effective unit.
Therefore, a novel approach to incorporate a tilted plane technique in a confocal
imaging system is proposed in this thesis, namely a Confocal Line Scanning Sensor
(CLSS). A parallel and motionless depth scanning scheme is then achieved with a
cost-effective technique, resulting in a greatly simplified and robust configuration.
This thesis is devoted to establish new knowledge on incorporating a tilted
plane technique in a confocal imaging system. A novel approach to explain and to
correct the variation of the magnification inherent in a tilted plane system, known
as keystone distortion, is proposed. Moreover, particular data processing and
calibrations are developed to support the new concept. Here, the Scheimpflug’s
principle is first applied with confocal microscopy, whereas selected well-known
theories are also used to support the system design and construction.
Finally, the experiments demonstrate that a tilted plane technique can success-
fully be incorporated in a confocal imaging system. In addition, the performance
of the CLSS is evaluated through a series of experiments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The growth of interest in Confocal Microscopy (CM) lies in the unique property
of optical sectioning or depth discrimination [55]. This property ensures that only
the in-focus object is imaged efficiently at a time. Due to the improved contrast
and depth discrimination capability, the early interests in the confocal microscopes
are related to three-dimensional imaging applications. These microscopes are used
in widespread areas ranging from metallography [26, 58, 102, 104, 119], geology [3],
semiconductor devices [19], biology to medicine [20, 45, 46, 49, 51, 66]. However,
the focusing area of interest in this thesis is the surface characterization.
The confocal point sensor developed by Minksy [55] in 1961 needs be scanned
in three-dimensions to measure surface topography. In consequence, several tech-
niques have been developed to enhance the scan, for example, a raster scanning
using a Nipkow disk, applied in a confocal microscope [69, 70]. The Nipkow disk
is rotated, however, to facilitate the raster scanning only in the lateral plane.
It was not until the invention of the chromatic principle, developed by Molesini
et al. [57] in 1984, that a motionless parallel depth scanning scheme was viable.
Therefore, this technique gains a significant interest for a high speed measurement.
The chromatic principle uses chromatic aberration to create wavelength-to-depth
coding technique to focus light of different wavelengths at different depths, as
shown in Figure 1.1 (a). Therefore, fast measurement with a slight reduction in
resolution is obtained by using the chromatic principle with a white light source
and a color CCD camera [104]. The notable developments based on the chromatic
principle include, for instance, single-shot depth-section imaging system [46] and
non-translational three-dimensional profilometry [102].
However, this technique introduces certain complication and increases cost
of the data processing, since a spectrometer per sampling channel of a specific
wavelength is required to evaluate the intensity output [76]. Thus, spectrometers
equivalent to the number of the sampling channels are necessitated, that drasti-
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(a) chromatic principle (b) tilted plane technique
Figure 1.1: Simplified schematic of the parallel depth scanning schemes based on: (a)
chromatic principle, (b) a tilted plane technique.
cally increases cost of the system. In addition, focusing dispersed light at different
depths will degrade the light budget efficiency per wavelength per sampling point
[93]. High linearity in the wavelength-to-depth coding characteristic of supercon-
tinuum light is also required for evenly sampling in the axial direction [46]. Thus,
to replace a single sampling point, an array of multiple focal points can be formed
using diffractive microlenses to cover the whole lateral field of view and using
chromatic aberration [101] to cover the whole axial measurement range in parallel
in one shot. However, the working distance (the distance between the specimen
and the lenses) of microlenses can be extremely short. A slit aperture can also be
used to create an array of multiple focal points in a lateral plane [46], though the
confocal effect is lost in the direction along the slit.
As a consequence, a new motionless parallel-depth scanning scheme is pro-
posed in this thesis, targeting for a simplified configuration and a cost-effective
data processing. The novel approach is to incorporate a tilted plane technique in
a confocal imaging system [12, 14, 15]. Figure 1.1 (b) then shows that multiple foci
of monochromatic light are formed at the tilted focal plane. These help to elim-
inate the need to scan in the axial direction, neither optically nor mechanically.
The system configuration is therefore greatly simplified compared to classical CMs.
Nonetheless, this new measuring concept will be completed only when the specimen
is scanned in the lateral direction through the in-line focal stack of Figure 1.1 (b).
Consequently, particular algorithms for the data processing are developed to sup-
port this new measuring concept. The new sensor is then named as Confocal Line
Scanning Sensor (CLSS), following the in-line scanning approach employed. The
CLSS is attempted to measure a two-dimensional height or depth profile covering
a long lateral scan range while maintaining the depth discrimination manifested
in a confocal imaging system. Two-dimensional profiling of up to a few ten mil-
limeters is initially addressed, corresponding to targeted applications. Moreover,
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a three-dimensional profiler can further be developed based on this principle.
In this thesis, a novel parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS is thus
proposed, developed and investigated.
1.2 Goals
The novelty of a parallel depth scanning scheme of the Confocal Line Scanning
Sensor (CLSS) allows the sensor to be built as a robust and simplified configura-
tion. Neither the moving parts in the optical setup nor the scan methods in axial
direction are required. The goals of this thesis are to:
• minimize the complexity of a confocal imaging system. This is done by using
a stack of stationary foci generated at different depths which help to create
an array of fixed sampling points in the axial direction. Therefore, the scan
in the axial direction are not necessary, making the configuration simple and
robust.
• incorporate a tilted plane technique in a confocal imaging system. The
new concept of a parallel depth scanning scheme established in this thesis
is defined with the use of an inclined focal plane comprising of stationary
foci projecting at different depths. Then, with the use of a monochromatic
illumination a simple setup with high light budget efficiency per wavelength
per sampling point is obtained.
• extend the knowledge and understanding of the confocal imaging applied
with a tilted plane technique. The investigations in theory, in experiment
and in simulation are performed to support new explanations.
• serve as a model for developing a low cost or a high speed instrument for
surface inspection.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
Chapter 2 provides the basic principle of confocal microscopy. The Nipkow disk
based confocal microscopes are discussed as the basic configurations, from which
the CLSS is developed. The optical resolution and a targeted application of the
CLSS employed for surface inspection are introduced at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 3 proposes the theoretical design of the CLSS. The working principle of
the new parallel depth scanning scheme and essential theories needed to support
the design are presented. A tilted plane technique following the Scheimpflug’s rule
and the pinhole mask design form the subject matter of this chapter. In addition,
a new approach to predict and to correct for the variation of the magnification
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inherent in a tilted plane imaging system is established. Finally, the imaging
characteristics of the CLSS is discussed. Accordingly, the simulation studies are
used to validate some of the discussions and explanations.
Chapter 4 contributes to discuss the system’s construction and alignment of the
CLSS. The design described in Chapter 3 is implemented in this chapter. Main
contributions of the system’s construction and alignment are to obtain uniform
illumination and equally spaced foci. These ensure that the highest degree of
depth discrimination and depth-sampling precision are obtained. In this chapter,
the magnification in a tilted plane system, newly derived in Appendix D, is used
to predict the errors caused by the system misalignment tolerances. Then, the
hardware overview of the process control and data acquisition is presented. The
speed enhancement of the data acquisition is also briefly discussed. At the end of
the chapter, errors and noises inherent in the system are summarized to provide a
background knowledge for the errors correction in the following chapter.
Chapter 5 deals particularly with the development of the data processing and
calibrations. With the knowledge of the design and construction described in
the previous chapters, the new parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS is
completed in this chapter. Data processing and calibrations are explained in two
parts. The first part describes the concept of the data processing, in which the
errors are not yet taken into account. In the second part, including the errors the
newly developed calibrations and data processing are discussed. The main target
of the calibrations is to ensure the traceability of the sampling coordinates, x and
z. Finally, the surface roughness of the 2D measured depth-profile is evaluated
according to ISO 4287-1997 standard.
Chapter 6 presents the experimental results of the CLSS. The results demonstrate
that the incorporation of a titled plane technique in a confocal imaging system is
feasible. The new parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS provides compa-
rable results to that of calibrated specimens and a commercial confocal imaging
system. In addition, the effective resolution of the CLSS is evaluated. Then, sig-
nificant aspects concerning the measurements are also observed and reported in
this chapter.
Chapter 7 concludes the major results achieved in this thesis and outlines possible
future research work in this field.
Chapter 2
Background of Confocal
Microscopy
The development of the Confocal Line Scanning Sensor (CLSS) in this thesis is
to incorporate a tilted plane technique in a confocal imaging system, such that
no moving part is required in the optical configuration. In this development, the
novelty of the CLSS also lies in its new parallel depth scanning scheme [12, 14, 15].
Accordingly, this chapter is aimed to provide significant background and notable
properties of the confocal imaging technique. The advent of Confocal Microscopy
(CM) and Nipkow disk based confocal microscopes form the subject matter of this
chapter. Then, the optical resolution used to define the limit of an imaging system
is presented, which will be useful for the optical design in Chapter 3. At the end
of this chapter, the major interest of the CLSS on surface inspection is described.
2.1 The advent of Confocal Microscopy (CM)
Preceding the advent of Confocal Microscopy (CM), it was impossible for light
microscopes to gain information in the depth direction. In 1957, Marvin Minsky
described the first complete principle of a confocal point-sensor in his patent [55],
in which technique the ability of the light microscopes to measure object’s depth
was manifested, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. He also made notable suggestions on
several aspects of confocal microscopy. With a point source and a point detector,
the confocal point sensor introduces a unique property of optical sectioning or depth
discrimination to ensure that only in-focus object is imaged efficiently at a time.
In order to image the object in three dimensions, the measuring point is scanned
in 3D, by either scanning the beam or the specimen [49, 55, 114]. Therefore, a
clear-cut hint made by Minksy on how to scan was to rather scan the specimen,
which is simpler but slower than to scan the beam.
It is fascinating to point out that several key inventions in confocal microscopy
were inspired by the eagerness to study live brain cells or neurons in the brain [49],
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Figure 2.1: Confocal point-sensor described in Minsky’s patent [55]. FIG.1 shows the
transmission confocal point sensor. FIG.2 shows the stage-scanning system. FIG.3 shows
the reflection confocal point sensor with one objective lens and a beam splitter.
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Beam splitter
Objective lens Focal plane
Illumination
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α
Detection
pinhole aperture out of focal plane
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram showing the depth discrimination capability of a confocal
imaging system and how the in-focus light discriminates against the out-of-focus light,
where the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens is NA= sinα, and α is the half
aperture angle of the objective lens.
including Minsky [56], Petra´n and Hadravsky [64, 70], and Naora [59]. Although it
may be less known than the Minsky’s patent, earlier in 1951 Naora [59] succeeded in
inventing and constructing the primal non-imaging confocal microscope in Japan,
meanwhile in the same year of 1951 Young and Roberts [74, 123] succeeded in
implementing the first confocal scanning optical microscope in UK.
2.1.1 Depth discrimination property and applications
The well-known property of depth discrimination in confocal microscopy offers a
solution to eliminate blurred images attributed by out-of-focus planes, enabling
a confocal microscope to optically cut through the specimen [114], as depicted
in Figure 2.2. Depth discrimination can be realized by using a pinhole aperture
to operate as a point source and a point detector. The pinhole aperture func-
tions as a spatial filter to pass only in-focus light and eliminate out-of-focus light.
When the pinhole is extremely small, the illumination becomes spatially coherent
illumination1 [27], regardless of the frequency bandwidth of light. In a confocal
microscope, not only the capability of depth discrimination is manifested, but also
1The confocal microscope uses spatially coherent illumination, while the conventional
light microscope uses spatially incoherent illumination. This is because a point illumina-
tion in the confocal microscope substitutes a large-area illumination in the conventional
light microscope. Light from either a broadband illumination source such as an arc lamp or
a narrowband source like a laser when passes through an infinitesimal pinhole will behave
as a spatially coherent illumination. In other words, the phase of all illuminated points
vary uniformly, although the relative phases of these points are different, as stated by
Goodman [27]. In this situation, the temporally coherent property of light is not changing.
Generally, coherent illumination refers to the spatially coherent illumination.
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the optical resolution and contrast are improved.
Due to the non-invasive measuring scheme of the optical technique with the
improved contrast and the depth discrimination capability, confocal microscopes
have seriously earned interests, especially, in the field of life science and three-
dimensional imaging applications. Nonetheless, these microscopes are employed
in widespread areas ranging from metallography, geology, semiconductor devices,
biology to medicine [3, 19, 20, 26, 49, 51, 66]. However, the area of interest in this
thesis work is related mainly to surface characterization.
2.2 The evolution of the Nipkow disk based
confocal microscopes
A brief evolution of the Nipkow disk based confocal microscopes is presented in
this section, which provide a vital knowledge of the optical configuration for the
CLSS development. The Nipkow disk based confocal microscope is considered as
the first real-time confocal imaging system in the reflection mode. Thousands of
points are scanned in parallel by rotating the Nipkow disk, to enhance the speed
of the measurement. In 1884, the Nipkow disk, patented by Nipkow [60], was first
attempted to use in television technology. Then in 1966, Petra`nˇ and Hadravsky`
[70, 69] notably incorporated the Nipkow disk in a confocal imaging system, namely
a Tandem-Scanning Confocal Microscope (TSCM). Figure 2.3 shows that in this
design one half of the disk is used for illumination, whereas the other half is used
for detection. In consequence, mis-centering of the Nipkow disk contributes to the
mis-alignment of the illumination pinholes and the detection pinholes, such that
the confocal effect might not be realized. Thus, laborious alignment is required
for the TSCM. In addition, the vibration of the Nipkow disk attributes to degrade
the quality of the measurement [49, 114, 121].
To eliminate the drawbacks of the TSCM, a one-sided Nipkow disk based con-
focal microscope was developed by Kino, Corle and Xiao at Stanford University
in 1988 [18, 42, 120, 121]. They received a patent later in 1990 according to the
invention. In this system, the same set of the pinholes are used for both illumi-
nation and detection, resulting in a simplification of the alignment. The system
is also less sensitive to the vibration of the Nipkow disk. In addition, Kino, Corle
and Xiao proposed a method to eliminate back reflection of light, ≈ 98% of the
incident light, from the back side of the Nipkow disk to the detector, by tilting the
Nipkow disk about 6−8◦ with respect to the plane normal to the optical axis. This
tilting technique is thus further developed in the CLSS. Prior to this elimination,
light reflected from the back side of the Nipkow disk causes serious problems in
the imaging quality. Not until the 1980s, the Nipkow disk based CM could be
operated in real-time in connection with the presence of the desktop computers
and software to display and render images.
Subsequently, a pinhole disk containing pinholes in quasi-uniform pattern was
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of a Tandem-Scanning Confocal Microscope (TSCM)
invented by Petra`nˇ and Hadravsky` [70, 69] in 1966.
designed and patented by Weber [110] in 2009, depicted Figure 2.4. The pinhole
disk comprising of quasi-uniformly arranged pinholes then replaces the Nipkow
disk which has the pinholes arranged in Archimedes spiral pattern. The major
advantage of this quasi-uniform patterned pinhole disk is its compact size. As a
result, unwanted vibration caused by the rotating disk is dramatically alleviated
[110]. In addition, an extra slit window on the pinhole disk shown in Figure 2.4
allows the microscope to image in confocal mode and in conventional microscope
mode using the same pinhole disk.
2.3 The pinhole disk based confocal micro-
scope
The principle of the pinhole-disk-based confocal microscope is thus described in
this section. Its optical configuration is the reference model to develop the CLSS’
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Figure 2.4: Schematic principle of the pinhole-disk based confocal microscope. The
pinhole disk is rotated to initiate a raster scanning of the focal points on the specimen
in the lateral plane, and the objective lens is scanned in the axial direction to extend the
measurement in 3D.
configuration. Figure 2.4 schematically illustrates the pinhole-disk-based confocal
imaging system. Multiple pinholes in the pinhole disk help to create parallel point-
like illumination. Then, the multiple illumination-points are parallelly scanned
on the specimen in a raster fashion by rotating the pinhole disk. Accordingly,
light reflected from the specimen retraces the same path, and passes through the
same set of pinholes to function as parallel point-like detectors. However, a raster
scanning of the pinhole disk facilitates the parallel scanning merely in the lateral
plane. To extend the measurement in the axial or depth direction, the objective
lens is scanned in the axial direction, e.g. using a piezoelectric actuator [40, 58],
as depicted in Figure 2.4. This way three-dimensional images can be obtained.
For the detection of reflected light, a CCD is used to record the data as individual
frames per field-of-view. In consequence, the data are stored layer by layer in the
confocal data stack, and will be processed later to reveal the surface topography.
This optical configuration in Figure 2.4 will then be mentioned again in Chapter 3.
Note that the main disadvantage of the pinhole-disk-based confocal imaging
system is the low light transmission, ≈ 1% - 2% of the incident light [68]. Recently,
the sucessful integration of microlenses in these confocal imaging systems allows the
microlenses to improve the light transmission efficiency [103, 105, 122]. However,
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Figure 2.5: An extended field size obtained using image-stitching techniques, by correlat-
ing and merging the images of the successive field-of-views.
for high reflective surfaces in material science, the efficiency of light transmission
≈ 1% - 2% of the incident light is sufficient in most applications. For measuring
very low reflective specimens, a slit aperture can be employed instead of a pinhole
aperture. However, the confocal effect will be lost in the direction along the slit.
Note that using the entire optical field-of-view in this system for measuring, the
correction for aberrations is imperative to maintain good quality of the imaging
across the field-of-view.
2.3.1 Stitching technique
The lateral field size of the measurement in the pinhole-disk-based confocal mi-
croscope is limited basically by the optical field-of-view (FOV), where the FOV is
the maximum field size allowed by the optical configuration. To enlarge the lateral
field size, the image per FOV is combined or stitched to each other using an image-
stitching technique [48, 119]. The concept of the image-stitching is presented in
Figure 2.5. However, this technique may degrade the final result, e.g. in the case
of the specimens having periodic pattern. In Chapter 6, some improvements ob-
tained with the new scanning scheme of the CLSS are presented and compared to
that obtained with the traditional stitching technique.
2.4 Optical resolution
The optical resolution presented in this section is used to describe the resolving
ability of an imaging system. This will be useful particularly when designing and
optimizing the optical configuration discussed in the following chapter. However,
the real resolution of the CLSS will be evaluated in Chapter 6. There are two
main approaches for defining the optical resolution: two-point resolution [72, 96]
and single-point resolution, known as full width at half maximum (FWHM). If the
foci are formed far apart from each others, a single focal point can be considered at
a time. This corresponds to the single-point resolution. On the other hand, if the
foci influence each other, the optical resolution follows the two-point resolution.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the single-point and two-point resolution. (a) Single-point
resolution or the FWHM approach. (b) Two-point resolution, conforming with the well-
known Rayleigh criterion.
2.4.1 Single-point resolution
When a single illuminated point is considered at a time, the optical resolution is
characterized by the geometry of the optical probe or the intensity response. In
an ideal case, the intensity response is named the point spread function2 (PSF).
In analogy to the probing tip in a tactile profilometer, size of the optical probe
imposes a limit on the resolution, in which the object smaller than the optical
probe cannot be resolved. This way, the single-point resolution [17, 34, 66, 114]
is defined using the half-power width of the main lobe of the intensity response,
known as the full width at half maximum, shown in Figure 2.6 (a). The single-point
resolution can be applied mutually in the lateral and axial directions.
Single-point lateral resolution
For a confocal microscope, the single-point resolution in the lateral direction is
given by [17]
rxy,CONF (3dB) =
0.37λ
NA
, (2.1)
where NA is the Numerical Aperture. In this expression, rCONF is 0.73 times
smaller than the single-point resolution of a conventional light microscope, which
takes the form
rxy,CONV (3dB) =
0.51λ
NA
. (2.2)
Eq.(2.2) is identical to the Sparrow criterion for an incoherent imaging system
[33].
2The definition of point spread function is described in Appendix A.
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Single-point axial resolution
The single-point axial resolution is the half-power width of the intensity response
in the axial direction. In the confocal microscope, the axial resolution of a planar
reflector is obtained as
rz,CONF (3dB)plane =
0.45λ
n(1− cosα) , (2.3)
where α is the maximum half angle subtended by the focused beam to the objective.
For a point reflector, the single-point axial resolution becomes [17]
rz,CONF (3dB)point =
0.62λ
n(1− cosα) . (2.4)
It can be seen that the single-point axial resolution obtained with a planar reflector
is 1.38 times smaller than that of a point reflector, meaning that the axial resolution
in a planar reflector case is 1.38 times higher.
Note that eq.(2.1), eq.(2.2), and eq.(2.3) are commonly used in this thesis to
calculate the theoretical optical resolution of the CLSS.
2.4.2 Two-point resolution
When two illuminated points are closely formed until they influence each other,
the optical resolution is better defined by the two-point resolution based upon
the well-known Rayleigh criterion. The Rayleigh criterion [33] suggests that two
closely spaced illumination points are just distinguished from each other if the
maximum of one response curve is located at the minimum of another response
curve, depicted in Figure 2.6 (b). Basically, the Rayleigh criterion corresponds to
the 26.5% dip in the intensity response between two illuminated points of the same
brightness. In a confocal microsocpe, the two-point resolution is not applicable in
the axial direction when only a single focal point is formed at a given depth, which
rather corresponds to the single-point resolution.
Two-point lateral resolution
The distance between two illuminated points which can just be resolved is defined
by [33]
rxy,CONV (Rayleigh) =
0.61λ
NA
, (2.5)
for a conventional light microscope, and
rxy,CONF (Rayleigh) =
0.56λ
NA
, (2.6)
for a confocal microscope [17]. Therefore, the two-point resolution in the confocal
microscope is 8% higher than that in the conventional microscope.
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2.5 Surface inspection application
In recent years, surface textures have been noted as a key parameter in many appli-
cations. The surface textures, particularly, the surface roughness play a significant
role in the product performance, life time prediction, and wear rate of a workpiece
[112]. For example, in tribology the micro-roughness on engine bores help to re-
tain lubricant by which it can increase lubrication efficiency and life-time of the
engine [71]. In automotive manufacturing, paint appearance of the auto body is
significantly affected by the topography and roughness of the surface [81]. Even in
tooling and machining the surface roughness can indicate stability of the machine
tools or early failure in the process [99]. It seems explicit that surface texture is
markedly important. Though, the challenge is in acquiring the information on the
surface texture most effectively.
Surface height
Lateral size of the surface
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Figure 2.7: The range of the surface features which can be measureed by several surface
inspection techniques, i.e. CLSS, confocal microscopes, optical profilometers, and tac-
tile profilometers [118]. In addition, the surface features can be cateorized as roughness,
waviness and form, depicted by gray areas.
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In the early 1990s, the measurement of a single profile, providing a two-
dimensional (2D) height profile was sufficient for many industrial applications. Not
until recently three-dimensional (3D) surface characterization gained significant
interests in order to provide additional information on the surface functionality
[38, 98, 99, 111]. However, 2D height profiling still plays a strong part in quality
assurance [84], such as in cutting tool industry [107], steel industry [21], or even
in today’s skin care industry [73].
Furthermore, this section provides an overview on the measurement range in
which the CLSS can be used to inspect the size of surface features. Basically,
surface features are categorized into waviness and form (the low-frequency com-
ponents defining the overall shape) and roughness (the high frequency components)
[112]. Figure 2.7 then depicts the ranges of surface heights and lateral structures
measurable with several measuring techniques, including CLSS, confocal micro-
scopes, optical profilometers and tactile profilometers (a contact method).
Nonetheless, the CLSS, first developed as a 2D optical profilometer, can be
developed further as a 3D optical profilometer to cover a lateral scan range up to
a few ten millimeters.
2.6 Conclusion
The basic knowledge of the confocal microscopy is given in this chapter to provide
a significant background of a confocal imaging technique e.g. the CLSS. The tilting
technique proposed by Kino, Corle, and Xiao [18, 42, 120, 121], to eliminate back
reflection of light from the back side of the Nipkow disk, is then developed further
in the CLSS to manifest the new parallel depth scanning scheme [12, 14, 15]. Then,
the configuration and principle of a pinhole-disk based confocal microscope [110] is
presented here, which serves as a model for developing the CLSS configuration. In
addition, the stitching technique used to extend the measurement field-size used in
the pinhole-disk based CM is briefly discussed. In Chapter 6, some improvements
obtained with the new scanning scheme of the CLSS are presented and compared
to that obtained with the traditional stitching technique. Moreover, the single-
point resolution or the full-width at half-maximum (FHWM) approach is described
mainly to define the optical resolving ability of the CLSS, which is useful when
designing the optical configuration. Finally, the measurement ranges of several
instruments for surface inspection are outlined. The CLSS as a 2D optical profiler
can measure surface heights from a few ten nanometers up to 50 µm and the
lateral structures from sub-micrometer to 15 mm. Nevertheless, the CLSS can be
further developed as a 3D optical profiler. The suggestion on extending the CLSS
measurement to 3D profiling is noted in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Theory of the Confocal Line
Scanning Sensor (CLSS)
This chapter presents the theoretical design of the Confocal Line Scanning Sen-
sor (CLSS). The pinhole mask design is a major subject of this chapter. The
main target in designing the pinhole mask is to optimize the depth discrimination
capability and the optical resolution of the CLSS’ imaging system. The major
challenge in developing the CLSS coping with in this chapter is to incorporate a
tilted plane technique in a confocal imaging system. Thus, the chapter begins with
the system overview, and follows by the theoretical explanation dealing with the
tilted plane technique based on the Scheimpflug’s rule. Moreover, the variation of
the magnification inherent in a tilted plane system, known as keystone distortion,
introduces more complexity in designing the pinhole pattern. As a consequence, a
compact equation of the magnification in a tilted plane system is specifically de-
rived and applied in this chapter to design the pinhole pattern. Then, a theoretical
prediction of the keystone distortion and a newly discovered approach to correct
for the keystone distortion are highlighted. The intensity responses of a point-like
source and a finite-sized detector are thus described in this chapter in order to give
a background knowledge for optimizing the pinhole size. Finally, the effects of a
tilted pinhole mask on the imaging characteristics of the CLSS are investigated in
theory and in simulation.
3.1 System overview
The confocal line scanning sensor (CLSS) is developed based on the pinhole-disk
based confocal imaging system, described in the previous chapter. The novelty
of the CLSS lies in the concept of a new parallel depth scanning scheme, which
earned a patent in 2010 [12]. By using a tilted plane technique, a stack of stationary
diffraction-limited foci or diffraction foci projected at different depths are created
at a tilted focal plane, depicted in Figure 3.1. These diffraction foci are then
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Figure 3.1: Schematic principle of the confocal line scanning sensor (CLSS). The tilted
focal plane is formed from the tilted pinhole mask by an objective lens. To create a parallel
depth scanning scheme, the specimen is scanned through the stationary stack of diffraction
foci in a stepwise fashion or in a continuous approach, where ∆x & ∆z, ∆x′ & ∆z′, and
∆x′′ & ∆z′′ denote the spacing intervals between the foci, pinholes, and pinhole images,
respectively.
used to inspect the specimen in parallel when the specimen is laterally scanned
through the focal stack. The parallel scan of the in-line diffraction foci1 thus gives
the name line scanning to the CLSS. It should also be noted that a stationary
tilted pinhole mask replaces the rotating pinhole disk and scanning piezoelectric
actuator, which are required in the pinhole-disk based confocal imaging system,
shown in Figure 2.4.
The notable advantage of the CLSS’ configuration is its robustness and sta-
bility, in which no moving part is required in the optical setup. The CLSS was
first developed as a 2D optical profiler, and its lateral measurement range can be
theoretically extended to infinity. The CLSS is designed to operate mainly with
a 20×/0.45 NA objective at 530 nm wavelength of light. There are 160 sam-
pling points formed per shot, spacing with the focal intervals of ∆x = 5µm and
∆z = 0.3µm, shown in Figure 3.2. Following eq.(2.1) and eq.(2.3), the optical
resolutions are 0.44 µm and 2.3 µm in the lateral and in the axial directions.
1Here, the diffraction focus means the unique point of maximum intensity when suffi-
ciently small aberrations are present in the system, defined by Born and Wolf [6].
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of the lateral and axial measurement ranges in the CLSS.
The lateral measurement range is extended with the successive scans, whereas the axial
measurement range is fixed and limited by the tilt angle of the focal plane and by the
number of the sampling foci, where ∆x and ∆z are the focal intervals.
3.1.1 The principle of operation
The property of optical sectioning is maintained in the CLSS with the use of pinhole
apertures. Figure 3.1 shows that the in-line pinhole apertures, when illuminated
will function as multiple point-like sources, generate the inclined focal stack at the
specimen. When the specimen is scanned through this inclined focal stack, light
reflecting back from the specimen retracts the same path through the same set of
the pinholes, where these pinholes now perform as point-like detectors. This way
the optical sectioning is realized. Then, the light is deflected by the beam splitter
to the CCD. In the detection part, the CCD is tilted to align with the tilted image
plane, and the data are captured as a frame per shot of scan.
Figure 3.2 illustrates that the lateral measurement range is extended with the
successive scans. This makes the parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS
unique in that the data intensities are recorded in a non-sequential order in cor-
respondence with the sampling coordinates. In consequence, the data sorting and
related data processing are originally developed to support this unique data acqui-
sition of the CLSS. The main target of the data processing is to reveal the axial
intensity responses along the x coordinates; then the surface height evaluation can
be implemented. Chapter 5 deals particularly with the data processing.
3.1.2 Speed and system’s accuracy
The specimen is stepwise scanned in the lateral direction using a linear scanning
stage, such that the parallel measurement can be executed simultaneously in the
lateral and the axial directions. Thus, the speed and accuracy of the CLSS’ mea-
surement partly depend on the linear scanning stage’s performance. Errors and
noises in a low performance stage can cause the reduction in accuracy, whereas a
high precision linear scanning stage can be costly. A linear scanning stage used
in the CLSS is driven by a stepper motor at 5.8 frames per second (fps), up to
15 mm. With 160 sampling points per shot, the acquisition rate is obtained as
≈1,000 points per second. However, the speed of the measurement can greatly be
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Figure 3.3: Schematic description of the Scheimpflug condition. The relation of the tilt
angles is given by m = tan(β)/tan(α), where m is the on-axis magnification of the imaging
lens, m = s′/s.
enhanced by increasing the acquisition rate and reducing the synchronization time
between the hardwares. With the recent technology of high speed cameras, the
data can be recorded up to a thousand frames per second, which will increase the
acquisition rate up to 160,000 points per second.
To primarily increase the data density in the x direction, the measurement
should be acquired with a finer lateral sampling interval, which in turn increases
the measurement time. Only the data density in the axial direction is invariant,
corresponding to a fixed sampling interval between the foci. Though, main disad-
vantage of the CLSS is the limit in the axial measurement range. A higher axial
measurement range can be established, for instance, by using a higher tilt angle
of the pinhole mask and a lower magnification of the imaging lens.
3.1.3 Tilted focal plane: Scheimpflug’s rule
By applying a tilted plane technique in the CLSS, the tilt relation of the pinhole
mask and the focal plane follows the Scheimpflug’s rule [82]. The Scheimpflug
principle, named after T. Scheimpflug [82, 83], was stated in 1904 that if a lens is
tilted such that the lens plane intersects the object plane, the plane of the sharp
image must also pass through the same line of intersection, shown in Figure 3.3.
This principle was originally applied in view cameras, in which the magnification
varied at the tilted image plane is obviously recognized [5].
Consequently, in the CLSS the tilted focal plane, formed by the imaging lens,
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the keystone distortion images of a rectangular object.
intersects the same line of intersection of the pinhole mask’s plane and the lens’
plane, denoted by the Scheimpflug line in Figure 3.3. This line, not a point, has
its dimension extending in depth (into the paper plane). In consequence, the tilt
of planes cause the object and image distances (s and s′) vary along the tilted
field-of-view. Therefore, the lateral magnification, m = s′/s, varies accordingly
across the field-of-view. The full derivation of the magnification in this tilted
plane system is found in Appendix D. The magnification is expressed as a function
of four variables: on-axis and off-axis lateral magnifications, the tilt angles of the
object and image planes. The derived magnification is then implicated in the
pinhole design explained later in this chapter.
3.2 Keystone distortion
Note that the variation of the magnification in this tilted plane system is known as
the keystone distortion [28], which creates a trapezoidal image from a rectangular
object as can be seen in Figure 3.4. Mathematically, the keystone distortion was
classified as quadratic distortion type II, using a power series expansion [78].
In this section, the effect of the keystone distortion, caused by the shifting of
the principal planes2, is highlighted. It is an interesting effect found only in a
compound lens system. The pattern of the magnification is then modified as the
positions of the principal planes are shifted. Consequently, three significant cases
of the keystone distortion were discovered during the development of the CLSS.
2A plane normal to the principal axis of a lens, at which the focal length is referenced.
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3.2.1 Shifting of the principal planes and patterns of
the keystone distortion
The principal plane is a hypothetical plane which cannot directly be measured
[33]. In a simple case of a single lens or a singlet, the first and the second principal
planes are always fixed in places because the principal planes cannot deliberately
be shifted. On the contrary, consider a compound lens system consisting of two
thin lenses in Figure 3.5 (a). In this case, the positions of the principal planes can
be shifted by changing the distance between these two lenses. Figure 3.5 shows that
the same set of thin lenses can be rearranged to shift the positions of the principal
planes, for example, by increasing the distance d by 40 cm from Figure 3.5 (a) to
Figure 3.5 (b). Without any physical movement of the object referenced from the
first lens, the object distance increases from 45 cm to 55 cm in connection with the
shift of the principal planes. For brevity, the detailed calculation is demonstrated
in Appendix B. This example illustrates that when the principal planes are shifted
the object and image distances vary accordingly, and so does the magnification,
which leads to a significant conclusion in this section.
In the CLSS system, a more complicated compound lens system is employed, so
that the principal planes can possibly be shifted approaching infinity. Imagine that
a compound lens system is represented by a black box, shown in Figure 3.6. The
object and image distances, so and si, are then measured from the principal planes
[33]. The positive sign convention of the object and image distances is depicted in
Figure 3.6, whereas the negative sign convention is thus vice versa. According to
that, a shifting of the principal planes can even cause the sign conversion of the
so
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the principal planes shifting in a compound lens
system by changing the distance between these two lenses. This simple compound lens
system consists of of two thin lenses. PP1 and PP2 represent the first and second principal
planes. h1 is the distances measured from the center of the first lens to the first principal
plane, and h2 is the distances measured from the center of the last lens to the second
principal plane, respectively. d is the distance between two lenses, while so is the object
distance measured from the first principal plane. (a) d = 10 cm, h1 = +15 cm, h2 = +10
cm, and so = 25 cm. (b) d = 50 cm, h1 = +25 cm, h2 = +16.667 cm, and so = 35 cm.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of a compound lens system represented in a black box, where PP1
is the first principal plane. PP2 is the second principal plane. so is the object distance
measured from PP1. si is the image distance measured from PP2.
distances so and si to change from positive to negative.
Figure 3.4 depicts a simplified illustration of the keystone distortion. In the
first case, the object and image distances are in positive values, where the keystone
distortion is termed as direct keystone distortion, depicted in Figure 3.7 (a). In the
second case, the pattern of the keystone distortion is reversed from the first case,
caused by the sign conversion of the object and image distances from positive to
negative values, depicted in Figure 3.7 (b). This reverse effect is termed as reverse
keystone distortion, which is the case existing in the CLSS.
Although the keystone distortion changes its pattern according to the shifting
of the principal planes, the Scheimpflug’s rule is still valid. If there is no change in
the physical positions of the object and image and no change in the magnification
along the optical axis, the tilt angles of the object and image planes are preserved,
so the Scheimpflug’s condition. Figure 3.7 shows that the sign conversion of the
object and image distances is equivalent to interchanging of the places between the
object and the image, hypothetically. According to that, the object “1” is reversely
magnified in Figure 3.7 (b) comparing to Figure 3.7 (a), when the principal planes
are shifted from the positive to the negative coordinates. This can be illustrated
as the reverse effect in magnifying the gray rectangle in Figure 3.4 (b) to (c).
3.2.2 The correction of the keystone distortion
It is noteworthy to point out that the link between the shifting of the principal
planes and the keystone distortion pattern leads to a newly approach to correct for
the keystone distortion. When the principal planes are shifted approaching infinity,
the object and image distances become closer to infinity. Thus the magnification
- the ratio of the image distance to the object distance, is corrected uniformly
across the tilted image plane, depicted in Figure 3.4 (d). This property can be
found in two optical configurations namely telescopic and telecentric. However the
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Figure 3.7: Direct and reverse keystone distortion. This illustrates the reverse effect
in magnifying the object when the sign of the object and image distances changes from
positive to negative. (a) Direct keystone distortion. (b) Reverse keystone distortion.
magnification is not necessarily being infinity. This contributes to the third case of
the keystone distortion presented in this section, which is the most advantageous
case namely corrected keystone. The uniform magnification across the tilted field-
of-view allows parallel focal lines to be formed to inspect the surface topography
in three-dimensions. The experimental investigation of the keystone distortion in
all cases is then presented in Chapter 4.
3.3 Intensity responses and criteria to define
the pinhole size
In this section, the role of the pinhole diameter on the intensity responses is taken
into account. The intensity responses of a point source and a finite-sized detector is
described to give a criteria to determine the pinhole size at best optical resolution
and depth discrimination capability.
Following the study of Wilson and Carlini [116, 115], the intensity response of
a point source and a finite-sized detector is given by
I(v, u) = |h1(v, u)|2 ·
(
|h2(v, u)|2 ∗D(v)
)
, (3.1)
where h1(v, u) and h2(v, u) are the point spread functions
3 of the imaging and de-
tecting lenses. Here, the symbol ∗ denotes the convolution operation and D(v) rep-
3The definition of point spread function is described in Appendix A.
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resents the sensitivity of a finite-sized detector. In a reflection confocal microscope,
these two point spread functions are equal, where h1(v, u) = h2(v, u) = h(v, u).
For simplicity, the intensity response is expressed in the optical coordinates
(v, u), where the optical coordinates are the physical-coordinates normalized by
the wavelength of light (λ) and the half aperture angle of the objective lens (α).
The normalized lateral optical coordinate (v) is written as [115]
v =
2pi
λ
· r · sinα, (3.2)
where r is the physical radial coordinate. In addition, the normalized axial optical
coordinate (u) takes the expression [115]
u =
8pi
λ
· z · sin2
(α
2
)
, (3.3)
where z is the physical axial coordinate.
3.3.1 Lateral intensity response
Consider first the lateral intensity response of a point object at the focal plane.
Substituting D(v) by the circle function4, circ(v/vp), in the convolution term in
eq.(3.1), eq.(3.1) can be rewritten as [116]
Ipoint(v, 0) =

|h(v)|2
[
2pi
∫ vp−v
0 |h(t)|2 t dt . . .
+2
∫ v+vp
vp−v |h(t)|
2 · cos−1
(
t2+v2−vp
2t·v
)2
t dt
]
, v < vp
or
2 |h(v)|2 ∫ v+vpv−vp |h(t)|2 · cos−1 ( t2+v2−vp2t·v )2 t dt , v > vp,
(3.4)
where vp is the radius of the pinhole in the normalized optical unit; u = 0 is the
reference of the focal plane in the axial coordinate, and t is a dummy variable.
Following eq.(3.4), the half width at half maximum (HWHM) intensity of the
lateral response (v1/2) is delineated as a function of the pinhole radius vp in Fig-
ure 3.8. In this graph, the smaller the pinhole radius vp, the narrower the lateral
response curve (v1/2). To obtain the narrowest v1/2 then the highest optical lateral
resolution, the pinhole radius should be vp ≤ 0.5. See the definition of the optical
4The circle function can be written as [27]
circ(
√
x2 + y2) =
 1 ,
√
x2 + y2 ≤ 1
1
2 ,
√
x2 + y2 = 1
0 , otherwise.
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Figure 3.8: The half width of the lateral response (v1/2) plotted corresponding to the
pinhole radius (vp) in the normalized optical unit, using eq.(3.4). [After Wilson and
Carlini [116].]
resolution in the previous chapter. However, if vp = 0 there will be nearly no
light passing through the pinhole. Therefore, at vp = 0.5 the HWHM (v1/2) of the
lateral response is just optimized, which leads to the first criterion to determine
the pinhole diameter. Moreover, when the value of vp is around 4.0 in the normal-
ized unit, the optical lateral resolution will be worse than that in the conventional
microscopes [116].
3.3.2 Axial intensity response
Wilson and Carlini [116] also pointed out a significant role of a finite-sized pinhole
on the depth-discrimination property. Following their derivations, when a planar
reflector being moved axially through focus, the axial response takes the form
Iplane(u) =
∫ vp
0
|h(2u, v)|2 v dv. (3.5)
Using eq.(3.5), the axial intensity response can be obtained as a function of
the pinhole radius, vp. The results are depicted in Figure 3.9. The axial re-
sponse curves are widened as the pinhole radius vp increases from 0 to 15, shown
in Figure 3.9 (a). Then, the HWHM of the axial responses are plotted in Fig-
ure 3.9 (b). It can be seen in Figure 3.9 (b) that the optimal HWHM of u is
where vp ≤ 2.5 to realize best depth discrimination. In theory, if vp = 0, eq.(3.5)
reduces to [sin(u/2)/(u/2)]2 [116], resulting in the highest degree of depth dis-
crimination. However, in practice when the pinhole radius is smaller than 2.5 in
the normalized optical unit, the depth-discrimination will not be improved fur-
ther. Only light passing through the pinhole is reduced. On the contrary, the
degree of depth-discrimination is deteriorated when the pinhole radius is higher
than 2.5 in the normalized optical unit, resulting in a larger HWHM of u as shown
in Figure 3.9 (b).
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Figure 3.9: The axial responses, or depth responses, with respect to different pinhole
radii, obtained using eq.(3.5). (a) The intensity responses plotted against u with various
values of the pinhole radii, vp = 1, 2, ..15. (b) The HWHM of the axial responses plotted
corresponding to vp. [After Wilson and Carlini [116].]
In conclusion, the lateral intensity response suggests that the optimal confocal
operation can be best obtained when vp = 0.5. However, to gain the optimal depth
discrimination a recommended value of the pinhole radius is vp = 2.5. In the case
of vp = 2.5, there will be no improvement in the optical lateral resolution, but
the best optical sectioning can be obtained with 50% more light efficiency [17].
In consequence, this criterion is selected to determine the pinhole diameter in
the following section. Note also that the optimized axial-intensity response is the
main target in developing the data processing in Chapter 5, and in investigating
the system performance in Chapter 6.
3.4 Pinhole mask design
In the CLSS, the geometry of the pinhole aperture and its pattern are designed
in order to facilitate the working principle of the CLSS and to achieve the highest
degree of depth discrimination.
The equally spaced diffraction foci necessitated for the parallel depth scanning
scheme of the CLSS are manifested with the pinhole pattern design in connection
with the keystone distortion. Here, the pinholes pattern means an in-line arrange-
ment of the pinholes. Therefore, the newly derived magnification in a tilted plane
system, obtained in Appendix D, is applied in this section to facilitate the pin-
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hole pattern design. Typically, the pinhole is designed in circular shape having
an optimum pinhole diameter. The smaller the pinhole, the optical resolution and
depth discrimination are enhanced but that have to be traded off with low light
transmission efficiency. Thus, to retain the highest degree of depth-discrimination
in the CLSS, the pinhole size and shape are optimized as follows.
3.4.1 Pinhole shape
The pinhole can be made in a variety of shapes. As far as they are smaller than
the central lobe of the diffraction image at the pinhole mask, the exact shape
is not important [53]. Square, hexagonal or octagonal pinholes can be employed
[23, 53, 67]. Alternative to the pinhole is a slit aperture. When a higher light
transmission is required, a slit is used to replace the pinhole. However, the confocal
effect is lost in the directions along the slit [41, 43, 50, 88, 115].
For symmetry reasons, elliptical pinhole apertures are employed in the CLSS to
compensate for the tilting effects. The elliptical pinhole at the tilted pinhole mask
are designed to have their perspective in circular shape at the normal plane. In
consequence, the confocal effect is symmetric about the optical axis. For circular
objects such as a point object, the symmetry of the confocal effect about the
optical axis is important to resolve a point object evenly in all directions [115].
If the pinhole mask is tilted by Θ degree, an elliptical pinhole is expressed by
b = R and a = R/cosΘ, where R is the radius of the perspective circular-pinhole,
depicted in Figure 3.10. a and b are the semi-major and the semi-minor axes of an
ellipse, respectively. The ratio of b to a is defined as the eccentricity (e). When the
pinhole mask has a higher tilt angle, the eccentricity is increased. The elliptical
geometry of the pinhole can then be expressed as a function of the tilt angle of the
pinhole mask (Θ) by b/a =
√
1− e2 = cosΘ.
The equation of an ellipse is written as
x2
a2
+
y2
b2
= 1. (3.6)
By substituting the semi-major axis, a = R/cosΘ, and the semi-minor axis,
b = R, into eq.(3.6), the formula then takes the form: x2 cos2(Θ) + y2 = R2.
Proof of the symmetrical confocal effect using an elliptical pinhole
This section verifies using a simulation study that an elliptical pinhole helps to
maintain the symmetry of the confocal effect in all directions. In this study, the
fast Fourier transform (FFT)5 algorithm, which is relatively fast and effective, is
used to observe a plane wave propagating through a pinhole aperture at a tilted
plane. The diffraction patterns formed by a tilted pinhole aperture are observed
5The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a discrete Fourier transform algorithm which
reduces the number of computations needed for N points from 2N2 to 2N · log2N .
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Figure 3.10: Elliptical pinhole aperture and its perspective in circular shape. a is the
semi-major axis. b is the semi-minor axis. e is the eccentricity of the ellipse. R is the
radius of the perspective circular-pinhole at the plane perpendicular to the optical axis,
where Θ is the tilt angle of the pinhole mask and R = a · cos(Θ) = b.
at a far field image plane normal to the optical axis. Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) show
that a circular pinhole worsens the confocal effect in the direction perpendicular
to the rotation axis, when tilting the pinhole mask. In contrary, Figure 3.11 (c)
and (d) validate that an elliptical pinhole in a tilted plane helps produce symmetry
diffraction patterns at the far field image plane. If the far field image plane is the
aperture plane of the objective lens, the symmetrical confocal effect is maintained
in correspondence to a symmetry diffraction focal point formed by the objective
lens. Note that this can be achieved when designing the elliptical pinhole following
the previous section.
In order to propagate a tilted plane wave using the FFT technique, the tilted
coordinates should initially be transformed into the coordinate of the plane normal
to the propagation axis. The tilted plane wave is thus first rotationally transformed
in the frequency domain [15]. Then, the diffraction pattern of the tilted input
plane wave is observed using diffraction formulas, including Rayleigh−Sommerfeld
diffraction equation and Fresnel diffraction equation. Referring to Figure 3.12, the
simulation is implemented as follows.
• The amplitude U(x, y) right behind the plane II is calculated by [106]
U(x, y) = T (x, y) · exp [2pij · x · (cos θ/λ)] ,
where θ is the angle of rotation around the y axis (normal to the paper
plane). T (x, y) is a transmittance of the aperture.
• Apply the FFT to the input plane wave U(x, y) which is perpendicular to
the optical axis z, by expressing U(fx, fy) = FFT {U(x, y)}. This process
is to convert the input plane wave from the spatial domain (x, y) to the
frequency domain (fx, fy).
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Figure 3.11: The simulation results of a diffraction pattern formed by a pinhole aperture
at a far filed image plane normal to the optical axis. The diffraction patterns are observed
using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. This shows that a tilted elliptical
pinhole helps maintaining the symmetry of the diffraction pattern when the pinhole mask
is titled up to 50◦. In contrary, a tilted circular pinhole results in a worsen confocal effect
in the direction perpendicular to the rotation axis, in this particular case. (a) Intensity
output and (b) two dimensional diffraction patterns formed by a tilted circular pinhole. (c)
Intensity output and (d) two dimensional diffraction patterns formed by a tilted elliptical
pinhole.
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Figure 3.12: A simplified illustration of a tilted plane wave propagation using the FFT
technique. The input plane wave is tilted according to the tilted pinhole aperture. Then, it
is propagated along the z axis using an interpolation technique and a diffraction equation.
• Perform a rotation transformation. The discrete index of the transformed
frequency spectrum is then interpolated using eq.(3.8) in order to sample the
frequency spectrum of the plane II to match the spatial sampling interval
of the plane I. Here, a linear interpolation is sufficient. When the frequency
spectrum is sampled with a constant step equally both in x and y, the FFT
algorithm can be used to propagate the transformed plane wave [106]. The
frequency shift can also be applied here to center the diffraction pattern [52].
• Apply the inverse FFT to the interpolated plane wave to convert it back
from the frequency domain to the spatial domain.
• The interpolated plane wave is then propagated along the z axis using Fresnel
diffraction equation in eq.(3.9). Then, a final result of the amplitude and
intensity output of the diffraction pattern in the far field is obtained.
Suppose that R is a matrix used to transform the coordinates (x, y, z) into
(x′, y′, z′), where (x, y, z)t = R(x′, y′, z′)t and (fx′ , fy′ , fz′)t = R(fx, fy, fz)t in the
spatial and the frequency domains, respectively. The superscript t denotes the
transpose operation. Accordingly, fz = (λ
−2 − f2x − f2y )1/2 [27].
In consequence, the transformation matrix used to rotate the coordinates about
the y axis at the angle of θ is given by
R =
 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
 . (3.7)
As a result, a rotation formula in the frequency domain is obtained as fx′ =
fx · cos θ + fz · sin θ.
Following Tommasi and Bianco [106], the index (i) of the frequency spectrum
in the x axis is interpolated as a function of the indices of the frequency spectrum
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in the x′ and y′ axes (ii and jj) by
i = cos θ · ii+ sin θ(D
2
λ2
− ii2 − jj2)1/2, (3.8)
where i, ii, and jj = [N/2,−N/2) and a matrix N × N is considered. D is the
actual size (in a length unit) of a square transmittance window. In the case that
the pinhole mask is rotated about the y axis, merely the index in the x coordinate
needs be interpolated.
The Fresnel diffraction equation is then expressed by [33]
U(X,Y ) = FFT
{
U(x, y) · exp
(
jk
2z0
(x2 + y2)
)}
. (3.9)
3.4.2 Pinhole size
The size of the pinhole plays a significant role in determining the optical resolu-
tion and depth-discrimination property, namely confocality, in a confocal imaging
system. From a theoretical point of view, the smaller the pinhole, the higher the
confocality is. Though a larger pinhole can transmit more light, it will degrade
the optical resolution and depth-discrimination. Additionally, when the pinhole is
smaller than a certain limit, the optical resolution and depth-discrimination will
not be further enhanced; only the transmission of light is reduced.
Wilson and Carlini [116, 114] had suggested that the pinhole should be designed
at v = 2.5, where v represents the normalized lateral optical coordinate, described
in the previous section. If v = 2.5, the highest degree of depth-discrimination is
obtained as the HWHM of the axial response curve becomes the narrowest. By
substituting v = 2.5 and NA = sinα in eq.(3.2), the suggested pinhole radius at
the pinhole mask plane is
R ≈ (0.4λ/NA) ·M, (3.10)
where M is the magnification ratio from the focal plane to the pinhole mask plane.
As an alternative approach, the size of the pinhole can be defined using the
full width at half maximum of the Airy disk pattern [33]. The Airy disk is the
diffraction pattern formed by a perfect circular lens with an ideal point source.
In the CLSS, the wavelength of the illumination light (λ) is 530 nm, the numer-
ical aperture of the objective lens (NA) is 0.45, and the magnification ratio from
the focal plane to the pinhole mask plane (M) is 12×. Since the pinhole aperture
in the tilted pinhole mask is designed to project an effective circular pinhole to the
plane normal to the optical axis, the radius of the effective circular pinhole (R) is
then defined based on the Airy disk radius and the FWHM:
Definition Formula Pinhole Radius
(µm)
Airy disk radius R = (0.61λ/NA) ·M 8.125
FWHM conventional microscopy R = (0.514λ/NA) ·M 6.846
FWHM confocal microscopy R = (0.37λ/NA) ·M 4.928
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The expression of the FWHM in confocal microscopy approach provides similar
result to eq.(3.10). If the pinhole is designed using this formula, depth discrimi-
nation will be best obtained. Nevertheless, the pinholes were fabricated in various
sizes following all definitions above, to be investigated in experiments. It was found
that a pinhole of R = (0.37λ/NA) ·M is the best candidate. In conclusion, the
effective pinhole radius should be designed at thirty three percent less than the Airy
disk radius imaged at the pinhole mask.
3.4.3 Pinholes pattern
As already mentioned, the main purpose for designing the pinhole pattern is to ob-
tain equally spaced foci (∆x and ∆z) at the tilted focal plane in order to manifest
the new parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS, as illustrated in Figure 3.1
and Figure 3.2. In the presence of the keystone distortion, the in-line pinholes
are non-uniformly spaced with advancing interval (∆x′p and ∆z′p) to form equally
spaced foci. In addition, the pinhole images at the detector are also non-uniformly
spaced (∆x′′p and ∆z′′), due to the keystone distortion. Generally, the space be-
tween the pinholes is optimally defined by 10 times the pinhole diameter [114], to
avoid the crosstalk between the neighboring pinholes.
Here, two approaches are derived to outline the pinhole pattern: Geometry ap-
proach and Gaussian lens equation approach. The Geometry approach is relatively
direct but the calculation is laborious, as presented in Appendix C. This approach
has no analytical solution, so its applicability is limited to some extent. Alter-
native to the Geometry approach, the Gaussian lens equation approach is more
versatile and compact, having an analytical solution. To facilitate the calculation
of the pinhole coordinate, the magnification is particularly derived in terms of the
tilted plane coordinates, demonstrated in Appendix D.
In this section, the coordinates of the in-line pinholes are calculated using the
derived magnification.
Axial measurement range and the field-of-view
First, the relation of the axial measurement range (AMR) and the field of view
(FOV) is presented, referring to Figure 3.13. Following the law of trigonometry,
the relation of the tilt angles of the focal plane (Φ) and the pinhole mask plane
(Θ) is given by
tan(Φ) =
tan(Θ)
m0
. (3.11)
The AMR and FOV then take the form:
AMR = L · sin(Φ), (3.12)
and
FOV = L · cos(Φ), (3.13)
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Figure 3.13: Schematic illustration of the Gaussian lens equation approach to calculate
the pinhole coordinate. Φ is the tilt angle of the focal plane. Θ denotes the tilt angle of
the pinhole-mask plane. d is the focal length of the microscope objective. m0 represents
the lateral magnification on the optical axis. f is the effective focal length of the optical
system. sop is the object distance with respect to the first principal plane (PP1). sip
is the image distance with respect to the second principal plane (PP2). hp is the focal
coordinate along the tilted focal line. Hp is the pinhole coordinate, where p = 1, 2, ..., n
are the indices of the pinhole-focus pairs.
where L is the length of the focal line per FOV at the tilted focal plane.
In the CLSS, the AMR is constrained mainly by the tilt angle of the focal plane
(Φ) and the magnification of the imaging lens, whereas the FOV is limited by the
field number of the optical system, shown in Figure 3.13. In this case, the field
number is 22 mm in diameter. The length of the focal line (L) is then calculated
as a function of the field number. In consequence, the AMR and the FOV can be
obtained.
The AMR calculated with various values of the magnification and the tilt angle
of the pinhole mask is presented in Figure 3.14. It can be seen that the AMR can
be extended by increasing the tilt angle of the pinhole mask (Θ) thereby increasing
the tilt angle of the focal plane (Φ), or by reducing the magnification (m0). When
the magnification is higher than 12×, it is difficult to realize a higher AMR, as
illustrated in Figure 3.14. Moreover, with a magnification higher than 20×, the
focal plane formed at a high tilt angle cannot easily be achieved by just increasing
the tilt angle of the pinhole mask, illustrated in Figure 3.15.
As a result, 12× magnification is applied in the CLSS setup to gain an ac-
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of the axial measurement range (AMR) calculated as a function
of the tilt angle of the pinhole mask (Θ) and the magnification ratio from the focal plane
to the pinhole mask, including 1:6, 1:12, and 1:30.
Figure 3.15: Distribution of the tilt angle of the pinhole mask (Θ) as a function of the tilt
angle of the focal plane (Φ) and the imaging magnification (m0), where m0 = 5×, 10×,
..60×.
ceptable AMR at the highest possible tilt angle of the pinhole mask. However,
a 12× objective lens is not available as a standard product; therefore, the 12×
magnification is accomplished using a 20× objective lens. Thus, 20× infinity-
corrected microscope objectives with 0.45 NA and 0.6 NA are used to magnify or
demagnify at 12×. For this reason, the axial measurement range obtained in the
CLSS is 50 µm. A higher magnifying objective lens can be employed as well, but
that leads to a drastic reduction in the axial measurement range. On the contrary,
a lower magnifying objective lens usually designed at lower NA leads to the opti-
cal resolution worse than that of 0.45 NA or higher NA objectives. Therefore, if
a higher NA objective lens designed at low magnification is available, it will be a
preferable choice. In addition, by tilting the pinhole mask too high to extend the
axial measurement range, the light output will be reduced non-uniformly across
the focal line. In general, the AMR targeting from a hundred micrometers to a
few millimeters can cover a wide field of applications for the surface inspection.
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Pinhole coordinate
Now, the coordinates of the in-line pinholes are calculated using the derived mag-
nification based on the Gaussian lens equation approach, demonstrated in Ap-
pendix D. The schematic illustration of the calculation is depicted in Figure 3.13.
Following the derivation in Appendix D, the lateral magnification (mxp) at the
tilted pinhole mask plane is expressed as a function of the x coordinate by
mxp = myp =
sip
sop − hp (1 +m0) sin(Φ)
. (3.14)
In this expression, sip is the image distance with respect to the second principal
plane (PP2), and sop is the object distance with respect to the first principal plane
(PP1). The axial magnification (mzp) in terms of mxp is obtained as
mzp = −m2xp . (3.15)
Finally, the pinhole coordinate (Hp) as a function of hp, mxp , m0, and Φ is
given by
Hp = hp ·mxp
√
cos2(Φ) +m20 sin
2(Φ). (3.16)
This formula is relatively compact and feasible. It provides a direct expression
of the pinhole coordinate (Hp) as a function of the sampling-focal coordinate (hp),
and the tilt angle of the pinhole mask (Φ). Note that the keystone distortion is
already accounted for in terms of the lateral magnification (mxp).
Moreover, based on both theoretical and experimental results of Fewer et al.
[23], it is possible to reduce the pinhole space from ten times to five times the
pinhole diameter. However, the crosstalk between pinholes can be drastically in-
creased. In confocal microscopy, crosstalk means the overlapping of the sidelobes
of the diffraction patterns from the neighboring pinholes. Nevertheless, only two
neighboring pinholes in the CLSS can contribute to the crosstalk. Thus, it is
reasonable to define the pinhole space eight times the pinhole diameter. The
experiments proved that this pinhole space is sufficient. In consequence, 160 sam-
pling points per full line of scan are formed in the CLSS. The pattern of an in-line
pinholes is then depicted in Figure 3.16.
l l+δ l+2δ l+3δ
Figure 3.16: The pattern of an in-line elliptical pinholes. The pinholes are linearly spaced
with advancing interval, where ∆Hp ≈ l + nδ and n = 1, 2, ..., n.
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3.5 Imaging characteristics of the CLSS
This section attempts to investigate the imaging characteristics of the CLSS. Apart
from the tilting effects, the imaging characteristics of the CLSS is similar to that
of a confocal imaging system. In a tilted plane system, the keystone distortion
is basically introduced at the tilted image plane, where the magnification varies
across the image field. However, the keystone distortion supposes to cause no effect
either on the imaging quality or on the optical lateral resolution. The theoretical
explanation and the simulation study are given here to explore the effect of the
keystone distortion on the imaging quality of the CLSS.
Therefore, this section begins with the theoretical explanation of the aberra-
tions in connection with the axial response. Then, the effect of the optical aberra-
tions mainly the keystone distortion on the imaging quality is described. Finally,
the simulation study is presented. The simulation is divided into two parts: the
imaging part and the detecting part, in order to point out where the thickness of
the tilted quartz substrate of the pinhole mask plays an important role.
3.5.1 The effect of aberrations on the axial response
To account for the aberrations in theory, the pupil function6 is given by [17]
P (r, φ) = exp 2jpi
(
a · r4 + b · r3 cosφ+ c · r2 cos2 φ) , (3.17)
where r is the radial distance at the pupil plane referenced from the optical axis,
a, b, and c are the Seidel coefficients of spherical aberration, primary coma, and
primary astigmatism, respectively [7, 117]. Moreover, φ denotes the angle of rota-
tion around the optical axis. The spherical aberration term essentially affects the
symmetry of the axial response curve, whereas the other terms can affect its width
[17]. For an aberration-free system, the pupil function P (r, φ) is constant, in which
case the axial response can be derived analytically [114]. Following Mare´chal, a
well corrected optical system should have the wave-front error less than one four-
teenth of the wavelength of light (λ/14) in the root-mean-square value [8].
The axial response of a perfect reflector in a confocal imaging system satisfying
the sine condition can be expressed as [86]
I(z) =
∣∣∣∣∫ α
0
R(θ)P 2(θ) exp(−j2k · z cos θ) sin θ cos θ dθ
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.18)
where θ is the angle of convergence of a ray, and α and P (θ) are the maximum
half-angular aperture and the pupil function of the lens, respectively. Then, R(θ)
is the reflection coefficient of the object, which is equal to unity when the object is
a perfect reflector. Here k = 2pi/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the illumination
light.
6The pupil function contributes to the physical extent of the lens and its transmissivity
[114], in which the aberrations and defocus effect can be added as a complex function here.
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In addition, Corle et al. [16] had suggested a convenient way to model spherical
aberration, using a trial apodization function of the form
P (θ) = exp(A sin2 θ) exp(−jB sin4 θ) (θ < α),
P (θ) = 0 (θ > α),
(3.19)
where A is an amplitude coefficient, and B is related to the Seidel coefficient of
spherical aberration with respect to the defocus distance (z). Different values
of A and B can be specified, and the results of the axial response are depicted
in Figure 3.17. This demonstrates that the term sin2(θ) yields a broader axial
response while the term sin4(θ) introduces asymmetry and shift to the response.
Unwanted effects caused by the aberrations will mainly reduce the accuracy of
depth discrimination and surface height evaluation of the CLSS later on.
Although spherical aberration7 in a tilted plane system of the CLSS should be
less significant as compared to keystone distortion, spherical aberration is basically
introduced by the tube length mismatch between the objective and the tube lens
and the refractive index mismatch between the sample and the medium.
3.5.2 Keystone distortion and the imaging quality
It was concluded by Born and Wolf [8] that two of the five Seidel aberrations,
field curvature and distortion, do not affect the structure of the three-dimensional
diffraction pattern. Only the position of the diffraction pattern shifts from the
ideal case, such that merely the position and form of the image is distorted. This
means that the sharpness of the image, or the imaging quality, is not deteriorated
by these two aberrations.
Theoretically, the wave-front deformation represents the aberrations of the
form
Φ = A′ · rn · cosmφ, (3.20)
where r is the radial distance referenced from the optical axis, and φ denotes the
angle of rotation at the pupil plane around the optical axis. In eq.(3.20), A′ is
the coefficients expressed in the power series representation as a function of the
Zernike’s circle polynomials [8].
In particular, the distortion is written as
Φdistortion = A
′
111 · r · cosφ, (3.21)
where A′111 is the coefficient in the wavelength unit as a function of the displace-
ment coordinate and the Seidel coefficient of distortion. As concluded by Born and
7The spherical aberration arises from light from different zones focusing at different ax-
ial positions. With spherical aberration, an asymmetry of the axial response is introduced
resulting in strong sidelobes on one side of the origin and weak ones on the other [91].
Sheppard et al. [92] also noted that the spherical aberration increases with the higher
radius of the aperture of the imaging lens, so that the effect of the aberration can become
less strong if the aperture of the lenses is slightly reduced.
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Figure 3.17: Unwanted effects of the aberrations in the axial responses, theoretically
obtained using the weighted P (θ) in eq.(3.19) and eq.(3.18). A 20×/0.45NA objective is
applied in this case at λ = 530 nm. (a) A = 6 and B = 0. (b) A = 6 and B = 30.
Wolf [8], the first degree of r in this formula causes only the shift in the diffraction
pattern, not the change in its quality. Moreover, the keystone distortion8 is given
as a function of the first degree of r by [79]
Φkeystone = Akeystone · r · cosϕ · cos γ, (3.22)
where ϕ is the angle between the wave field and pupil vector, and γ is the angle
between the symmetry unit vector and the pupil vector. Following the same con-
clusion, the first degree of r in the keystone distortion expression will not affect
the imaging quality of the CLSS.
8In eq.(3.22), Akeystone = W21110H
2 is the keystone distortion coefficient as a function
of the wave field coordinate (H). This representation was developed by Sasian [79] to
represent the aberration function of the tilt in terms of the wavefront deformation across
the field of view and across the exit pupil of the optical system.
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3.5.3 The effect of the tilted pinhole mask on the imag-
ing part
To prove that the imaging quality of the CLSS is not affected by the keystone
distortion, the simulation results are presented in this section. Only the imaging
part is investigated in this section. The imaging part is the optical part in which
light is illuminated from the pinhole mask to the specimen. The illustration of the
optical layout is shown in Figure 3.18, which includes a field lens, a tube lens, and
an objective lens.
The quartz thickness can be excluded here, since the pinholes function as
multiple point-like sources after light passing through the quartz substrate. Note
that the pinhole apertures are fabricated on a chrome film laminated on one side
of the quartz substrate. In this simulation, perfect lenses are employed in order
to eliminate the aberrations caused by the lens. Therefore, only the aberrations
introduced by the tilted pinhole mask is realized. A widely used optical design
software Zemax is employed to obtained the simulation results.
The simulation results are then depicted in Figure 3.19. It can be concluded
from these results that the diffraction pattern formed at the tilted focal plane is not
degraded by the tilt of the pinhole mask, even up to 50◦ of tilt angle. Figure 3.19
(b) shows that the FWHM of the lateral intensity response is widened by only 2%
when the pinhole mask tilts from 10◦ to 50◦, in which case the numerical aperture
of the imaging lens is 0.45. The strehl ratio of the intensity is about unity in all
cases, showing negligible aberrations in the imaging part. By definition, the strehl
ratio, ranging from zero (for a system having significant aberratioin) to one (for a
perfect system), is the ratio of the maximum intensity of an aberrated pattern to
the maximum intensity of an unaberrated pattern [33].
Nevertheless, Figure 3.19 (a) illustrates that the tilted pinhole mask introduces
distortion, corresponding to various numerical apertures and off-axis pinhole po-
sitions at 5 mm and 10 mm from the optical axis. The distortion increases when
the pinhole mask is tilted by a higher tilt angle. As a result, only the keystone
distortion is seen at the tilted focal plane.
3.5.4 The effect of tilted quartz on the detection part
In the CLSS setup, a 0.25 NA camera lens is used to focus light to the detector.
Therefore, a 0.25 NA lens is then modeled. The detection part is the part in which
light passes through the pinhole mask to the detector. Figure 3.20 illustrates the
optical layout of the detection part. In this simulation, the reflected light returns
the same path from the specimen through the same set of pinholes and passes
to the detector, at which point the tilted glass introduces aberrations. Then, the
changing of the image quality can be observed at the tilted detector plane.
Theoretically, astigmatism is always introduced when light focuses through a
tilted glass [24]. The quartz substrate of the pinhole mask will definitely affect
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Figure 3.18: Simulation layout of the imaging part in the CLSS, including a field lens, a
tube lens and an objective lens but excluding the quartz thickness. The simulation was
implemented using Zemax.
the image quality at the detector. Therefore, this section contributes mainly to
investigate the aberrations caused by the tilted quartz on the image at the detector.
Table 3.1 summarizes the simulation results. The wavefront errors in accor-
dance with the tilt angle of the quartz substrate of the pinhole mask are presented.
The RMS wavefront errors increase with a higher tilt angle of the tilted quartz.
Accordingly, the Strehl ratio is severely degraded. The changes of the modulation
transfer function (MTF) and the Strehl ratio of the lateral intensity responses are
manifested in Figure 3.21. It shows that the intensity signal is almost lost at a
higher than 40◦ tilt angle, as indicated by extremely low Strehl ratio.
As a consequence, the pinhole images at the tilted detector plane are degraded
and enlarged with respect to a higher tilt angle of the pinhole mask, illustrated
by the spot diagram in Figure 3.22 (a). In addition, the Ray fan pattern in
Figure 3.22 (b) shows that the aberrations introduced by the tilted quartz substrate
are dominated by astigmatism and coma. Black circles in Figure 3.22 (a) represent
the Airy pattern of 2.6 µm in diameter. However, the total intensity captured by
the CCD is more meaningful than the shape of the pinhole images. When the
pixel size of the detector is about 6− 8 µm, the worst case of the pinhole image is
then covered by 1− 2 pixels.
In conclusion, the simulation shows that the tilted quartz substrate introduces
primarily the keystone distortion, astigmatism, coma, and a lower degree of the
field curvature and spherical aberration. The variation of the field curvature and
distortion as a function of the tilt angle of the pinhole mask is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.23. Although the image quality at the tilted detector is seriously degraded at
a high tilt angle of the pinhole mask, the imaging quality at the tilted focal plane
is not affected. In consequence, in the following section the experimental results
of the axial response are used to confirm that the tilted quartz substrate causes
insignificant effect on the measuring quality of the CLSS, when applying with a
20×/0.45 NA objective. This allows the CLSS to operate using the pinhole mask
tilted up to 40◦.
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Figure 3.19: (a) Distortion, and (b) Huygens PSF strehl as a function of the tilt angle of
the pinhole mask, simulated using ZEMAX.
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Figure 3.20: Simulation layout of the detection part in the CLSS. The effect of the quartz
substrate with 1.524 mm thickness is investigated using Zemax.
Table 3.1: Wavefront error caused by the tilted quartz substrate of the pinhole mask.
The RMS∗ represents the wavefront error in terms of the root mean square of the optical
path difference after subtracting out the piston distortion. The Strehl ratio∗∗ is calculated
from the wavefront variance.
Tilt angle of the pinhole mask Wavefront error RMS∗ Strehl ratio∗∗
(degree) (wavelength)
0 0.00719781 0.99846975
10 0.01133883 0.99654907
20 0.04890870 0.91994841
30 0.12212375 0.57141428
40 0.24915165 0.00000000
50 0.43815624 0.00000000
3.5.5 Axial response in the CLSS
As stated above, the aberrations can degrade the axial intensity response and then
the imaging quality of the CLSS i.e. by widening the axial intensity-response curve
and introducing sidelobes and asymmetry to the curve. Figure 3.24 then delineates
the axial intensity responses obtained with the CLSS, using a planar reflector. It
can be seen that the axial responses are rather symmetric having low sidelobes
with a few degree of noise floor, as compared to the ideal case.
The FWHM of the measured axial responses varies from 3.5 µm to 3.7 µm,
which obtain on the optical axis and off the optical axis, respectively. The axial
responses across the focal line are rather uniform, having approximately 10% re-
duction in the normalized intensity. Though the FWHM in the ideal case is 2.3
µm, where NA = 0.45 and λ = 530 nm, these symmetry axial intensity responses
having exceptionally low sidelobes conclude that the aberrations introduced by
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Figure 3.21: (a) MTF, (b) Strehl ratio of the PSF at the detector as a function of the tilt
angle of the quartz substrate having 1.524 mm thickness, simulated using ZEMAX.
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Figure 3.22: (a) Spot diagram, and (b) Ray fan at the detector as a function of the tilt
angle of the quartz substrate having 1.524 mm thickness, simulated using ZEMAX.
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Figure 3.23: (a) Field curvature, (b) Distortion at the tilted detector plane or CCD, as
a function of the tilt angle of the quartz substrate having 1.524 mm thickness, simulated
using ZEMAX.
the tilted quartz substrate play insignificant role in the measuring quality of the
CLSS. As the pinhole aperture is optimally designed to reach the axial intensity
response in the ideal case, the widening of the axial response curves is not caused
by the finite-sized pinhole, however, rather by the residual aberrations such as
sphearical, astigmatism and coma. This issue can further be investigated using
eq.(3.17) and eq.(3.18) and some notes on the measured axial intensity responses
given in Chapter 6.
As far as the axial intensity responses deliver true information of the surface
heights, the CCD is used merely to record the intensity of the pinhole images not
to image the specimen. The residual aberrations including that introduced by
the tilted quartz substrate will just reduce the power of the light output at the
detector, and so the sensitivity of the measurement. Therefore, the correction of
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Figure 3.24: Axial responses experimentally obtained with a plane reflector using the
CLSS. The responses obtained on the optical axis and off the optical axis across the focal
line are in good agreement. As compared to the ideal case of the axial response, these
measured axial responses with minimum aberrations show that the tilted quartz substrate
should not affect the measuring quality of the CLSS.
the residual aberrations will then improve the sensitivity of the measurement.
3.6 Conclusion
A stationary tilted pinhole-mask used in the CLSS is a key component to help
manifesting the new parallel depth scanning scheme [12, 14, 15], and to preserve the
property of the depth-discrimination. A stack of equally spaced foci projected at
different depths on the specimen is vital to create a parallel depth scan without the
need to mechanically or optically scan the sampling points in the axial direction.
A major advantage of the CLSS, developed as a 2D optical profiler, is a simplified
and robust configuration, in which case no moving part is required. A 20×/0.45
NA objective used in the CLSS at the wavelength of 530 nm provides the lateral
optical resolution of 0.44 µm and the axial optical resolution of 2.3 µm.
In the CLSS, an optimal operating condition is when the pinhole mask is
tilted by 40◦ from the plane normal to the optical axis, where the focal sampling
intervals of ∆x = 5µm and ∆z = 0.3µm are established. The disadvantage of the
CLSS is the limit in the axial measurement range of 50 µm, whereas the lateral
measurement range can be implemented covering up to 15 mm. On the other
hand, the CLSS configuration provides a good start for further developments of
a low cost or a high speed instrument for surface inspection. Moreover, a unique
working principle of the CLSS allows the data to be recorded in non-sequential
order in respect to the sampling coordinates to extend the lateral measurement
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range, theoretically, up to infinity. Accordingly, the data sorting and the additional
data processing are developed in Chapter 5 to support the new concept.
The CLSS is developed by incorporating a tilted plane technique in a confocal
imaging system, where the Scheimpflug’s rule is applied with a confocal imaging
system. The variation of the magnification inherent in a tilted plane system,
known as the keystone distortion, is theoretically explained in this chapter. In
consequence, a newly discovered approach for predicting and correcting for the
keystone distortion is established. It was found that the shifting of the principal
planes in a compound lens system can modify the pattern of the keystone distortion
or even correct for it. Three significant cases of the keystone distortion are classified
as direct keystone distortion, reverse keystone distortion, and corrected keystone
distortion. The reverse keystone distortion is employed in the CLSS, whereas
the corrected keystone distortion is noted as a useful case in extending the surface
inspection technique to three-dimensions by using parallel tilted focal lines instead
of a tilted focal line.
The pinhole shape and size are optimized for depth discrimination. It was
concluded by McCarthy et al. [53] that the pinhole shape can be in any form, as
long as the pinhole is smaller than the central lobe of the diffraction image. In ad-
dition, Wilson and Carlini [116, 115] had suggested that the pinhole radius should
be designed at 33 % less than the radius of the Airy disk imaged at the pinhole
mask. Following this suggestion, the pinholes used in the CLSS are also designed
in elliptical shape to compensate for the tilting effects having their perspective
at the normal plane in circular shape, such that the confocal effect is uniformly
maintained in all directions. Then, the pinhole pattern is designed using the newly
derived expression of the magnification in a tilted plane system, detailed in Ap-
pendix D. The pinholes are linearly spaced in line with advancing interval to create
equally spaced foci, resulting in 160 sampling points per full line of scan in the
CLSS. Therefore, a simple line camera is sufficient for the application of the CLSS.
In addition, the derived magnification is also useful for investigating the effect of
the tolerance limits in adjusting the system, discussed in Chapter 4.
Finally, the effect of the tilted pinhole mask on the imaging characteristic of the
CLSS is investigated in theory and in simulation. Using a simulation technique,
it was found that the tilted pinhole mask caused no effect on the imaging quality
and on the diffraction foci at the tilted focal plane. On the contrary, the residual
aberrations including that caused by the tilted quartz substrate of the pinhole
mask contribute to reducing the light output at the tilted detector, but not always
the measuring quality of the CLSS. Since the CCD is mainly used to record the
sampling intensity detected by each pinhole and not to image the specimen, the
pixel size of the detector does not pose a limit on the lateral resolution.
Chapter 4
System Design Description
The main target in constructing the CLSS’ system is to gain the highest possible
degree of the depth discrimination according to the design. The pinhole mask
designed in the previous chapter is a key component to initially achieve the target.
Therefore, the system’s construction and alignment are detailed in this chapter.
The design of equally spaced foci plays an important role in realizing the new
parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS, such that the system misalignment
is then responsible for unequally spaced foci and a poorer quality of the depth
discrimination. In consequence, the system construction and alignment are opti-
mized for best axial intensity response. In this chapter, the new derivation of the
magnification in a tilted plane system, illustrated in Appendix D, is also used to
explore the errors of the focal spacing corresponding to the system misalignment
tolerances. The equally spaced foci are significant for simplifying the data process-
ing in Chapter 5. The process control of the hardwares and the data acquisition
are also discussed in this chapter. Furthermore, suggestions on how to improve
the acquisition rate of the CLSS are then provided. Finally, the errors and noises
inherent in the system are investigated. These provide necessary knowledge for
the error correction, discussed in the next chapter.
4.1 CLSS’ configuration
To carry out the experimental work presented in this thesis, a prototype of the
CLSS was built on a breadboard to function as a test-bed. The CLSS’ setup
and its photograph are schematically depicted in Figure 4.1 and in Figure 4.2,
respectively.
Figure 4.1 represents key components used in this configuration. A light-
emitting diode (LED) is employed as a light source in this configuration due to
its high stability, inexpensive and incoherent light source, whereas a laser is a
poor choice. It is due to the fact that a laser can generate speckle pattern - an
interference pattern of the coherent light, which significantly reduces the image
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Field stop diaphragm
Beam splitterPinhole mask L1
Camera lens
CCDDirection of the scan
φ
secondary optical axis
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L2
Specimen
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the CLSS system, where L1 and L2 represent a condenser
lens and a collector lens, respectively. ϕ is the tilt angle of the secondary optical axis or
the detection arm with respect to the normal arm.
Figure 4.2: Photograph of the CLSS setup.
quality. In addition, LEDs are generally more stable than lasers as their output do
not vary considerably over a certain range of temperature and lifetime. A white-
light LED1 (Luxeon, III star), emitting green light at λ = 530 nm wavelength,
is selected as a light source, corresponding to the optimum performing region of
the detector. In the detection part, a matrix charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera
(AVT Dolphin, F145B) is utilized as a detector. It allows the complete image
field to be observed, though a few lines of detection is sufficient in the CLSS.
Nevertheless, in the current setup, visualization of the entire field of view is of vital
importance for the system alignment and investigation. Furthermore, a stepper
motor (Haydon 35000 Series, E35H4N-05) is employed here as a driver of the linear
1White-light LEDs produce white light from devices that are fundamentally monochro-
matic. LEDs, having a narrow bandwidth of ∆l = 12 - 40 nm, are considered as monochro-
matic light sources. Due to their short coherence length (of a few wavelengths [33]), these
light sources, however, are classified as white light sources.
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scanning stage to scan the specimen in the lateral direction, while the optical head
is fixed in place. In the case that to scan the specimen is difficult, the optical head
can be scanned instead.
Microscope objectives2 used in the CLSS are 20× infinity-corrected objectives
from Olympus. Basically, an infinity-corrected objective lens requires a matching
tube lens (f = 180 mm, Olympus) to produce a collimated beam, or an optical
infinity space, to the objective lens. The microscope objective and the matching
tube lens are typically employed together to minimize the five Seidel aberrations.
However, it differs from producer to producer on how to design the objective lens
and the tube lens to correct for the aberrations. For example, Olympus has de-
signed the objective lens to minimize chromatic, spherical, wavefront aberrations,
and field curvature, while the tube lens to correct for coma, astigmatism, and
distortions [97].
Consequently, main targets in designing and constructing the CLSS are:
• to gain the highest degree of depth discrimination,
• to create uniform illumination based on Ko¨hler illumination,
• to incorporate keystone distortion into the optical system to form equally
spaced foci at the tilted focal plane,
• to minimize stray light and ghost effects.
4.1.1 Image formation in the CLSS
To develop an imaging system, the image formation is of major interest. In the
CLSS, the image formation of four conjugate field planes, or the images of the field
stop, is depicted in Figure 4.3. Essentially, light is focused from the LED by the
condenser lens (L1) to the field stop diaphragm, forming the first conjugate field
plane. The field stop is then imaged by the collector lens (L2) to the pinhole mask,
forming the second conjugate field plane perpendicular to the primary optical axis.
From the tilted pinhole mask, light emerges as parallel point-like sources, and is
focused to infinity by the field lens and the tube lens, at which point the exit
pupil of the objective lens is filled by the emitter image. Then, the microscope
objective creates a tilted focal plane at the specimen, forming the third conjugate
field plane. In the detection path, light reflected from the specimen returns via
the same route and is deflected by a 50/50 beam splitter cube to the CCD. On
the return path, the same set of pinholes function as parallel point-like detectors,
creating the confocal effect. The pinholes are thus imaged by a camera lens to the
tilted CCD, forming the fourth conjugate field plane.
Among the four conjugate field planes, the focal plane is the most important
one, at which plane the diffraction-limited focal points are formed by the objective
2Throughout this thesis, a microscope objective lens, a microscope objective, an objective
lens, or an objective is used interchangeably.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of four conjugate field planes forming in the CLSS’ system.
L1 and L2 denote a condenser lens and a collector lens, respectively, and ϕ is the tilt angle
of the secondary optical axis, or the detection arm, with respect to the normal arm.
lens. If the optical system consists of negligible wavefront aberrations, the term
diffraction foci coined by Born and Wolf [6] is used instead of the diffraction-limited
focal points. Henceforth, the diffraction foci are employed throughout this thesis.
At the tilted focal plane, the equally spaced diffraction foci function as multiple
optical probes to facilitate the new parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS.
4.1.2 Pinhole mask
Note that size of the stationary pinhole mask used in the CLSS is relatively small
as compared to the rotating pinhole disk of the confocal imaging system presented
in Chapter 2. See the preceding chapter for the pinhole design. In the CLSS, the
pinhole patterns were fabricated on anti-reflective chrome on a quartz substrate
using electron beam lithography. This technology allows elliptical pinholes to be
manufactured with a minimum feature size of 0.5 µm, a placement tolerance of
±0.3 µm, and a reference-grid fidelity of 100 nm. Since the anti-reflective chrome
film is extremely thin ≈ 100 nm, its thickness will not introduce any notable
aberration in the system [18].
4.1.3 Confocal effect and degradation
As discussed in the preceding chapter, the optimal depth-discrimination capability
is achieved mainly by the pinhole design, in connection with the pinhole size and
numerical aperture of the objective lens, not the magnification. The higher the
numerical aperture, the superior the depth discrimination is. However, depth
discrimination can be degraded by the presence of aberrations in the optical system
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and the reduction in the effective numerical aperture3 (NA) of the objective lens.
The effects of aberrations on depth discrimination are already discussed in the
previous chapter. Thus, this section will briefly discuss the effects of the effective
NA on depth discrimination. Following Wilson [115], a non-uniform pupil function
and pupil shading are responsible for the reduction of the effective NA. The pupil
shading, known as vignetting [23, 115], is the falling-off in transmissivity toward
the edge of the objectives lens. The study by Fewer et al. [23] also confirmed that
the pupil shading can reduce the effective NA of the objective lens. Accordingly,
depth discrimination as a function of NA is degraded. Mathematically, the pupil
shading function (P ) is not represented by a constant but is a function of a radius
unit (ρ), which takes the form [115]
P (ρ) =
{
f(ρ) if ρ ≤ 1
0 otherwise.
This leads to the conclusion that uniform illumination at the exit pupil of the
objective lens can ensure the highest degree of depth discrimination. Based on
this knowledge, the confocal effect and contrast can be optimized by modifying
the pupil function [31].
4.1.4 Uniform illumination: Ko¨hler illumination
A uniform illumination across the field-of-view at the specimen plane is of vital
significance for homogeneous sensitivity of the measurement. In this section, the
Ko¨hler based illumination is therefore described. Accordingly, the effective NA is
optimized by filling the exit pupil of the objective lens with the emitter image.
Before the advent of the Ko¨hler Illumination4, the filament of the light bulb
used in a light microscope is visible in the specimen plane, such that the illumina-
tion across the field-of-view is not uniform. The filament image appearing on the
specimen can confuse the data interpretation. As a result, the images seen under
a microscope can be problematic, uneven, vague, and to some extent conveying
incorrect information.
Ko¨hler solved this problem in 1893 [44]. He introduced a solution which pro-
vides a uniform and bright illumination over the entire field-of-view. Basically,
3The numerical aperture (NA) of a lens is a dimensionless number that characterizes
the range of light angles over which the lens can receive light. An exceeding important
role of the numerical aperture was first pointed out by Ernst Abbe in 1873 [1]. Abbe
had observed the significance of the aperture-angle corresponding to the resolving power
of an objective lens. He defined that the imaging resolution is based on the necessity for
the diffracted light rays from the specimen to be collected by the objective lens. If these
diffracted rays at high angle are excluded, fine details of the object cannot be resolved
[33, 61].
4The Ko¨hler Illumination has revolutionized the design of light microscopes, and is
widely used in traditional as well as modern digital imaging techniques today.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of three conjugate aperture planes, or emitter images,
forming in the CLSS’ system, based on Ko¨hler Illumination. L1 and L2 denote a condenser
lens and a collector lens, respectively.
Ko¨hler Illumination eliminates the emitter image from the observing plane by sep-
arating those of the conjugate field images from the conjugate emitter images,
shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, respectively. This setup allows the micro-
scope objective to project light at full cone (full angle) at the specimen to evenly
illuminate the field-of-view, such that the resolution and contrast are optimized.
In the CLSS configuration, a patented Ko¨hler based illumination tube [109]
is incorporated. Figure 4.4 shows that uniform illumination at the specimen can
be achieved when the emitter image is formed at infinity. In other words, the
emitter image should be brought into focus to fill the microscope objective back
focal plane. This in turn maintains the optimum effective NA of the objective lens.
Figure 4.4 shows that a compound lens of the collector lens (L1) illuminates the
field stop diaphragm evenly, and also initiates the separation between the emitter
images light-path and the field images light-path. Though the illustration of the
dissection between these two light-paths is not a true representation, it is suited for
visualization and intuitive understanding [2]. In consequence, the condenser lens
(L2) forms the conjugate emitter images at the back focal plane of the field lens and
next at the back focal plane of the microscope objective, depicted in Figure 4.4. In
addition, the field lens is used to collect dispersed light, so that the vignetting effect
at the field-of-view is mitigated. In the detection arm, if the camera lens forms
a uniform image across the tilted CCD, the sensitivity of the CLSS measurement
should be best attained. However, certain vignetting at the detector is acceptable,
such that the system alignment and the optical configuration are greatly simplified.
Subsequently, the detection sensitivity of the measurement can be normalized later
in the data processing.
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4.1.5 Incorporation of the keystone distortion in the
CLSS
The variation of the magnification inherent in a tilted plane system is known as the
keystone distortion [28]. As explained in Chapter 3, the principal planes’ positions
play a key role in changing the pattern of the keystone distortion: direct keystone,
reverse keystone, and corrected keystone. The principal planes are hypothetical
planes in which their positions can be calculated or indirectly measured. These
planes can be adjusted or shifted by the optical arrangement. From this point
of view, it should be noted that when the positions of the principal planes are
shifted, the object and image distances referenced from the principal planes vary
accordingly. The lateral magnification, as the ratio of the object distance to the
image distance with respect to the first and the second principal planes, is then
modified. Note that the reverse keystone distortion is applied in the CLSS case.
This section then presents the simulation and the experimental studies to val-
idate the connection between the principal planes’ positions and the keystone dis-
tortion patterns, as explained in Chapter 3. In the CLSS, three lenses involved
in shifting the principal planes are the microscope objective lens, the tube lens
and the field lens. Moreover, Olympus infinity-corrected microscope objectives
are exploited in the CLSS. In the imaging part, the tube lens is employed to col-
limate the beam to the microscope objective, whereas the field lens facilitates the
collection of dispersed light to the microscope objective. Typically, the collimated
beam, depicted in Figure 4.5, allows the microscope objective to move forward
to and away from the tube lens without varying the magnification. However, in
the tilted plane system of the CLSS, sliding the microscope objective in the same
manner will result in a shift of the principal planes.
Simulation study discovers that by sliding the microscope objective lens with
respect to the tube lens results in a shift of the principal planes from the positive
coordinate to infinity and back to the negative coordinate. The notation of the
direction is shown in Figure 4.5. In the simulation, only the simplified version
of the imaging part is simulated in OSLO (an optical design software), since the
specification of a complex optical element such as the microscope objective is not
known. There are two simplified cases presenting here.
1. Case 1: three perfect lenses 5, having the focal length of 36 mm, 180 mm
and 67 mm are used to perform as the microscope objective, the tube lens
and the field lens, respectively, as depicted in Figure 4.5.
2. Case 2: replace the lens having the focal length of 36 mm by another one
having a focal length of 9 mm, which represents the microscope objective.
The simulation and experimental results indicate that sliding the objective lens
in Case 1 can shift the principal planes from the positive (d < 21.6 mm) to infinity
5A perfect lens means that the lens focuses light onto a single point, free of aberration.
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Figure 4.5: Three lenses involving in shifting the principal planes: the microscope ob-
jective, the tube lens, and the field lens. The positive direction of the object and image
distances measured from the first and the second principal planes are presented; the neg-
ative direction is hence vice versa.
(d = 21.6 mm), and reverse back to the negative direction (d > 21.6 mm), where d
is the infinity space shown in Figure 4.5. Note that these values of d are obtained
from the simulation; slightly different values are needed in the experiment. In Case
2, the principal planes are already located in the negative coordinate, representing
the case of the CLSS’ setup. Thus, shifting the principal planes to infinity or
positive coordinate is not possible, when d should be reduced less than zero which
is impossible. Figure 4.6 then depicts the image of the keystone distortion obtained
in this case. It shows that the parallel lines in the tilted pinhole mask are imaged
as diverging lines at the tilted image plane.
As described in Chapter 3, the case in which the principal planes are located
in the negative coordinate is coined as the reverse keystone distortion; vice versa
is the direct keystone distortion. When the principal planes approach infinity, the
magnification is made uniformly across the tilted image plane, in which case is
referred as the corrected keystone. In the corrected keystone case, the optical sys-
tem becomes a telescopic optical system [95], when the principal planes approach
infinity.
4.1.6 Minimization of the stray light and ghost images
Stray light and ghost images are unwanted light induced by the reflection or scat-
tering of light, which appear in the field of view. In the CLSS, ghost images6 are
eliminated from the image field of view by tilting the beam splitter. Figure 4.3
shows that the beam splitter is tilted ϕ ≈ 5-10◦ with respect to the normal axis, so
that the reflection of the ghost images are directed out of the image field of view
in the detection part. In this case, ghost images are mainly the reflection from
the back side of the pinhole mask and from the internal beam splitter. Since the
6Ghost images are induced by the inter-reflection of light from optical component sur-
faces [63]
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Figure 4.6: The keystone distortion pattern of parallel lines object. The image is captured
at the tilted image plane and displayed by MATLAB (a technical computing software).
The bold dash lines are marked as lines of sight.
beam splitter is tilted, the detection arm is thus aligned accordingly.
The CLSS is build on an optical test-bed and operated in the optical laboratory,
such that a housing of the optics is not necessary. However, in a real product, a
housing of the device is of essential significance, such that it will significantly
introduce scattered light or stray light [63]. In such the case, more complicated
methods should be implemented to eliminate the stray light and ghost images, for
example, by employing polarizer, analyzer, and quarter wave plate [18, 42].
4.2 System alignment
The CLSS is built on a breadboard of the Microbench set provided by Linos.
The Microbench set places a limit on the alignment flexibility, but offers maximal
ease to align the optical elements along the optical axis in a concentric manner.
Once the optical system is aligned it tends to remain so for weeks. The only
component needed to be checked on a daily basis is the CCD. The CCD usually
drifts approximately 1 to 2 pixels within a week.
Most of the optical components in the CLSS are aligned perpendicular and
concentric to the optical axis, whereas the pinhole mask and the CCD are not.
The pinhole mask and the CCD are tilted with respect to the optical axis. The
intention to tilt the pinhole mask is to create the titled focal plane, in which equally
spaced diffraction foci are formed. In addition, the CCD is aligned to the tilted
image plane.
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This section then presents the pinhole mask and the CCD alignment. The
errors of the focal spacing corresponding to the system misalignment-tolerances
are theoretically investigated, following the derivation in Appendix D. System
misalignment include the pinhole mask off-centering, incorrect tilt angle of the
pinhole mask, and improper adjustment of the magnification in the optical system.
4.2.1 Pinhole mask alignment
The pinhole mask is aligned in the optical system using an in-house designed ro-
tation stage, depicted in Figure 4.7. Three linear stages assembled on the rotation
stage facilitate the translation of the pinhole mask in three dimensions. The goal to
align the pinhole mask is to center the pinhole pattern to the optical axis and to tilt
the pinhole mask to a desired angle. Thus, the diffraction foci can be formed with
equal spacing when the pinhole mask is aligned correctly. Otherwise, misalignment
of the pinhole mask will cause errors in the focal sampling interval. Accordingly,
the depth discrimination and accuracy of the measurement is degraded.
The theoretical analysis is accomplished using the derivation in Appendix D,
in which case the pinhole mask is considered as a tilted object plane, whereas the
tilted focal plane is a tilted image plane. In order to monitor the error of the focal
interval, the effects of the pinhole misalignment are added by substituting Hp ± δ
and Θ± δ in eq.(4.1). Consequently, the focal coordinate (hp) can be calculated.
In this expression, Hp is the pinhole coordinate, Θ denotes the tilt angle of the
pinhole mask, and δ is a dummy error.
hp = Hp ·mxp
√
cos2(Θ) +m20 sin
2(Θ). (4.1)
The mechanics to align the pinhole mask allow for a ±1 mm tolerance in cen-
tering the pinhole mask, and a ±1◦ tolerance in tilting the pinhole mask. The
centering tolerance is limited not only by the sensitivity of the linear stages (Mi-
cos, APT-65 and APT-38), but also by the precision of the method for centering
the pinhole pattern to the optical axis. With the different values of positional
tolerances, the error of the focal interval can be theoretically calculated, as sum-
marized in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. It is rather unfortunate that the predicted
errors of the focal interval cannot be cross-checked with the experimental results,
since the instruments at hand do not provide enough resolution to directly mea-
sure the focal interval at the tilted focal plane. From the theoretical analysis, the
centering tolerance of the pinhole mask of ±1 mm results in the focal interval of
∆x = 5± 0.065 µm and ∆z = 0.35± 0.00485 µm. In the same manner, the tilting
tolerance of the pinhole mask of ±1◦ yields the focal interval of ∆x = 5±0.073 µm
and ∆z = 0.35 ± 0.0008 µm. Note that the nominal values of the focal intervals
are ∆x = 5 µm and ∆z = 0.35 µm, and the nominal value of the tilt angle of the
pinhole mask is 40◦ with respect to the plane normal to the optical axis.
Though the pinhole mask is correctly centered and tilted, an incorrect imaging
magnification can cause unequally spaced diffraction foci. In the CLSS, the imag-
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Figure 4.7: An in-house designed rotation stage. The linear stages S1 (Micos, APT-
65) and S2 & S3 (Micos, APT-38) are assembled on the rotation stage to offer translation
movement. These linear stages have travel ranges of 25 mm and 5 mm with 5µm sensitivity,
respectively.
ing magnification is adjusted with an objective lens, a tube lens, and a field lens.
When the objective lens is moved towards or away from the tube lens within the
collimated beam space, the magnification is varied in connection with the shifting
of the principal planes. Nonetheless, the magnification at the tilted focal plane can
be measured using a supported CCD. The effect of the error caused by incorrect
magnification is then theoretically analyzed. Note that the nominal value of the
imaging magnification is 12×. By substituting m0 ± δ in eq.(4.1), the variation
of hp is obtained. The results are depicted in Figure 4.10. It shows that the
magnification tolerance of ±1× results in the focal intervals of ∆x = 5 ± 0.1 µm
and ∆z = 0.35± 0.011 µm.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the magnification in the imaging part is the
most sensitive parameter for the adjustment to realize equally spaced diffraction
foci, as compared to the pinhole mask centering and tilting. However, if the
corrected keystone is incorporated in the optical system, the pinhole mask centering
can be eliminated. This helps to simplify the pinhole mask alignment. Only the
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Figure 4.8: Theoretical errors of the focal intervals ( ∆x and ∆z) in regard of mis-centering
of the pinhole mask. The nominal value of ∆x is 5 µm and ∆z is 0.35 µm.
Figure 4.9: Theoretical errors of the focal intervals (∆x and ∆z) in regard of mis-tilting
of the pinhole mask. The nominal value of ∆x is 5 µm and ∆z is 0.35 µm.
Figure 4.10: Theoretical errors of the focal intervals (∆x and ∆z) in regard of incorrect
adjustment of the imaging magnification. The nominal value of ∆x is 5 µm and ∆z is
0.35 µm, whereas the nominal value of the magnification is 12×.
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pinhole mask tilting and the magnification adjustment need be implemented.
4.2.2 CCD alignment
The CCD alignment is less critical than the pinhole mask alignment. The target of
alignment is to ensure that the CCD will capture sharp pinhole images across the
tilted image plane. Nonetheless, the CCD is aligned in order to adjust the in-line
pinhole images to a line of the CCD’s pixels. This will substantially simplify the
data processing afterward. The CCD is then mounted on a breadboard using an in-
house constructed holder, shown in Figure 4.11. Since the holder is not optimized
for stability, it can cause a slight shift of the CCD after setting up the system.
Therefore, the CCD needs to be checked on a daily basis or before performing the
measurement.
Since the CCD is used for recording the intensity output rather than imaging,
the size and shape of the pinhole images formed at the CCD are not of significant
importance. Only the total intensity of each pinhole image is meaningful, which
contributes to the quality of the axial response and depth discrimination. Thus,
the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is not applied here. This also means that
the lateral resolution is not connected with the pixel sampling. As a result, the
optimal condition for the pixel sampling is when each pinhole is imaged by a single
pixel of the CCD.
Figure 4.12 shows different sampling conditions of a pinhole image at the CCD.
The best solution would be Figure 4.12 (a), when the image is formed as a square to
symetrically correspond with a square pixel. However, this solution is not practical,
since the images of the pinholes applied in the CLSS are formed in an elliptical
shape at the CCD. In this case, an acceptable condition is shown in Figure 4.12
(b), where a pinhole is imaged onto a square pixel. In contrast to Figure 4.12
(a) and (b), Figure 4.12 (c) represents several sampling conditions in which case
higher noise level may be introduced by a larger unprofitable area of the pixels.
4.3 Process control and data acquisition
This section describes the process control and data acquisition used in the CLSS.
The process control involves running movable parts, such as the linear scanning
stage, and synchronizing the moving parts with the data acquisition mechanism.
All of the optical components are solidly held in place throughout the process,
which makes the system relatively robust.
In order to operate the system, the process control and data acquisition are
handled by the following hardware: a linear scanning stage driven by a stepper
motor, a CCD, a computer, a motion control unit and a power supply, depicted in
Figure 4.13.
The linear scanning stage used to scan the specimen is Haydon 35000 Series,
E35H4N-05, with high resolution step angle, Bipolar, Chopper drive, and a linear
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CCD:
AVT  Dolphin
Rotary support: Linos
Figure 4.11: An in-house constructed CCD holder. The holder helps align the CCD in
the detection arm, using the rotary support from Linos with 5◦ increment on the angular
scale.
(a) (c)(b)
Figure 4.12: Schematic demonstration of the pixel sampling. The squares denote pixels
of the CCD, whereas the gray areas represent the pinhole images formed at the CCD. (a)
optimal condition (b) acceptable condition (c) SNR degradation conditions.
travel of 610 µm per one rotation. The linear movement along the axis of the
stepper motor can traverse with a step resolution of 3.05 µm in the full-step mode
and of 190 nm in the micro-step mode. It was observed that the linear scanning
stage travels with high precision in the relative coordinate, but fails to accomplish
that in the global coordinate. The stage can repeat its path precisely within a
given range, but will provide different global coordinate after the range is reset.
In general, this drawback can be overcome by using a closed loop controlled stage,
or a high precision stage such as a piezoelectric actuator stage.
The employed CCD is an AVT Dolphin F145B, SXGA+ 1392×1040 pixel pro-
gressive, with 8-bit output in gray scale ranging within 0−255. The CCD commu-
nicates with the computer via a high speed communication interface, IEEE 1394
(Firewire) connection bus standard. The computer, used to control the process
and store the measurement data, is the Genuine Intel CPU T2250@ 1.73GHz, with
797 MHz 1.99 GB Ram. For the light source, a stable illumination source is a def-
inite requirement. Therefore, an LED from Luxeon, III star, 64 mW Radiometric
Power is used as a light source. The motor control unit is an in-house developed
motor controller for a stepper motor, NFusbMotor V0.3 and -SUB V0.4, and the
power supply is a DC power supply, 0-15 V, max. 2 A.
In the CLSS, the intensity output is recorded by the CCD, while the specimen
is stepwise scanned in the x direction through the stack of the diffraction foci using
a linear scanning stage. In consequence, the CCD is triggered by a hypothetical
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Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram of the hardware for data acquisition and process control
of the CLSS.
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Figure 4.14: Timing diagram for the process control in trigger-mode. The CCD starts
capturing each frame when it is triggered by the end state of the linear scanning stage
after t1, and takes t2 as the CCD exposure time.
stop of the linear scanning stage to record the data. The read-out data is thus the
intensity output of the light reflected from the specimen. The timing diagram for
the process control is schematically shown in Figure 4.14, namely trigger-mode.
In the trigger-mode, the data is acquired at 5.80 frames per second (fps). The
acquisition time (ta) includes the exposure time (te) of the CCD, the scanning time
(ts) of the linear stage, and the remaining delay time (tr), i.e., from synchroniza-
tion, software algorithm and electronic delay. In the case of a 5.80 fps acquisition
time, 173 ms is taken per frame. For each frame, 34 ms is consumed approximately
by the CCD for the exposure time, 1 - 2 ms is taken by the linear stage for the
scanning time, whereas the rest of 137 ms is consumed by several sources of delay
time and synchronization. Therefore, the formula to calculate the acquisition time
(ta) can be obtained as
ta = te + ts + tr.
To reduce the acquisition time, the stage should be driven continuously, while
the CCD is triggered automatically to read out the data, as shown in Figure 4.15,
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Figure 4.15: Timing diagram for the process control in continuous-mode. The CCD starts
capturing each frame every t1, when it is triggered automatically, i.e. by internal clock,
and takes t2 as the CCD exposure time.
namely continuous-mode. In this case, the acquisition time will be dramatically
reduced, as the synchronization and communication time is shortened, so does
the delay time. However, acquiring the intensity output while the specimen is in
motion, especially at high speed, the effect of a short exposure time resulting in a
dark looking image should be taken into account. In this thesis, the acquisition rate
of 5.80 fps is, however, sufficient to validate the proof-of-concept of the CLSS and
to investigate the system in a number of aspects. Nonetheless, a high speed system
can be developed later, based upon the results of this thesis. For example, a faster
scanning mechanism can be implemented with the process control in continuous-
mode. If the scan speed of the linear stage meets the frame rate of the recent
developed CCD cameras, at least a thousand frames per second can be achieved,
contributing to 1 ms per frame.
4.4 Errors and noises in the CLSS
The errors and noises inherent in the CLSS system are briefly explored here, which
are classified into two groups: systematic errors and statistical errors. Since sta-
tistical errors or random noises in the system cannot be corrected or compensated
in general, these attributes worsen the precision of the measurement. However,
systematic errors can be corrected to some extent. It is of vital significance to
manifest the systematic errors introduced in the CLSS system for developing the
error correction procedures. The following chapter deals particular with the error
correction and calibrations. Consequently, the accuracy of the measurement will
be improved after applying the error correction and calibrations to the system.
Notable sources of errors and noises inherent in the CLSS system are:
• the error and noise of the linear scanning stage,
• misalignment of the optical system,
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• the aberrations inherent in the optical system,
• noises of the CCD.
The systematic error of the linear scanning stage is mainly corrected. However,
the statistical errors from the other sources cannot be corrected, resulting in a
lower precision of the measurement, and worsened signal-to-noise ratio and depth
discrimination.
4.4.1 Systematic errors
This section presents the systematic errors caused by the linear scanning stage and
imperfections of the optical system. However, only two dominant systematic errors
will be corrected, concerning flatness of the linear scanning stage and detection
sensitivity.
Flatness of the linear scanning stage
Instead of a flat-like movement, the linear scanning stage used in the CLSS tra-
verses with a wave-like movement having a flatness tolerance in the axial direction
(z) of ± 0.75 µm. The wave-like systematic error is shown in Figure 4.16 (a),
which can be observed using a flat mirror specimen. The wave-like systematic
error has an amplitude of ≈ 1.5 µm and a period of ≈ 610 µm. The motor-driven
lead screw of the linear scanning stage is found to be the source of the systematic
error, showing the matching period between the sinusoidal wave-like error and the
period of the lead screw of 610 µm in Figure 4.16. In consequence, this systematic
Screw of the linear stageactuator
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.16: Simplified schematic of the systematic error caused by the motor-driven lead
screw of the linear scanning stage. The wave-like systematic error has an amplitude of ≈
1.5 µm and a period of ≈ 610 µm, which is matched with the period of the motor-driven
lead screw of 610 µm.
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error can be eliminated by subtracting the error out of the measurement data,
which will be discussed later in the following chapter.
Vignetting and detection sensitivity
In the detection part, non-uniform light signal at the CCD is another systematic
error to be corrected. When a flat mirror is aligned to the tilted focal plane, light
reflected from the mirror to the CCD is supposed to be uniform, but it is not, as
shown in Figure 4.17. This is caused mainly by the vignetting, pixel sampling,
and dust particles on the pinhole aperture. The center part of the focal line has
a higher maximum than that at the edges, so does the sensitivity of the pinhole
detection. However, the signal can be modulated to meet the same maximum level,
by normalizing the signal with the local maximum. The normalized sensitivity for
each pinhole across the focal line is essential to improve the accuracy of the surface
height evaluation. As the data will be sorted out in order to rearrange the signal
mixing from different pinholes, a non-uniform detection sensitivity across the focal
line will thus worsen the axial response as well as the depth discrimination. The
sensitivity normalization is therefore described in the following chapter.
Figure 4.17: Vignetting and detection sensitivity effect across the focal line at the CCD.
Thermal noise: dark current and hot pixels
The temperature-generated charge is known as dark current. It generates signal
even if the chip is completely in the dark. Following the technology of the CCD
and chip architecture, the electrons can be generated in the pixels of the CCD
not only by the incoming light but also by the chip temperature. Dark current is
usually expressed in electrons per second per pixel at a defined temperature or at
a defined exposure time, for instance 1e-/s per pixel at 0◦C.
In the case of the CLSS, dark current depends on the variation of the expo-
sure time after the warm-up time and then the temperature remains constant.
Typically, dark current always produces a fixed pattern frame or a dark frame at
a given exposure time, and it can simply be eliminated by subtracting the dark
frame from the original image. A dark frame of the CCD used in the CLSS can be
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Figure 4.18: Dark frame acquired with the CCD camera (AVT Dolphin, F145B).
measured in root mean square (RMS) unit, shown in Figure 4.18. However, this
systematic error of about 2 gray scale per second per pixel is relatively trivial.
Nonetheless, if the dark current linearly depends on temperature or exposure
time, a dark frame can be calculated from other dark frames taken at different
temperatures and/or different exposure times. Frequently, several dark frames
taken at different exposure times are sufficient. Then, a dark frame at a given
exposure time can be interpolated based upon these results [37].
Flat field image
Due to imperfections in the manufacturing process the sensitivity of the CCD
pixels may vary slightly across the grid, usually by a few percent [35]. In addition,
dust particles on the filter and the CCD chip can create ring-like shades, shown
in Figure 4.19. This image is obtained when a bare CCD is evenly illuminated.
All these effects result in the degradation of the detection sensitivity. However,
in the CLSS the detection sensitivity of the used CCD pixels is corrected in the
sensitivity normalization described earlier. Nonetheless, the field of a matrix CCD
can typically be corrected, for example, by applying flat field devision [113]. In
order to apply the flat field division, the measured result of all pixels should be
multiplied first by the flat field average before performing the division.
4.4.2 Statistical errors
Noise is defined as a stochastic phenomenon that can neither be compensated
nor eliminated [108]. Thus, noises inherent in the CLSS system contribute to
deteriorate the precision of the measurement.
Noise of the motor stepping
The linear scanning stage used in the CLSS is driven by a stepper motor. The
stepper motor traverses with a step-like movement, having 3200 micro steps per
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Figure 4.19: Flat field image acquired with the CCD camera (AVT Dolphin F145B).
These ring-like spots come from dust particles on the CCD chip.
one rotation of the motor-driven lead screw. Basically, the precision of a micro
step will be degraded, if the relation between the twisting angle of the rotor for
an exact micro step and the current control to raise the torque is not sufficiently
linear and precise [80]. This is caused mainly by non-homogeneous magnetic field
between the rotor and stator.
The step error of the linear scanning stage is shown in Figure 4.20. The results
are concluded from 20 data set, in which case the linear scanning stage steps by
one full step comprising of 16 micro steps, and repeats the traversing length of 60
µm for each data set. An interferometric distance measurement is used to verify
the distance traveled. It can be seen that the step error is randomly accumulated
in the distance traveled by the linear scanning stage. As a result, the step error is
considered as a statistical error, resulting in the error of ±5 µm from a traversing
distance of 60 µm. At a longer traversing distance, the effect of a statistical error
of the motor step will be investigated in Chapter 6.
CCD read noise and A/D conversion
The noise sources that play a role in scientific CCD cameras are: photon noise,
thermal noise (dark current and hot pixels), readout noise (amplifier noise, on-chip
electronic noise and noise associated with the gate capacitor of a field effect transis-
tor of a CCD chip [47]) and quantization noise [35]. As already mentioned, thermal
noise can be considered as a systematic error. The other noises are classified as
statistical errors which cannot be eliminated.
Several of these noise sources can be negligible, by using a proper electronic
design and cautious operating conditions. However, the photon noise can never be
eliminated, which essentially poses a marginal limit to the CCD if the other noise
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Figure 4.20: Step error in the linear scanning stage. The traveled distance is verified by
an interferometric distance measurement.
sources are trivial as compared to this one. The photon noise is caused by a fun-
damental law of nature, or the quantum nature of light. It is a statistical property,
i.e., Poisson distribution, that involves the number of photoelectrons generated by
the incident photons. However, the photon noise is rather insignificant noise in the
CLSS, as the CLSS is not designed to operate at extremely low light condition.
In addition, the read out mechanism of a CCD can generate an extra noise. A
pixel value is read out of a CCD as a voltage signal, where the read out mechanism
engages in the conversion of the electric charges to the voltage signals. During this
process, the voltage output is digitized by external electronics, analog-to-digital
(A/D) conversion, which also introduces certain noises. The CCD read noise is
often expressed in electrons, e.g., 15 e- RMS, which means that a CCD cannot
read the image with a precision higher than 15 e- RMS, regardless of the chip
temperature. However, well designed electronics can reduce the CCD read noise
to an insignificant level, as considered in the CLSS case.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents the methods for constructing and aligning the CLSS’ system.
The main target is to obtain the highest degree possible of the depth discrimina-
tion, reflecting in a good quality of the axial intensity response. Therefore, correct
aligning the pinhole mask and knowing which keystone distortion pattern is formed
are of major concerns for obtaining the equally spaced foci. Moreover, a Ko¨hler
based illumination tube is incorporated in the CLSS system to maximize the effec-
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tive numerical aperture (NA) of the imaging system, then to enhance the detection
sensitivity and the quality of the axial intensity response. In consequence, the
optical resolution and depth discrimination as a function of the effective NA are
optimized accordingly. After applying the data processing, described in Chapter 5,
the optimal axial intensity responses will finally be obtained.
The experimental exploration also shows that the keystone distortion pattern
can be manipulated, for example, by arranging the optical components in the
imaging part consisting of an objective lens, a tube lens and a field lens. Therefore,
by sliding the objective within the collimated beam space with respect to the tube
lens, the shifting of the principal planes can be manifested, resulting in three
different cases of the keystone distortion. However, the CLSS system is operated
with the reverse keystone case. If the optical system is designed with the corrected
keystone, the pinhole mask design and alignment will greatly be simplified.
The effects of the pinhole mask misalignment on the focal interval are the-
oretically investigated, by following the derivation in Appendix D. The pinhole
mask misalignment is mainly caused by the pinhole mask centering, the pinhole
mask tilting, and the adjustment of the imaging magnification. It was found that
the adjustment of the imaging magnification is the most sensitive one. Note that
the design nominal values of the focal intervals in the CLSS are ∆x = 5 µm and
∆z = 0.35 µm, and the nominal value of the tilt angle of the pinhole mask is 40◦.
With the tolerance of the magnification adjustment of ±1×, the spacing error be-
tween the foci become ∆x = 5± 0.1 µm and ∆z = 0.35± 0.011 µm. In addition,
the tolerance of the pinhole mask centering of ±1 mm results in the focal spacing
error of ∆x = 5 ± 0.065 µm and ∆z = 0.35 ± 0.00485 µm, whereas the tolerance
of the pinhole mask tilting of ±1◦ yields the focal spacing error of ∆x = 5± 0.073
µm and ∆z = 0.35± 0.0008 µm.
It is noteworthy to point out that size of the stationary pinhole mask used in
the CLSS is greatly reduced as compared to the rotating pinhole disk used in the
pinhole-disk based confocal microscope, contributing to increasing the robustness
of the system. To carry out the measurement with the CLSS, the specimen is
scanned using a linear scanning stage in the lateral direction with the sampling
rate of 5.8 frames per second (fps), or ≈1,000 points per second. Nonetheless, the
sampling rate can be enhanced, for instance, by applying a faster linear scanning
stage. If the traversing speed of the linear stage meets the recent frame rate of the
CCD cameras, the sampling rate, or acquisition rate, of a thousand fps or 160,000
points per second will be obtained. However, with an extremely short exposure
time applied at high sampling rate, low light reflection of a dark looking image is
of major concern.
It was also found that the dominant systematic errors to be corrected in the
CLSS system are the wave-like motion of the linear scanning stage and the non-
uniform detection sensitivity. In addition, the stepping of the motor introduces a
statistical error which will be examined in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5
Data Processing and
Calibrations
This chapter deals particularly with the development of the data processing and
calibrations. The final target is to precisely reconstruct a 2D height profile. Fol-
lowing the design and construction of the CLSS discussed in the preceding chap-
ters, the data processing and calibrations are applied in the last step to manifest
the new parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS. In order to reconstruct a
2D height profile, the axial responses are obtained first. At this point, the data
processing plays a vital role in sorting out the raw data to reveal the axial re-
sponses. In this chapter, the concept of the developed data processing is initially
described, in which case the errors and imperfections inherent in the system are
excluded. Thereafter, the newly developed algorithms for the error corrections
and calibrations are presented, where the systematic errors are taken into account.
The calibrations are basically used to assure the traceability of the CLSS. Here,
the explanations of the data processing and calibrations are then supported by
the experimental results. Finally, a 2D surface height profile can be reconstructed.
The calculation of the profile roughness is thus described at the end of the chapter.
5.1 Conceptual data processing
The parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS requires equally spaced foci to
sample the specimen in a way that a sampling focal point can repeat the adjacent
sampling point along the x coordinate. In contrary, with non-equally spaced foci
the parallel depth scanning scheme needs more sophisticated data processing and
calibrations to complete the concept. According to that, equally spaced foci are
designed and constructed in the CLSS. The concept of the data processing is then
first described in this section. To make it more intuitive, Figure 5.1 presents a
flowchart showing the procedures of the data processing. However, in this chart
only the conceptual data processing is highlighted. The procedures depicted in
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the conceptual data processing and calibrations in the CLSS.
pale color are for the systematic error correction and calibrations, which will be
discussed later in this chapter.
In the CLSS, the data are acquired and stored layer by layer in the data
stack, denoted by the process number 1 in Figure 5.1. The data in each layer
contain intensity output reflected from the specimen, sampled by an in-line foci.
Consequently, the data stack is processed by the data sorting in process number
2. At this point, the data are sorted out to meet the same x sampling coordinates
and to cover the whole axial-sampling range. The distribution of the intensity
output obtained from different heights, at a given x coordinate, then forms the
axial intensity response. An axial intensity response enables the surface height
evaluation to be executed in process number 4. The surface height evaluation is
to find the maximum peak of the axial response, which corresponds to the real
surface height of the specimen at a given x sampling coordinate. After the surface
height evaluation is completed, a precise 2D height profile along the x sampling
coordinates can be reconstructed in process number 6. Finally, the roughness of
the reconstructed 2D profile is then evaluated.
The data processing and data analysis in the CLSS are implemented in MAT-
LAB, as off-line processes. The processes include data sorting, surface reconstruc-
tion, calibrations, systematic errors subtraction and 2D profile analysis.
5.1.1 Data acquisition
When the focal intervals (∆x and ∆z) are constant across the focal line, a repetitive
sampling method required in the parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS can
be realized. Figure 5.2 thus illustrates the sampling coordinate in connection with
the coordinates of the specimen and the focal points. The specimen is traversed
by stepwise scanning using a linear scanning stage, such that the lateral sampling
interval can simply be traversed by a distance ∆x per step. However, in practice
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Figure 5.2: The concept of repetitive data sampling in the parallel depth scanning scheme
of the CLSS, where ∆x and ∆z are the focal sampling intervals.
the scan step size can be differed from the lateral focal interval (∆x) to optimize the
sampling rate and the lateral resolution by compromising time of the measurement.
In this section, the errors inherent in the CLSS system are not taken into account
yet, in which both the systematic and statistical errors are responsible for the
uneven focal interval and non-uniform scan step size. The error correction and
calibrations will then be discussed later, step by step.
An in-house developed software is used to acquire and store the data measured
with the CLSS. Thus, the data are saved in the data stack, also called the raw stack,
shown in Figure 5.3. The black dots denote the intensity output reflected from the
specimen at given sampling points, xi and zp. It can be seen in Figure 5.3 that
the data sampled at a given x coordinate are mixed in different order, therefore
the raw stack needs be processed to rearrange the data of the same x-sampling
coordinate and then to reveal the axial intensity response.
Consequently, the parallel depth scanning scheme of the CLSS means that the
specimen is sampled at different depths in parallel using the stationary focal stack,
which help to discard any mean to scan in the axial direction. This scheme will be
completed only if the specimen is laterally scanned through the focal stack. For
that matter, the axial sampling interval is fixed by the space between foci in the
axial direction (∆z), while the lateral sampling interval can be adjusted with the
scan step size (∆F ) with respect to the lateral focal-interval (∆x).
5.1.2 Data sorting
When the specimen is stepwise scanned with a step size of ∆F = ∆x, the data
sorting is the simplest case. Each data frame in Figure 5.3 contains intensity out-
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Figure 5.3: Data stack or raw stack, where xi and zp are the sampling coordinate, i =
1, 2, ...m denote the lateral sampling points, and p = 1, 2, ...n represent the axial sampling
points which are equivalent to the number of the pinholes and the diffraction foci. In
addition, ∆x is the lateral focal-interval, and ∆F denotes the scan step size.
put reflected from the specimen per field-of-view, where the sampling coordinates
follow Figure 5.2. However, it can be seen that in Figure 5.3 ∆z is hidden in the
raw stack. To reveal ∆z information, the raw stack is sorted out to meet the same
x sampling coordinate, as shown in Figure 5.4.
In the raw stack, each frame is separated by the step size (∆F ). After applying
the sorting process, the axial focal-interval (∆z) is revealed in the pinhole index
unit, in terms of the frame number. The z-height coordinate becomes more obvious
after the data in each column are cropped within the axial sampling range (z1 to
zn), depicted in Figure 5.5. In this process, the x axis in the raw stack is initially
in the pinhole index unit. Then, it becomes an uncalibrated length unit along the
x axis after the sorting process.
In the case that ∆F 6= ∆x, sorting out the data to meet the same x sam-
pling coordinate might not be possible. Therefore, interpolation of the raw data
along the x coordinate is vital to enable the CLSS measurement scheme. The
interpolation will be discussed later in the calibration section.
A raw stack and a sorted stack obtained from the experiments are shown in
Figure 5.6. The specimen is a so-called groove standard comprising three different
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Figure 5.4: Sorted stack. The data stack is sorted to meet the same x sampling coordinate.
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Figure 5.5: Cropped sorted stack. Each column is cropped within the axial measurement
range (z1 to zn), where the axial sampling points (1, 2, 3, ...n) are the index of diffraction
foci and corresponding pinholes.
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Figure 5.6: Raw stack and sorted stack of the measurement result obtained with a groove
standard. (a) Raw stack (b) Cropped sorted stack.
groove depths. Figure 5.6 (a) presents the measured raw stack, whereas the frame
numbers are now the number of the steps scanned in the lateral direction. After
applying the sorting process, an axial response is obtained in the form of the
intensity distribution along the z-height coordinate at a given x. The color in
Figure 5.6 represents the intensity output in 8 bit gray scale.
5.1.3 Surface profile reconstruction
The surface profile reconstruction is carried out by evaluating the axial intensity
response. This section thus presents the surface height evaluation, which relates
to the maximum peak finding methods, and the algorithm and mathematical tools
required for the surface profile reconstruction.
Axial response and depth-discrimination
In confocal microscopy, the axial response is the intensity distributed along the ax-
ial coordinate (z), and its maximum peak is related to the real surface height of the
specimen. The intensity-to-height relation contributes to the depth-discrimination
capability found in a confocal microscope [20]. Figure 5.7 shows that the intensity
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Figure 5.7: Axial response and depth-discrimination property. The depth discrimination
property is realized through the intensity-to-height relation in a confocal microscope, but
not in a conventional microscope.
is a function of the axial coordinate in the confocal microscopes. However, the
intensity response is always constant in the conventional microscopes.
Note that the axial response is the object dependent response, which means
that a plane object provides an axial response different from that of a point object.
For example in a useful case of a point source and a point detector, the theoretical
axial response obtained with a plane specimen is given by [114]
I(u) = sinc2(u/2),
where I is the intensity, sinc(x) = sin(x)/x is the sinc function, and u denotes a
normalized axial optical coordinate, u = 8piλ · z · sin2(α/2) [114]. In this equation,
z is the axial coordinate, λ is the wavelength of light, and sin(α) is the numerical
aperture of the lens.
Maximum peak finding algorithm and surface height evaluation
As stated above, the maximum peak of the axial response corresponds to the
real surface height of the specimen at a given x coordinate. In consequence, a
highly robust and fast algorithm for the maximum peak finding method [25, 75],
known as the center of gravity algorithm, is applied in the CLSS. To obtain an
accurate result when evaluating with the center of gravity, sufficient sampling
points of the axial response are required, of at least 16 points within the full-width
at half-maximum of the response curve [77], or FWHM/16. However, the center
of gravity is sensitive to the asymmetry of the axial response, which may result in
a slight shift of the evaluated surface height from the exact value. Note that the
asymmetry of the axial response in a confocal microscope is basically caused by
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the optical aberrations inherent in the system. Additionally, poor quality of the
focal intervals and an imprecise scan step size in the CLSS can attribute to worsen
the axial response.
The center of gravity is implemented using the weighted approach. The real
surface height, h(x), is calculated by dividing the distance-weighted intensity by
the summation of the intensity, which takes the expression
h(x) =
∑
zp∈FWHM I(x, zp) · zp∑
zp∈FWHM I(x, zp)
, (5.1)
where x is the lateral sampling coordinate on the specimen. I(x, zp) is the intensity
reflected from the coordinate (x, zp) of the specimen, and zp represents the axial
sampling coordinate, or so-called defocus distance, within the range of a FWHM,
where p = 1, 2, ..., n are the number of the pinholes.
Noise integrated in the axial response may introduce uncertainty to the maxi-
mum peak finding position, h(x). If the cause of the integrated noise is unknown,
uncertainty can be determined as the standard deviation [13], or root mean square
(RMS), from a set of repeated measurements. Taylor and Kuyatt [100] suggested
that at least ten data set of the repeated measurement are required. In the CLSS,
an uncertainty of the maximum peak finding of 11.7 nm is obtained by measuring
with a flat mirror.
As an alternative to the center of gravity, several other algorithms can also
be applied. Basically, the other algorithms, such as deconvolution, least squares
fit of a parabola, and Savitzky-Golay fit are rather precise but fairly slow and
require high computing power for calculation [75]. For a Savitzky-Golay fit, a
notably accurate result can be achieved even from an asymmetrical curve of the
axial response, which usually creates problems for the center of gravity algorithm,
as reported by Hao1 [32].
Surface reconstruction
A 2D height profile can now be reconstructed after the surface height is evaluated
along the x sampling coordinates, shown in Figure 5.8, where the maximum peak of
the axial intensity response provides the information of the surface height at a given
x. Note that a 2D profile is now denoted in the index unit. Therefore, calibrations
are required mainly to convert the index unit into the physical length unit and to
assure the traceability of the CLSS. The calibration of the focal intervals (∆x and
∆z) then helps to convert the index unit to the physical length unit.
1This result was presented in an internal WEMESURF network meeting, where
WEMESURF stands for “Characterization of WEar MEchanisms and SURFace func-
tionalities with regard to life time prediction and quality criteria - from micro to the nano
range”. This thesis was supported by WEMESRUF network in the EC Sixth Framework
Programme and Marie Curie Action under contract number MRTN CT 2006 035589.
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Figure 5.8: Reconstructed 2D height profile. This illustration shows that a 2D profile is
revealed after the surface height was evaluated for all the x sampling coordinates.
It should be pointed out again that when a scan step size (∆F ) differs from
the lateral focal-interval (∆x), a supplementary interpolation is required to add
interpolated data into the raw stack. This introduces an extra pre-process to the
surface reconstruction. On the other hand, it gives more flexibility in acquiring the
data with variable lateral sampling intervals, and compromising the data density
and the lateral resolution with the measurement time.
5.2 Calibrations
Calibration and systematic error correction are of vital importance in any mea-
surement device, including the CLSS, which helps to improve the measurement
accuracy. The accuracy of the profile measurement using the CLSS depends pri-
marily on the quality of the focal intervals (∆x and ∆z), where the quality means
evenness of the focal spacing and its absolute value. Several errors can contribute
to the degradation of the quality of the focal intervals. Therefore, this section
is mainly devoted to explaining the systematic error corrections and calibrations
applied in the CLSS. Three calibrations, two systematic error corrections, one
data processing operation, and one interpolation are described in consecutive or-
der following the practical implementation, illustrated in Figure 5.9. Nevertheless,
the focal-interval calibrations can only be implemented on a mean basis, in which
approach the errors of the focal intervals are averaged throughout the focal line.
The images of the pinholes sampled by the CCD pixels are first processed. As
the pinhole mask is not moving, stationary pinhole images formed at the CCD
are captured and sampled by certain pixels at all times. Therefore, the amount of
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Figure 5.9: Flowchart of the error corrections and calibrations applied in the CLSS,
following the practical implementation order.
light passing through the pinholes may be reduced, for instance, by dust particles
on the pinhole apertures, thereby decreasing the pinhole sensitivity. The second
step in Figure 5.9 is the normalization of the pinhole sensitivity, which helps to
eliminate non-uniform detection sensitivity of a pinhole across the focal line. This
step attributes to a systematic error correction. After the pinhole sensitivity is nor-
malized, the lateral focal-interval (∆x) can be calibrated relative to the scan step
(∆F ) in the third step, which also means that both distances need be calibrated
further in the absolute length unit in the fourth step. As previously mentioned, a
scan step (∆F ) differed from the lateral focal-interval (∆x) can result in a finer
lateral sampling interval (∆s), so some of the data in the sorted stack are missed
out of every ∆s sampling interval. In consequence, an interpolation is required to
interpolate raw data to fill the missing gaps in the fifth step, so to improve the
data density in the lateral direction. In the sixth step, systematic errors caused by
the linear scanning stage is corrected. Finally, after the axial focal-interval (∆z)
is calibrated, an accurate 2D profile is obtained.
5.2.1 Images of the pinholes sampled by the CCD
Figure 5.10 (a) shows that an in-line images of the pinholes formed at the CCD
can be adjusted to be in line with the CCD’s pixels. Accordingly, the sampling
condition is greatly simplified. Only the CCD pixels which can detect the intensity
of light passing through the pinholes are then selected. The rest of uninformative
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Figure 5.10: Images of the pinholes sampled by the CCD pixels. (a) the pinhole images
are in line with the CCD pixels (b) a close-up view of the pixel sampling.
pixels are then excluded. Though the images of the pinholes containing information
of light reflected from the specimen will not be resolved by the CCD, the total
intensity per pinhole should be captured with minimal loss. This means that
a sampling condition that follows the Nyquist theorem is not applied here. In
this situation, the optimal sampling condition would be when a pinhole image
is sampled by one CCD pixel. This follows the fact that the total intensity per
pinhole can be captured by the full area of a pixel, such that any noise is limited
to only one pixel.
The CCD used in the CLSS is a black and white CCD camera from AVT
Dolphin, F145B, having the pixel size of 6.45 × 6.45 µm2. Basically, the size of
the CCD pixel is set by manufacturing limitations. A large-scale integrated circuit
of preferable quality and a small capacitor demanding at near perfect operational
condition place a limit on the size of the CCD pixel. Nowadays, megapixel CCD
cameras having 2 − 10 micrometers width per pixel can successfully be produced
[35]. However, a small pixel size is not necessary in the case of the CLSS. Thus,
the optical system of the CLSS is designed in a way that the image of a pinhole is
formed onto a single CCD pixel.
Nevertheless, Figure 5.10 (b) shows that the image of a pinhole can be sampled
by a couple of the CCD pixels. In demonstrating a sampling by more than one
pixel the noise level is increased accordingly. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
then calculated in respect to three different sampling conditions as case studies:
• one pinhole image sampled by one pixel,
• one pinhole image sampled by two pixels,
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• one pinhole image sampled by three pixels.
Consider that the intensity output acquired by a CCD pixel is measured in the
form of the intensity signal plus additive noise, as expressed by
y1 = s1 + n1
y2 = s2 + n2
.
.
yi = si + ni
where y represents the total intensity output per pixel, s denotes the signal level
per pixel, and n is the noise level per pixel, where i denotes the number of pixels.
In addition, the most complete equation to calculate SNR of a CCD was pro-
posed by Merline and Howell [54, 35], which takes the expression
SNR =
N∗√
N∗ + npix(1 +
npix
nB
)(Ns +ND +N2R +G
2σ2f )
, (5.2)
where N∗ is the total number of photons signal collected from the object of interest
per pixel. npix represents the number of pixels. The term, (1 +
npix
nB
), provides a
measure of the noise of the background level on the CCD image. NS is the total
number of photons per pixel from the background. ND is the total number of dark
current electrons per pixel. N2R is the total number of electrons per pixel resulting
from the read noise. Note that this noise source is not a Poisson noise source but
rather a shot noise; as a result it enters into the noise calculation as the value
itself, not the square root of the value, as Poisson noise sources do. In the last
term (G2σ2f ), G is the gain of the CCD in electrons/analog-to-digital unit, where
σf is an estimate of 1 sigma error introduced by the analog-to-digital conversion.
When only a single pixel is considered, noise per pixel can be obtained as
N = N∗ + (1 +
1
nB
)(Ns +ND +N
2
R +G
2σ2f ). (5.3)
Based upon these rigorous equations to calculate the SNR as a function of
the CCD noises, the SNR in regard of three different cases of the pixel sampling
conditions are evaluated as follows. For simplicity, it is presumed that there is no
defective pixel comprising in the CCD.
Case 1: the image of a pinhole is sampled by a CCD pixel. Therefore, s1 = N∗
represents the total number of the photons collected per pixel. N1 = N is
the total number of photons representing total noise per pixel, expressed by
eq.(5.3). Therefore, the intensity output is obtained as y1 = N∗ + N . In
consequence, the signal-to-noise ratio calculated using eq.(5.2) becomes
SNR =
N∗√
N∗ +N
.
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Case 2: the image of a pinhole is sampled by two CCD pixels. Assume that the
total number of the photons collected is now split equally into two pixels,
so that s1 = s2 =
1
2N∗. The total number of the photons representing total
noise per pixel is the same for each pixel, where N1 = N2 = N following
eq.(5.3). The intensity output is then obtained as y1 + y2 = N∗ + 2N . The
signal-to-noise calculated using eq.(5.2) finally takes the form
SNR =
N∗√
N∗ + 2N
.
Case 3: the image of a pinhole is sampled by three CCD pixels. Now, assume
that the total number of the photons collected is split equally into three
pixels, such that s1 = s2 = s3 =
1
3N∗. The total number of the photons
representing total noise per pixel is considered to be the same for each pixel,
where N1 = N2 = N3 = N following eq.(5.3). The intensity output is thus
determined by y1+y2+y3 = N∗+3N . Following eq.(5.2), the signal-to-noise
is obtained as
SNR =
N∗√
N∗ + 3N
.
It can be seen that the best sampling condition is when the image of an in-
dividual pinhole is sampled by a single CCD pixel, resulting in the highest SNR.
When the image of a pinhole at the CCD is larger than one pixel or imaged by sev-
eral pixels, the SNR is reduced due to higher additive noise accumulating by more
pixels, as illustrated in the second and third cases. Nevertheless, it was suggested
by Howell [35] that the SNR can be improved by using a pixel binning mode.
5.2.2 Normalization of the pinholes sensitivity
After processing with the pixel sampling of the pinhole images, detection sensitivity
of the pinholes across the focal line should be normalized. Non-uniform detection
sensitivity of the pinholes across the focal line can lead to the degradation of the
axial response, since the data from different pinhole channels will be sorted out
in a mixing order to reveal an axial response. Accordingly, vignetting effect and
imperfections of the pinhole apertures can degrade the detection sensitivity of the
pinholes at the detector. The vignetting effect means that the image is dimmer at
the borders compared to the center region. For an 8-bit CCD camera, gray-scale
sensitivity ranges between 0 - 255. However, the gray-scale sensitivity is attenuated
if the local maximum of the detected intensity is much lower than 255.
Figure 5.11 (a) shows that the local maximum of the intensity detected at the
CCD across the focal line is not uniform. To mitigate this effect, the detection
sensitivity is normalized by the local maximum intensity of each pinhole. In the
CLSS, 160 pinholes are used to produce 160 sampling points per full line of scan.
After the normalization, the maximum gray scale value is made uniformly across
the focal line regardless of the pinhole positions, depicted in Figure 5.11 (b).
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Figure 5.11: Normalization of the pinholes sensitivity. (a) Non-uniform pinholes sensitiv-
ity across the focal line. (b) Normalized pinholes sensitivity across the focal line.
5.2.3 Lateral focal-interval relative to the scan step
size
The focal intervals, along the tilted focal line (∆x and ∆z), should be calibrated
before the surface profile can be accurately reconstructed. The calibration of the
lateral focal-interval is more complicated than that of the axial focal-interval, and
must be carried out in the preceding step. However, in the CLSS, the focal intervals
can only be calibrated on a mean basis, which means that the errors of the focal
intervals are averaged across the focal line. In this section, two calibration steps
of the lateral focal-interval are presented; whereas the calibration of the axial
focal-interval will be illustrated in the next step.
The developed algorithm for the lateral focal-interval calibration is effective,
albeit relatively simple and robust. Since the calibration cannot be realized in one
process, it is divided into two steps. In the first step, the lateral focal-interval is
determined relative to the scan step size in an uncalibrated length unit, denoted
by ∆xrel and ∆Fidx, respectively. Note that the scan step size can be seen as the
distance separated between the data frames, so that it is represented by ∆F . In
the second step, ∆xrel and ∆Fidx are then calibrated using a certified length of
a standard specimen, such that the relative distances are now converted into an
absolute length unit (µm).
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Figure 5.12: Ultra high resolution target for use in the lateral focal-interval calibration.
The black area represents the glass plate, whereas the white area depicts the chrome layer
of periodic patterns.
An ultra high resolution target, shown in Figure 5.12, is used as a certified
standard for the lateral focal-interval calibration. The periodic patterns are created
on a thin layer of chrome on a glass plate. The periodic chrome pattern on a glass
substrate, when measuring with the CLSS, creates parallel inclined strips in the
raw stack, depicted in Figure 5.13 (a). With a certified period of an ultra high
resolution target, a constant inclination of parallel strips is used to linearly relate
the scan step size (∆Fidx) to the lateral focal-interval (∆xrel), using eq.(5.4). In
consequence, the Hough transform for edge detection [36] is applied to roughly
fit lines to the edges of parallel inclined strips. Then, a line-fitting optimization
technique is additionally implemented to optimize the line fitting, where the result
is shown in Figure 5.13 (b).
slope = tan(ϑ) =
∆Fidx
∆xrel
, (5.4)
The mean value of the inclined angle of parallel strips is 0◦ < ϑ < 90◦. Then,
∆xrel and ∆Fidx in the index unit or an uncalibrated length unit can subsequently
be calibrated with the known period of an ultra high resolution target.
The Hough transform can be best executed in MATLAB by setting parameters
as follows: “RhoResolution = 1 − 2” and “ThetaResolution = 0.3 − 0.6” in the
Hough function, and “FillGap= 5−7” and “MinLength= 7−9” in the Houghlines
function. The Hough function is used to detect lines, and the Houghlines function
is employed to extract line segments for the Hough transformation. However, the
Sobel operator should be first applied to mark points at the edges before carrying
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Figure 5.13: Lateral focal-interval (∆xrel) relative to a scan step size (∆Fidx). (a) Parallel
inclined strips obtained using an ultra high resolution target. (b) Lines fitting to the edges
of parallel inclined strips, giving the linear relation between ∆xrel and ∆Fidx in index unit.
out the edge detection using the Hough transform. Nonetheless, a Scharr filter
is employed instead, since it is as fast as but more accurate than the Sobel filter
[9, 39]. The coefficients of the Scharr filter include
 3 10 30 0 0
−3 −10 −3
 , for filtering horizontal edges
and  3 0 −310 0 −10
3 0 −3
 , for filtering vertical edges.
Here, the filter coefficient for filtering vertical edges is proven to be more effective
in most cases.
After applying the Hough transform, lines are not yet optimally fitted to the
data set. As a result, introducing an extra step to optimize the line-fitting can
help to improve the accuracy of the calibration. An optimization algorithm based
upon minimizing the vertical-offset is developed particularly for use in this case.
In consequence, the optimization is performed by windowing along the edges of
the parallel inclined strips shown in Figure 5.13 (b). A line is then optimally fitted
to one of the edges by minimizing the vertical offset between the previously fitted
line and the data inside the windowing area.
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5.2.4 Lateral focal-interval calibration
The reflectivity difference between the chrome layer and the glass substrate of the
ultra high resolution target allows the relative scan step size (∆Fidx) and the lateral
focal-interval (∆xrel) to be calibrated with the known length. Thus, this section
presents the final step of the lateral focal-interval (∆x) calibration. It is worth
noting that the data stack can only be sorted out in an uncalibrated length unit
using the knowledge of the obtained ∆xrel. Subsequently, (∆xrel) is calibrated by
the known period of an ultra high resolution target, in connection with the period
of the reflection result shown in Figure 5.14. After the reflectivity is plotted in an
uncalibrated length unit, the measured period of the ultra high resolution target
(Γ) can be extracted by applying the autocorrelation technique. The expression of
the autocorrelation is given by
c(x) = f(x) f(x) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(x′)f(x′ − x) dx′,
where c(x) is the autocorrelation result, and f(x) represents the reflectivity as a
function of x. The symbol  denotes the autocorrelation operation.
In consequence, the autocorrelation of the reflection result is obtained in Fig-
ure 5.15. The rectangular-like silhouette of the maxima and minima in Figure 5.15
is resultant from the autocorrelation of a rectangular-like pattern in Figure 5.14
[10]. The measured period (Γ) is then calculated by averaging the period of the
autocorrelation maxima and minima. Thereupon, a correction factor (ζ) can be
obtained by dividing the certified period of the ultra high resolution target (P )
by the measured period (Γ), using eq.(5.5). With this correction factor, the lat-
eral focal-interval (∆x) and the scan step size (∆F ) are finally converted into an
Γ
Figure 5.14: The reflection result obtained with an ultra high resolution target, where Γ
is the measured period of the reflection-result in an uncalibrated length unit.
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Γ
Γ
Figure 5.15: Autocorrelation of the reflection result of an ultra high resolution target.
The black line represents the intensity of the reflection result, whereas the blue line is its
autocorrelation result, having a period between the maxima and the minima equivalent
to Γ. This measured period of the reflection result is in the uncalibrated length unit.
absolute length unit, where ∆x = ζ ·∆xrel and ∆F = ζ ·∆Fidx.
correction factor = ζ =
P
Γ
. (5.5)
The lateral focal-interval (∆x) of 5.05 µm is obtained with standard deviation
of 0.0343 µm, from twenty data sets. The calibrated ∆x is found to be 1.0097
times higher than the designed value of 5 µm.
5.2.5 Interpolation of the raw data
The lateral sampling interval (∆s) in the CLSS can be varied by adjusting the
scan step size (∆F ), where ∆s is at least equal to ∆F . If the specimen is scanned
with ∆F = 1/3∆x, the sorted stack will look like Figure 5.16. In consequence,
the interpolation of the raw data to fill in the missing gaps will improve the data
density in the lateral direction, in this example, up to 3 times the non-interpolated
density. The missing points are denoted by the cross symbols. If the scan step size
is fine enough, the lateral resolution is improved to meet the limit of the optical
lateral resolution. On the contrary, the measurement time is drastically increased.
If the number of the missing points are much higher than the actual sampling
points in the raw data, the interpolation will add up uncertainty to the measure-
ment result. Oversampling by interpolating the raw data will then attribute to
the degradation of the accuracy of the profile measurement. This is obvious when
sampling with a fraction of ∆x. However, the interpolation strategy is extremely
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Figure 5.16: Interpolation of the raw data. This schematic shows an example case when
the specimen is scanned with ∆F = 1/3∆x. The data density along the x axis is triply
increased, since the scan step size is reduced by a fraction of three.
useful in real applications, when the distance errors between the focal interval
and the scan step size can be compensated. In consequence, the interpolation of
the raw data along the vertical dash lines at a given x sampling coordinate in
Figure 5.16 is of vital importance, to preserve the axial sampling density and to
maintain the quality of the axial intensity response.
The interpolation is implemented by a triangle-based cubic interpolation tech-
nique, using the “GRIDDATA” function provided in MATLAB. As compared to
the linear interpolation of 2 points, the cubic interpolation of 4 points can be
achieved with much better results [65].
5.2.6 Linear stage’s systematic error subtraction
A wave-like systematic error of the linear scanning stage is basically caused by the
motor-driven lead screw, once discussed in Chapter 4. Nonetheless, the systematic
error can directly be subtracted out of the measured profile. With a plane mirror
and a step mirror, the obtained systematic errors are shown in Figure 5.17.
It can be seen that phase of the wave-like systematic error is shifted in con-
nection with the feature of the specimen. With a step mirror, a hight difference
introduces phase shifting to the wave-like systematic error, where the height dif-
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{δz
Figure 5.17: Systematic errors of the linear scanning stage obtained with a plane silicon-
mirror and a step silicon-mirror. In the case of a step mirror, the systematic error varies in
phase with δx increment, which is converted from the height difference of δz using eq.(5.6).
ference (δz) is related to the phase shift increment (δx) as
δx =
δz
tanΦ
, (5.6)
where Φ is the tilt angle of the focal line. In consequence, the systematic error
(Esys) can be expressed in terms of the phase shift (δx) by
Esys =
n∑
j=1
A · ei(kxj−δxj),
where j = 1, ..n are the lateral sampling points. A is the amplitude of the wave-like
error and k = 2pi/Λ, where Λ is the wavelength of the wave-like error.
The developed algorithm for the systematic error subtraction initially requires
a reference of the systematic error before implementing the subtraction. A refer-
ence of the systematic error is obtained by measuring a plane mirror. Thereafter,
phase of the systematic-error reference will be corrected and shifted in connection
with the surface features, which have the heights differ from the reference mir-
ror. With the knowledge of the height differences, the phase correction along the
sampling x coordinates can then be implemented by applying the cubic spline in-
terpolation. In consequence, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 depict the results of the
interpolated systematic-errors and the subtractions of a sinusoidal standard (PTB
5381 with Ra = 0.951 µm) and a roughness standard (PTB 5602 with Ra = 1.63
µm), respectively. The systematic-error correction presented in this section is
relatively robust, and can be executed in MATLAB as an off-line process.
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Figure 5.18: Two-dimensional profile of a sinusoidal standard PTB 5381 with Ra = 0.951
µm, a systematic error of the linear stage, and the corresponding phase-corrected reference.
The 2D height profile after the systematic error subtraction can be seen at the bottom.
Figure 5.19: Two-dimensional profile of a roughness standard PTB 5602 with Ra = 1.63
µm, a systematic error of the linear stage, and the corresponding phase-corrected reference.
The 2D height profile after the systematic error subtraction can be seen at the bottom.
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5.2.7 Axial focal-interval calibration
In the last step of the calibration process, the axial focal-interval (∆z) is calibrated
with a certified depth-standard. This process is to convert the measured profile
height in the pinhole-index unit into a physical length unit, normally in µm. A
depth standard used for this task is a groove standard, certified according to
A2(ISO 5436-1) standard by Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt Braunschweig
(PTB). The height evaluation and the calibration can be executed only after the
groove profile is reconstructed in the pinhole-index unit and the systematic error
of the linear scanning stage is subtracted from the data, shown in Figure 5.20 (a).
Accordingly, ∆z is calibrated by
∆z = n · hgroove, (5.7)
where n is a non-integer number of the pinhole-indices covering the z-height of the
groove depth, and where hgroove is a certified groove depth. Note that the groove
depth profile is evaluated following DIN EN ISO2 5436-1 standard. The evaluation
is carried out in a windowing area of about three times the groove width. Then, the
groove base is fitted with a polynomial second order preceding the groove depth
evaluation.
This method of calibration is used to calibrate the axial focal-interval on a mean
basis, such that the error of the axial focal-interval is averaged across a certain
range of the foci covering one groove. A selected groove of 9 µm in Figure 5.20 (b) is
roughly covered by 28 pinhole-indices. In consequence, ∆z of 0.324 µm is obtained
with standard deviation of 0.05 µm calculated from ten data sets, where ∆z is
designed at 0.35 µm.
5.3 One-dimensional roughness parameters
One-dimensional roughness parameters of a reconstructed 2D height profile can
now be evaluated. One-dimensional texture is basically split into waviness and
form (the low-frequency components defining the overall shape) and roughness
(the high-frequency components) at the cut-off frequency following the standards,
i.e., ASME B46.1-1985 and ISO 4287-1997. In general, there is no concrete rule
setting for defining the frequency of roughness, waviness and form. It depends
on the nature of surfaces3 and machining processes [112]. However, the standards
provide general information on the cut-off frequency, the evaluation of roughness
2DIN stands for “Deutsches Institut fu¨r Normung” (German Institute for Standard-
ization). EN represents “Ergonomics of human-system interaction”, and ISO denotes
“International Organization for Standardization”.
3The surface is defined as a boundary of the erosion, in the mechanical scheme [112].
Most of the engineering components’ failures are caused by the surface initiation [22, 112].
This means that the surface characteristics can give an in depth intuition into further
subjects such as the prediction and prevention of the failure and product lifetime.
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Figure 5.20: Axial focal-interval calibration using a certified groove standard. (a) Recon-
structed groove profile before and after the systematic error subtraction in the pinhole-
index unit. (b) A selected groove of 9 µm for depth evaluation following DIN EN ISO
5436-1 standard.
parameters, and the filtering techniques. The most common filter applied is the
Gaussian filter [98].
One-dimensional roughness parameters are essentially classified into different
groups, including amplitude or height, spacing, and hybrid parameters. However,
these roughness parameters mainly provide statistical information not functional
information [98]. The amplitude parameters are sufficient for the analysis of the
CLSS. Therefore, notably six of one-dimensional roughness parameters are briefly
presented here, illustrated in Table 5.1. Further information on additional rough-
ness parameters can be seen in ASME B46.1-1985 and ISO 4287-1997.
The expressions of these six roughness parameters are given below [98]. Arith-
metic mean, Ra, is expressed by
Ra =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(zn − z¯) . (5.8)
It is commonly used to indicate the smoothness of the surface in general, and is
measured in term of the average height as the mean value.
Root mean square (RMS), Rq, takes the form
Rq =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
n=1
(zn − z¯)2. (5.9)
It represents the dispersion statistics of the height values with respect to the mean
value, in the form of the RMS or standard deviation.
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Maximum peak to valley, Rt, can be formulated as
Rt = (|Rpi|+ |Rvi|)max , for 1 ≤ i ≤M, (5.10)
where M = 5. Rpimax is the highest peak and Rvimax is the deepest valley, within
each of the five subsections.
Ten points average height difference, Rz, can be obtained as
Rz =
1
M
M∑
i=1
(|Rpi |+ |Rvi |) , for 1 ≤ i ≤M, (5.11)
where M = 5. It is the average of the maximum distance from peak to valley,
within each of the five subsections.
Skewness, Rsk, is formulated as
Rsk =
1
N ·R3q
N∑
n=1
(zn − z¯)3 . (5.12)
It gives a measure of the symmetry of the profile height distribution with respect to
the mean value, depicted in Table 5.1. Rsk equaling to zero represents a symmetry
Gaussian curve, while the positive and negative values of Rsk indicate asymmetry
of the distribution curve. Therefore, when Rsk > 0 it physically interprets a spiky-
like 2D profile, whereas when Rsk < 0 it suggests a flat top- or deep valley- like
2D profile.
Kurtosis, Rku, is given by
Rku =
1
N ·R4q
N∑
n=1
(zn − z¯)4 − 3. (5.13)
It gives a measure of the sharpness of the profile height distribution, depicted
in Table 5.1. Rku is zero in the case of the Gaussian curve. The positive of Rsk
indicates a wider but flat top curve, while the negative of Rsk points out a narrower
and sharper curve of the profile height distribution. However, Rsk has no physical
meaning. In addition, −3 can be omitted from the calculation in certain cases,
which make Rku = 3 not zero, in the case of a Gaussian curve.
5.4 Conclusion
The developed data processing and calibrations for the CLSS are throughly de-
scribed in this chapter. The equally spaced foci facilitate the simplification of the
data processing and calibrations. In addition, the focal points formed in a tilted
line are used to repeat the sampling points step after step in both the vertical and
lateral directions. According to the new approach of the CLSS, a scan step size of
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the specimen is adjustable to optimize the data sampling density and the lateral
resolution. However, this will compromise the measurement time. If the lateral
sampling interval is fine enough, e.g. approaching size of the focal point, the lateral
resolution can then be defined by the lateral optical resolution. However, the real
axial resolution of 11.7 nm obtained in the CLSS is determined based on the noise
limited approach.
When the systematic and statistical errors inherent in the CLSS system are
taken into account, additional data processing, calibrations and interpolation are
necessitated. Therefore, the proposed techniques in this chapter are summarized
as follows:
• The CCD detection sensitivity is normalized by the local maximum intensity
detected by each pinhole. This helps to optimize the axial intensity response
after applying the data sorting process.
• In the case that a scan step size (∆F ) is made different from the lateral
focal interval (∆x), a triangle-based cubic interpolation technique is applied
to interpolate the raw data. In consequence, the axial sampling density at
a given x coordinate is maintained at the highest possible value as allowed
by the actual sampling points along the axial direction.
• The lateral focal interval is then calibrated relatively to the scan step size
using a developed techniques, based on Hough transformation for edge de-
tection and line fitting optimization.
• In consequence, the lateral focal interval is calibrated with a known length of
a periodic standard, where the x-coordinate in an uncalibrated length unit
resulted from the previous step is converted into an absolute length unit, i.e.
µm.
• Next, a wave-like error of the linear scanning stage is corrected by directly
subtracting it from the measurement data. A reference of the wave-like
error is first acquired using a plane mirror. Then, the phase shifting of
the wave-like error, caused mainly by the height differences between the
specimen surface and the reference mirror, is corrected using a cubic spline
interpolation technique.
• Finally, the axial sampling interval (∆z), or the axial focal interval, is cal-
ibrated with a known depth standard, following the calibration procedure
provided in DIN EN ISO 5436-1 standard.
Accordingly, a series of the axial responses along the x coordinate is evaluated
using the center of gravity algorithm, to find the maximum peak of the response
curve, which corresponds to the real surface height at a given x coordinate. A 2D
height profile is thus reconstructed as the final result.
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Table 5.1: Illustration of one-dimensional roughness parameters, according to ISO 4287-
1997 standard.
Symbol Parameter Formula
Ra Arithmetic mean
Sample Length
Mean Plane
Ra
Rq Root mean square (RMS)
Sample Length
Mean Plane
Ra
Rq
Rz Ten points
average height difference
Rt Maximum peak to valley
Sample Length
V5
P5
V4
P4
V3
P3
V2
P2
V1
P1
Rsk Skewness
Rsk > 0
Rsk = 0
Rsk < 0
Zmin
Zmax
Rku Kurtosis
Rku > 0
Rku = 0
Rku < 0
ZmaxZmin
Chapter 6
Experimental Results and
Discussions
This chapter is devoted to investigate the performance of the CLSS in many as-
pects. As a results, a series of experiments is conducted. First, the measurements
of calibrated standard specimens are used to validate the new concept of the CLSS,
where the measurement results are compared to those of a commercial Confocal
Microscope (CM). Next, the effective resolution of the CLSS is investigated. Fi-
nally, the accuracy and precision of the CLSS are examined, in corresponding to
prominent errors, such as the error of the scanned length in the lateral direction,
residual aberrations inherent in the optical system, and the errors introduced by
the tilting of the specimen.
6.1 Calibrated standards
In this section, the new concept of the CLSS is verified using calibrated stan-
dard specimens. The calibrated standards, including a sinusoidal standard and a
roughness standard, calibrated by Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB)1
are used in this measurement. Thereafter, the measurement results are compared
to those of a commercial Confocal Microscope (CM), showing comparable results.
6.1.1 PTB sinusoidal standard
The PTB sinusoidal standard with a periodic structure exploited in this experi-
ment is shown in Figure 6.1. In this experiment, the measurement results of the
CLSS correspond to the calibrated values and are in good agreement with that
of a commercial CM, seen in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. In consequence, it shows
1The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) is based in Braunschweig and
Berlin. It is the national institute for natural and engineering sciences and the highest
technical authority for metrology and physical safety engineering in Germany.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of a PTB sinusoidal standard with Ra = 0.951 µm.
Table 6.1: The calibrated results of a PTB sinusoidal standard, obtained with a tactile
profilometer using a stylus radius of ≈ 5 µm. The roughness parameters are calculated
from twelve measurements according to DIN EN ISO 4287 (1998), after applying the
filtering technique according to DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998).
Parameter Mean Maximum Minimum Standard deviation
Ra 0.951 µm 0.953 µm 0.948 µm 0.001 µm
Rz 3.02 µm 3.03 µm 3.01 µm 0.01 µm
Rt 3.03 µm 3.05 µm 3.02 µm 0.01 µm
that the incorporation of a tilted plane technique in a confocal imaging system
is feasible. The measured profiles are carried out at three main locations on the
sinusoidal standard: at the left edge, in the middle, and at the right edge, depicted
in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, respectively. The roughness parameters,
shown in Table 6.2, are then calculated according to DIN EN ISO 4287 (1998),
after applying the filtering to the measured profile with the cut-off wavelength of
0.8 mm, according to DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998).
A PTB sinusoidal standard used in this case was calibrated with a tactile
profilometer using a stylus tip radius of 5 µm and 1 mN contact force. Twelve
measurements were obtained across the entire measurement area. The total eval-
uation profile length of 4.0 mm was obtained after applying the cut-off wavelength
of 0.8 mm. The roughness parameters calibrated by the PTB standard are thus
summarized in Table 6.1.
A 20×/0.45 NA objective is used as a default objective in this measurement
for both the CLSS and a commercial CM. Even though the sampling intervals in
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Table 6.2: The measurement results of a PTB sinusoidal standard, measured with the
CLSS and a commercial confocal microscope. The measurement results are carried out
across the measurement area: at the left edge, in the middle, and at the right edge. The
roughness parameters are calculated from three measurements according to DIN EN ISO
4287 (1998), after applying the filtering technique according to DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998).
CLSS
Parameter Mean Maximum Minimum Range: Max - Min
Ra 0.953 µm 0.966 µm 0.940 µm 0.026 µm
Rq 1.057 µm 1.069 µm 1.044 µm 0.025 µm
Rz 3.143 µm 3.166 µm 3.114 µm 0.052 µm
Rt 3.262 µm 3.340 µm 3.169 µm 0.171 µm
Rsk 0.119 0.146 0.092 0.077
Rku -1.492 -1.480 -1.508 0.028
A commercial confocal microscope
Parameter Mean Maximum Minimum Range: Max - Min
Ra 0.985 µm 0.987 µm 0.982 µm 0.0005 µm
Rq 1.097 µm 1.100 µm 1.090 µm 0.01 µm
Rz 3.357 µm 3.370 µm 3.340 µm 0.03 µm
Rt 3.507 µm 3.550 µm 3.480 µm 0.070 µm
Rsk 0.036 0.056 0.022 0.034
Rku -1.477 -1.470 -1.480 0.01
the CLSS case are coarser than in a commercial CM, the measurement results are
in good agreement. This means that the lateral sampling interval of 2.5 µm is
sufficient for inspecting the PTB sinusoidal standard having micro-lateral features
larger than ≈ 5 µm, following the Nyquist sampling theorem [62]. In the CLSS,
the lateral sampling interval is 2.5 µm and the axial sampling interval is 0.324 µm,
whereas the lateral sampling interval in a commercial CM is 0.8 µm and the axial
sampling interval is 0.28 µm.
The roughness parameters obtained with the CLSS are more accurate with
respect to the calibrated values. This demonstrates that the accuracy of the CLSS
is relatively good, showing that the developed calibrations applied in the CLSS
provide a good result. However, a higher range of the maximum to the mini-
mum means that the precision of the CLSS is, to some degree, lower than the
commercial CM. The causes of uncertainties in the CLSS are responsible for the
degraded precision, which include the stepping error of the linear scanning stage
and the mounting method of the specimen. The effects of these uncertainties will
be investigated further in this chapter.
Note that irregular waviness of the profiles obtained with a commercial CM,
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the measurement results of a PTB sinusoidal standard having
Ra = 0.951 µm, obtained with the CLSS and with a commercial confocal microscope
(CM), at the left edge of the standard.
Figure 6.3: Comparison of the measurement results of a PTB sinusoidal standard having
Ra = 0.951 µm, obtained with the CLSS and with a commercial confocal microscope
(CM), in the middle of the standard.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the measurement results of a PTB sinusoidal standard having
Ra = 0.951 µm, obtained with the CLSS and with a commercial confocal microscope
(CM), at the right edge of the standard.
seen in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, and Figure 6.4, are caused by a correlation based
stitching technique, which is not required in the CLSS. This effect is obvious,
especially when measuring a periodic structure such as this sinusoidal standard.
6.1.2 PTB roughness standard
A PTB roughness standard having a non-periodic structure, shown in Figure 6.5,
is also used to validate the new concept of the CLSS. The results of the CLSS,
comparable to that of a commercial CM and the calibrated values, confirm that
the CLSS and its new concept of a parallel depth scanning scheme are feasible.
The measurements are carried out at two main locations on the roughness stan-
dard: at the left edge and at the right edge, where the measured data summarizing
in Table 6.4 correspond to the calibrated values in Table 6.3. In addition, Fig-
ure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 demonstrate that the results obtained with the CLSS and
a commercial CM are in good agreement.
The PTB roughness standard was calibrated with a tactile profilometer using a
stylus tip radius of 5 µm, a contact force of 0.6 mN, and a lateral sampling interval
of 0.2 µm. Twelve measurements were obtained across the entire measurement area
and filtered with the cut-off wavelength of 0.8 mm, resulting in the total evaluation
length of 4.0 mm. The roughness parameters calibrated by the PTB standard are
then summarized in Table 6.3.
Similar conclusions on the CLSS performance can be drawn from the measure-
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Table 6.3: The calibrated results of a PTB roughness standard, obtained with a tactile
profilometer using a stylus radius of ≈ 5 µm, a contact force of 0.6 mN, and a lateral
sampling interval of 0.2 µm. The roughness parameters are calculated from twelve mea-
surements according to DIN EN ISO 4287 (1998), after applying the filtering technique
according to DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998).
Parameter Mean Maximum Minimum Standard deviation
Ra 1.63 µm 1.66 µm 1.59 µm 0.02 µm
Rz 7.84 µm 7.96 µm 7.68 µm 0.10 µm
Rt 9.87 µm 10.19 µm 9.62 µm 0.24 µm
Table 6.4: The measurement results of a PTB roughness standard, measured with the
CLSS and a commercial CM. The measurement results were carried out at the left edge
and at the right edge. The roughness parameters are calculated from two measurements
according to DIN EN ISO 4287 (1998), after applying the filtering technique according to
DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998).
CLSS
Parameter Mean Maximum Minimum Range: Max - Min
Ra 1.655 µm 1.655 µm 1.654 µm 0.0001 µm
Rq 2.021 µm 2.021 µm 2.020 µm 0.0001 µm
Rz 7.929 µm 8.084 µm 7.774 µm 0.310 µm
Rt 10.029 µm 10.324 µm 9.734 µm 0.590 µm
Rsk -0.791 -0.779 -0.802 0.023
Rku 0.094 0.139 0.049 0.090
A commercial confocal microscope
Parameter Mean Maximum Minimum Range: Max - Min
Ra 1.650 µm 1.650 µm 1.650 µm 0.0000 µm
Rq 1.995 µm 2.000 µm 1.990 µm 0.0100 µm
Rz 8.370 µm 8.510 µm 8.230 µm 0.280 µm
Rt 10.900 µm 11.100 µm 10.700 µm 0.400 µm
Rsk -0.807 -0.791 -0.822 0.031
Rku 0.230 0.290 0.170 0.120
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of a PTB roughness standard having Ra = 1.63 µm.
ment results of a PTB roughness standard. The CLSS seems to be more accurate
than a commercial CM, when comparing the measured data to the calibrated val-
ues, but less precise, as the maximum and minimum are more diverged from the
mean value in the CLSS case. The degraded precision of the CLSS will be inves-
tigated in connection with prominent statistical errors later in this chapter. The
lateral sampling interval of 2.5 µm used in the CLSS allows the lateral structure of
at least 5 µm to be resolved, following the Nyquist sampling theorem [62], which
in this case is sufficient for measuring the PTB roughness standard. Therefore, a
finer lateral sampling interval of 0.8 µm applied in a commercial CM might gain
a bit more information on the micro-lateral structures down to 1.6 µm. The axial
sampling interval is rather the same in the CLSS case and a commercial CM case,
which are 0.324 µm and 0.28 µm, respectively.
Nonetheless, the correlation based stitching technique required in a commercial
CM, not in the CLSS, works practically well when applying with a non-periodic
structure of the PTB roughness standard, showing a good agreement of the rough-
ness and the waviness in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7.
6.2 Axial resolution beyond the FHWM
This section investigates whether the axial resolution of the CLSS is beyond the
diffraction limit [11], based on the full-with at half-maximum (FWHM) approach.
Imagine that when an opaque surface is observed, the intensity of the axial re-
sponse is distributed with a single maximum peak corresponding to the real surface
height. The ability to resolve the surface height then depends on the technique
used to find the maximum peak. Therefore, the real axial resolution of the CLSS
is instead limited by the noise inherent in the axial response, as explained in the
preceding chapter. In theory, the FWHM of the axial response is 2.3 µm when
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the measurement results of a PTB roughness standard having
Ra = 1.63 µm, measured with the CLSS and with a commercial confocal microscope (CM),
at the right edge of the standard.
Figure 6.7: Comparison of the measurement results of a PTB roughness standard having
Ra = 1.63 µm, measured with the CLSS and with a commercial confocal microscope (CM),
at the left edge of the standard.
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Figure 6.8: Enlarged image of a PTB roughness standard obtained by the CLSS.
using a 20×/0.45 NA objective applied at λ = 530 nm. The FWHM of the axial
intensity response is 3.5 µm when observed with the CLSS, as previously discussed
in Chapter 3. However, a micro-height feature of 1 µm which is smaller than the
FWHM of 3.5 µm can be resolved using the CLSS, as seen in Figure 6.8.
In the CLSS, the center of gravity technique is used to evaluate the maximum
peak of the axial response, by which mean the real axial resolution is greatly im-
proved down to the nanometer scale beyond that defined by the FWHM. Noise
adhered to the axial intensity response is the cause of the uncertainty when evalu-
ating with the center of gravity technique. In consequence, the uncertainty is used
to define the smallest height which can just be resolved by the CLSS.
The uncertainty of the center of gravity technique can be measured with a cal-
ibrated flat mirror. Since the mirror represents a highly flat surface having a single
height level, the root-mean-square roughness parameter (Rq) of the measured pro-
file is then used to express the uncertainty of the surface height finding technique.
From ten measurements, Rq is obtained as 11.7 nm with standard deviation of 0.48
nm, where Rq is calculated according to DIN EN ISO 4287 (1998) after applying
the filtering according to DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998). This value becomes a real
limit of the axial resolution which is achieved by the CLSS. In contrary, the lateral
features on the specimen of about the optical probe size might be responsible for
the reduction in accuracy of the measured profile heights, as reported also by other
measuring techniques [4].
As a consequence, the measurement results of a fine PTB roughness standard
with Ra = 0.186 µm shown in Figure 6.9 are examined. There are two significant
effects to be clarified here. First, it is the effect of the sampling density, or the
lateral sampling interval. By following the Nyquist sampling theorem [62], the
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(e)
Figure 6.9: Comparison of the profile measurement of a PTB roughness standard having
Ra = 0.186 µm, obtained with (a) CLSS using 20×/0.45 NA objective, (b) a commercial
CM using 20×/0.45 NA objective, (c) a commercial CM using 20×/0.6 NA objective, and
(d) a commercial CM using 50×/0.95 NA objective. (e) An enlarged profile of (d).
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Table 6.5: The measurement results of a PTB roughness standard having Ra = 0.186 µm.
The standard was calibrated with a Tactile Profilometer (TP). Thereafter, the measure-
ment results are obtained with the CLSS and a commercial confocal microscope (CM).
The roughness parameter are then calculated according to DIN EN ISO 4287 (1998), after
applying the filter according to DIN EN ISO 11562 (1998).
TP CLSS CM
Parameter Tip Lateral sampling interval
(mean) radius (2.59 µm) (1.5625 µm) (0.625 µm)
3 µm 0.45 NA 0.45 NA 0.6 NA 0.95 NA
Ra 0.186 µm 0.232 µm 0.213 µm 0.185 µm 0.194 µm
Rq - 0.291 µm 0.261 µm 0.231 µm 0.243 µm
Rz 1.333 µm 1.524 µm 1.445 µm 1.180 µm 1.305 µm
Rt 1.446 µm 1.724 µm 1.710 µm 1.380 µm 1.495 µm
lateral features of the surface which are smaller than two times the lateral sampling
interval cannot be resolved. Figure 6.9 (b) shows that a finer lateral sampling
interval of 1.5625 µm helps to resolve more details of the profile as compared to
Figure 6.9 (a), which is sampled with a coarser lateral sampling interval of 2.59
µm.
Note that Figure 6.9 (a) and (b) are measured using the same NA objective.
When different NA objectives are applied, the second effect should be pointed out.
Table 6.5 shows that a higher NA objective provides more accurate result, when
comparing the profile in Figure 6.9 (c) to Figure 6.9 (b). This phenomenon can
be explained with the relation of the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective
and the optical probe size, or the size of the diffraction-limited focal point. The
higher the NA, the smaller the optical probe is and the more light is captured
by the objective lens. If a 0.6 NA and a 0.95 NA are used instead of a 0.45 NA
objective, the FWHM of the optical probe is reduced by 1.36 times and 2.15 times,
respectively. Though the same lateral sampling interval of 1.5625 µm is applied in
Figure 6.9 (b) and (c), the higher NA objective lens obtains the profile with lower
noise, which might be caused by the micro-lateral features on the specimen.
The PTB roughness standard used in this case comprises of micro-lateral fea-
tures of at least 1-2 µm, seen in Figure 6.9 (e). Therefore, when probing with a
0.45 NA objective having the FWHM of 3.5 µm, inaccurate results as depicted
in Figure 6.9 (b) are obtained, showing a spiky-like profile. The origin of this
discrepancy is not yet clear. Though, it can be assumed that the micro-lateral
features on the specimen is the main cause of the error, when inspecting the speci-
men having the micro-lateral features about the same size as the optical probe the
signal reflected from different heights within the optical probe might induce more
noise to the axial intensity response, as illustrated in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b).
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(a)  0.45 NA (b)  0.6 NA
73.74°
53.49°
Uncertainty
Uncertainty
Figure 6.10: A simplified illustration showing that the lateral features of the surface
relative to the optical probe size might induce uncertainty to the measured signal. A
0.6 NA objective having a higher accepting angle with respect to light reflected from the
specimen can generate a smaller optical probe, where NA = n · sinα. Thus, the receiving
intensity as a function of the surface height is more accurate.
Therefore, higher uncertainty inherent in finding the maximum peak of the axial
intensity response is responsible for the degradation in accuracy of the measured
profiles.
Figure 6.9 (d) is the most accurate profile of all, as the specimen is sampled with
a high NA objective and a finest lateral sampling interval of 0.625 µm. Though the
result obtained with the CLSS in Figure 6.9 (a) has better appearance than that
in Figure 6.9 (b), notable errors of the measured profile height can be observed in
the roughness parameters, listed in Table 6.5. This shows that 0.45 NA objectives
provide consistent results.
It can be concluded that measuring with the CLSS the smallest height feature
of 11.7 nm can be resolved, as limited by noise inherent in the axial intensity re-
sponse. However, the micro-lateral features on the specimen of about the same size
as the FWHM of the lateral response may degrade the accuracy of the measured
profile heights and then lower the real axial resolution. Moreover, the smallest
lateral feature of the specimen resolved by the CLSS, is limited by two times the
lateral sampling interval, following the well-known Nyquist sampling theorem [62].
6.3 Lateral resolution improved with a finer
sampling interval
As stated above, the lateral resolution of the CLSS can be enhanced by reducing the
lateral sampling interval. Figure 6.11 suggests that the finer the lateral sampling
interval, the higher the lateral resolution of the edge responses. Note that the
edge response is another useful definition of resolution [87]. Following Corle and
Kino [17], the 20%-80% edge reponse of a Confocal Scanning Optical Microscope
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the edge responses obtained with the CLSS and a commercial
CM at various sampling intervals.
(CSOM) is given by
dc(Edge) =
0.33λ
NA
. (6.1)
As a consequence, dc is 0.389 µm, when λ is 530 nm and NA is 0.45. In Figure 6.11,
the edge response of the CLSS is improved when the lateral sampling interval is
reduced from 2.5 to 1 and to 0.7 µm, resulting in the 20%-80% edge responses of
1.8, 0.6, 0.5 µm, respectively. Moreover, this experiment confirms that the lateral
resolution of the CLSS is not confined by the pixel size of the CCD. An edge
response smaller than the pixel sampling interval of 1.7 µm at the focal plane can
nevertheless be realized.
However, the lateral sampling interval is limited by the diffraction-limit of the
focal point. It is due to the fact that the sampling point is not an infinitesimal
point, so that sampling with a lateral sampling interval finer than the diffraction-
limited focal point will not gain any further information. This leads to the conclu-
sion that the ultimate lateral resolution of the CLSS is two times the FWHM of
the lateral intensity response. In contrary, the real lateral resolution of the CLSS is
the two times the lateral sampling interval. Note that the definition of the lateral
resolution is of significance for defining the smallest lateral feature resolvable by
the CLSS, which differs from the lateral optical resolution explained in Chapter 2.
To demonstrate that a finer lateral sampling interval helps to improve the
lateral resolution, the measurement results in Figure 6.12 are presented. A lateral
standard with a period of 6 µm is measured with the CLSS and a commercial CM.
The lateral resolution of the CLSS is enhanced when the lateral sampling interval
reduces from 2.5 to 1 and 0.5 µm, resulting in more accurate profiles. However,
the presence of the trenches, consisting of two closely spaced edges, in the lateral
standard and a statistical error of the linear scanning stage when stepping with a
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step size smaller than ≈ 2 µm are responsible for more noise induced in the axial
intensity response. This results in spike-like profiles. Since the data in the CLSS
are sorted in a mixing order before the profile height evaluation, the combination
of these two errors is relatively strong. A more accurate and precise linear scanning
stage will help to improve the result in this case.
6.4 Sampling focal-line in the CLSS
Figure 6.13 shows that the tilted focal line is slightly curved due to the field
curvature inherent in the optical system. The residual of the curve from the linear
fitted line is about 1 µm across the focal line. The experiment in this case was
carried out in a special manner by scanning a flat mirror, which is tilted to the
titled focal line, in the axial direction. In this experiment, the mean value of the
focal interval in the axial direction is 0.36 µm with standard deviation of 0.12 µm.
Accordingly, the error in the lateral intervals between the foci is related to this
0.12 µm standard deviation.
The evenness and the exact value of the focal intervals strongly affect the
accuracy and precision of the CLSS measurement. Uneven spaced foci across the
focal line can be defined as a systematic error. If this error cannot be corrected
properly, it will become a statistical error in the lateral direction, after the sorting
process applied. However, it can be considered as a systematic error in the axial
direction.
The aberrations, e.g. spherical aberration, coma, and astigmatism can con-
tribute additionally to unevenly spacing of the foci. In general, to realize a uni-
form focal interval according to the design the aberrations should be minimized.
In another approach, the positions of the foci can be designed to incorporate the
aberrations, for example, distortion and field curvature. These are two of the five
Seidel aberrations which will not degrade the optical resolution, as discussed in
Chapter 3. However, the second approach might be difficult to realize in practice.
The optical elements, even manufactured in the same lot, may perform differently,
so does the characteristics of the distortion and field curvature.
6.5 Uncertainty in the lateral scan direction
In the CLSS, accuracy and precision of the profile length scanned in the lateral
direction highly depend on the performance of the linear scanning stage. The linear
scanning stage with an open-loop control used in the CLSS performs a bit worse
than that of a close-loop control employed in a chromatic confocal point sensor.
Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15 show that the accuracy and precision of the CLSS
is the worst case, when measuring a lateral standard having a periodic structure
of 100 µm period and the total length of 2499.83 µm. The largest errors and
the most deviated scan lengths are obtained with the CLSS, varied from -0.49%
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the measured profiles of a lateral standard with a period of
6 µm, obtained with (a) a commercial CM, using 20×/0.45 NA objective and the lateral
sampling interval of 0.8 µm, (b) CLSS using 20×/0.6 NA objective and the lateral sampling
interval of 0.5 µm, (c) CLSS using 20×/0.6 NA objective and the lateral sampling interval
of 1µm, and (d) CLSS using 20×/0.6 NA objective and the lateral sampling interval of
2.5µm.
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Figure 6.13: Experimental measurement of the focal line in the CLSS. The focal line is
curved slightly by the field curvature inherent in the optical system.
to +1.04%. The uncertainty of the linear scanning stage is the main cause of
this error, previously discussed in Chapter 4. In addition, Figure 6.15 (b) shows
that the correlation based image stitching technique used in a commercial CM
can introduce certain error, when measuring a periodic structure. An artificial
structure having a 100 µm period was therefore added to the real structure.
6.6 Aberrations in the CLSS
In the CLSS, a 20×/0.45 NA is used to operate at 12×, such that the applied
tube length is 108 mm instead of 180 mm. The change of the tube length induces
residual aberrations in the optical system, mainly spherical aberration [17, 28, 29].
In theory, the higher the NA, the more pronounced aberration is [29]. However, a
high NA objective is necessary for obtaining high resolution. Because a wider angle
of scattered rays from the sample can be accepted by a high NA objective. The
effect of spherical aberration on the axial response can be theoretically manifested
using eq.(3.19), corresponding to various values of the amplitude apodization, A
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the measured profiles of a lateral standard with a period of
100 µm having the total length of 2499.83 µm, obtained with (a) CLSS, using 20×/0.45 NA
objective, (b) a commercial CM, using 20×/0.45 NA objective, (c) a chromatic confocal
point sensor, using 20×/0.6 NA objective. The error in total length are presented in each
case.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of the measured profiles of a lateral standard with a period of
100 µm having the total length of 2499.83 µm, obtained with (a) CLSS, using 20×/0.45 NA
objective, (b) a commercial CM, using 20×/0.45 NA objective, (c) a chromatic confocal
point sensor, using 20×/0.6 NA objective. The error in total length are also presented in
each case. Note that the error caused by the stitching technique applied in a commercial
CM can introduce an artificial period to the real structure.
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Figure 6.16: Axial responses theoretically modified with aberrations. Following the simpli-
fied expression of eq.(3.19), the axial responses are manifested, corresponding to different
values of the amplitude apodization, A and B.
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Figure 6.17: Axial responses experimentally obtained with different numerical aperture
(NA) objectives ranging from 0.45 to 0.6 NA.
Figure 6.18: Raw data stacks obtained with different numerical aperture (NA) objectives.
(a) 0.45 NA objective. (b) to (d) identical 0.6 NA objectives.
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and B. Figure 6.16 demonstrates that the axial response obtained with a low NA
objective is less affected by the same amount of aberration.
In order to examine the residual aberrations in the CLSS, three 20×/0.6 NA
objective lenses from Olympus are applied instead of a 20×/0.45 NA. Figure 6.17
shows that the axial responses obtained with the 20×/0.6 NA objectives are broad-
ened and distorted having double peaks. These distorted axial responses lead to
a serious degradation in accuracy of the evaluated profile heights. However, the
20×/0.45 NA objective provides the axial intensity response comparable to the
theory. This suggests that the residual aberrations are negligible when using a
20×/0.45 NA objective, but more prominent in higher NA objectives. The residual
aberrations can also be observed in the raw data stacks, depicted in Figure 6.18 (b)
to (d). In this measurement, a uniform pattern of the raw data stack shown in
Figure 6.18 (a) is expected when measuring a flat mirror.
It can be implied that the spherical aberration caused by the mismatch tube
length in the CLSS is more prominent than first expected. The spherical aberration
can then be minimized by applying the objective lens at a designed tube length,
though the axial measurement range will be reduced. To gain a reasonable axial
measurement range, a low magnification and high NA objective is preferred.
6.7 The effect of tilted specimens on the axial
response
In this section, the effect of the tilted specimen on the axial response is discussed.
When measuring a tilted flat surface, the light captured by the objective lens may
vary in intensity, depending on which part of the focal line is used to sample the
specimen. A simplified schematic of this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 6.19.
Though the specimen is a flat surface, the micro-roughness of the surface generates
a diffused reflection. It can be seen in Figure 6.19 that the objective can capture
the scattered light differently across the focal line, with respect to the angle of the
diffused beam and the NA of the objective. In this illustration, light reflected at the
far left edge is partially captured by the objective and partially lost. Therefore,
the detection sensitivity at this end is lower comparing to the other end. In
consequence, the detection sensitivity is termed as the pinhole sensitivity, as it is
directly connected with the position of the pinholes.
A series of the axial responses obtained with a flat surface perpendicular to
the optical axis is shown in Figure 6.20. When the surface traverses in the lateral
direction, the surface will cover only a given range of the foci at all times. There-
fore, the maximum peak of the axial responses is almost at the same height. The
slightly curved ridge of the axial responses along the x -coordinate is caused by the
systematic error of the linear scanning stage, explained in the previous chapters.
Otherwise, the ridge should be straight. When a tilted surface is measured, a series
of axial responses, as shown in Figure 6.21, is obtained. This illustrates that the
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Figure 6.19: A simplified schematic showing the effect of a tilted flat surface on the
detection sensitivity. The reflected light can be captured more at one end comparing to
the other end across the focal line, when the surface is tilted with respect to the optical
axis.
axial response at one end is seriously degraded more than the other end across the
focal line. Though, the axial intensity responses of a normal flat surface obtained
across the focal line are relatively similar. The axial intensity responses of a tilted
flat surface are degraded by undercorrected aberrations when the objective lens is
not used at full aperture [85, 94], as depicted in Figure 6.19.
Then, the influence of various tilt angles of a flat surface is investigated. Fig-
ure 6.22 summaries the obtained axial responses affected by undercorrected aber-
ration of the objective lens due to the tilted surface. Figure 6.22 (a) to (d) present
the results obtained when a flat surface is tilted counterclockwise from the plane
normal to the optical axis. This gives the positive sign convention to the tilt angle,
whereas the negative is vice versa. Then, Figure 6.22 (e) to (h) show the axial re-
sponses obtained from a negatively tilted flat surface. In this experiment, the axial
responses in Figure 6.22 (e) to (h) are less distorted, since the measurements cover
an extremely short measurement range when the specimen is tilted approaching
the tilt angle of the focal line.
Finally, it can be concluded that tilted specimens play a significant role on the
quality of the axial intensity response. The accuracy of the measurement might
be degraded by the residual aberrations introduced by the tilt of the specimen.
6.8 Conclusion
This chapter verifies that the new concept of a parallel depth scanning scheme ap-
plied in the Confocal Line Scanning Sensor (CLSS) is feasible. The measurement
of the PTB standards proves that a tilted plane technique is successfully incorpo-
rated in a confocal imaging system of the CLSS. In addition, the performance of
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Figure 6.20: A series of the axial intensity responses of a flat surface normal to the optical
axis, plotted along the x-coordinate.
Figure 6.21: A series of the axial intensity responses of a tilted flat surface, plotted along
the x-coordinate.
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(a)  θ = +1° (e)  θ = -1°
(b)  θ = +3° (f)  θ = -3°
(d)  θ = +7° (h)  θ = -7°
(g)  θ = -5°(c)  θ = +5°
Figure 6.22: Comparison of the axial intensity responses of a tilted flat surface obtained
at various tilt angles, θ = −7,−5, ...,+7◦.
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the CLSS is comparable to that of a commercial Confocal Microscope (CM).
The real axial resolution of the CLSS is basically limited by the noise inher-
ent in the axial response. According to that the axial resolution is beyond the
diffraction limit, down to the nanometer scale. From the experiments, uncertainty
in the surface height evaluation is found to be 11.7 nm. Therefore, this value is
used to define the smallest height of which the CLSS can resolve. However, in
practice micro-lateral structures on the specimen might be the cause of additional
noise adhered to the axial response. Under this circumstance, the axial resolution
of 11.7 nm cannot be reached.
Moreover, the real lateral resolution is the two times the lateral sampling in-
terval. However, the lateral sampling interval is essentially limited by the diffrac-
tion limit, because the sampling point is not an infinitesimal point but rather
a diffraction-limited focal point. In consequence, reducing the lateral sampling
interval finer than the diffraction-limited focal point will not gain additional infor-
mation. Accordingly, the limited lateral resolution is the two times the full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of the lateral response. Nonetheless, the linear scanning
stage with an open-loop control that is used in the CLSS induces a statistical error
when stepping, which corresponds to the degradation in accuracy and precision of
the scan length in the lateral direction.
A 20×/0.45 NA objective is the default objective used in the CLSS, which is
designed to operate at 12×. Therefore, the change of the tube length between the
objective lens and the tube lens from a designed value generates undercorrected
spherical aberration. The residual aberrations in the CLSS can be observed with
a higher NA objective, such as a 20×/0.6 NA objective. However, the experi-
ments show that the residual aberrations can be negligible when measuring with
a 20×/0.45 NA objective. In addition, it is found that tilted specimens strongly
affect the quality of the axial response; the higher the tilt, the more prominent the
degradation. When inspecting a tilted specimen, the objective lens is not used at
full aperture. Consequently, undercorrected aberrations are induced in the system,
which corresponds to degrade the quality of the axial intensity responses.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis concludes that the novel concept of incorporating a titled plane tech-
nique in a confocal imaging system is feasible. The developed sensor introduces a
new parallel and motionless depth scanning scheme [12, 14, 15], named Confocal
Line Scanning Sensor (CLSS). The notable strength of this design is a simplified
and robust setup. In this thesis, several well-known theories are used to sup-
port the design and to evaluate the CLSS system and its performance. However,
new knowledge to apply a titled plane technique in a confocal imaging system is
originally explained. The main contributions of the thesis can be summarized as
follows, where notable specifications of the CLSS include:
• Lateral measurement range of up to 15 mm,
• Axial measurement range of 50 µm,
• Sampling rate of 928 points per second or 5.8 frames per second,
• Optical lateral resolution of ≈0.5 µm, based on 0.45 NA objective and λ =
530 nm,
• Noise-limited axial resolution of 11.7 nm.
The pinhole mask design is presented in Chapter 3. The design target is to form
equally spaced foci at the titled focal plane. As a consequence, the variation of
the magnification, known as keystone distortion, inherent in a titled plane system
is theoretically examined. Following the Scheimpflug’s rule, a newly discovered
approach for predicting and correcting the keystone distortion is established. It
is found that the shifting of the principal planes in a compound lens system can
modify the pattern of the keystone distortion and even correct for it. The newly
derived expression of the magnification in a tilted plane system is then used to
design the pinhole pattern. In the CLSS, the so-called reverse keystone distortion
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is established. On the other hand, the corrected keystone distortion is the most
useful case, where the keystone distortion is corrected across the field of view.
The pinholes used in the CLSS are designed in an elliptical shape to maintain
the confocal effect in all directions. Following Wilson and Carlini [116, 115], the
pinhole radius should be designed at 33 % of the radius of the Airy disk image.
In addition, a stationary and tilted pinhole mask much smaller than the rotating
pinhole disk, used in the pinhole disk based confocal microscopes, is exploited in
the CLSS. This contributes to enhance the CLSS robustness and simplification.
In this chapter, the imaging characteristic of the CLSS is also investigated. The
study shows that the tilted pinhole mask causes no effect on the imaging quality
and the diffraction foci in the tilted focal plane. However, aberrations caused by
the tilted quartz substrate of the pinhole mask are responsible for the reduction of
intensity output, but not the measuring quality of the CLSS, based on a 20×/0.45
NA objective.
The construction and alignment of the CLSS system are discussed in Chap-
ter 4. The main target is to obtain equally spaced foci with the highest degree of
depth discrimination, as well as to optimize axial response. Correct alignment of
the pinhole mask and a known keystone distortion pattern corresponding to the
design plays a significant role in achieving the target. In this chapter, the newly
derived expression of the magnification in a tilted plane system is used to investi-
gate the effects of the pinhole mask misalignment. Furthermore, a Ko¨hler based
illumination tube is incorporated in the CLSS to maximize the effective numerical
aperture (NA) of the imaging system. Accordingly, the detection sensitivity and
the quality of the axial response are then optimized. When carrying out a mea-
surement with the CLSS, the specimen is scanned in the lateral direction using
a linear scanning stage. In consequence, dominant systematic errors in the CLSS
to be corrected include the wave-like motion of the linear scanning stage and the
non-uniform detection sensitivity of the CCD.
Chapter 5 explains the newly developed data processing and calibration for the
CLSS, to support a novel parallel and motionless depth scanning scheme. The key
procedure of the data processing is the data sorting process. As the measured data
are recorded in a mixed order, these data should be rearranged in a corresponding
manner to the same sampling coordinates. Next, the calibrations are applied to
eliminate the systematic errors inherent in the system and to assure the CLSS’
traceability. After applying the data sorting process, the detection sensitivity of
each pinhole is normalized using the local maximum technique. This step helps
to optimize the axial response and depth discrimination property. In addition,
a triangle-based cubic interpolation technique is applied to interpolate the raw
data when a scan step size (∆F ) is made different from the lateral focal interval
(∆X). Then, the lateral focal interval is calibrated relative to the scan step size,
using the techniques developed based on Hough transform for edge detection and
line fitting optimization. In consequence, the lateral focal interval is calibrated
with a known length of a lateral standard to convert an uncalibrated length unit
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into an absolute length unit, i.e. µm. Then, the wave-like error of the linear
scanning stage is corrected by subtracting the error from the measurement data.
In this procedure, an extra step is required. The height differences between the
specimen surface and the reference surface generate phase shifting in the wave-
like error caused by the linear scanning stage. The cubic spline interpolation
technique is used to compensate for the phase shift. In the final step, the axial
sampling interval between foci (∆z) is calibrated using a known depth standard.
This process is implemented following the calibration procedure in the DIN EN
ISO 5436-1 standard. To reveal the surface height at a given x coordinate, the
most robust algorithm of the center of gravity is applied to find the maximum peak
of the axial intensity response. A reconstructed two-dimensional height profile is
obtained as the final result.
Chapter 6 verifies the feasibility of this new concept of a parallel depth scan-
ning scheme. The measurements of the PTB standards prove that a tilted plane
technique is successfully incorporated in the confocal imaging system of the CLSS.
This chapter shows that the performance of the CLSS is comparable to that of
a commercial Confocal Microscope (CM). Moreover, the real lateral resolution is
found to be the two times the lateral sampling interval. However, reducing the
lateral sampling interval finer than the diffraction-limited focal point will not gain
additional information. Therefore, the limited lateral resolution is the two times
the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the lateral response. Nonetheless,
the linear scanning stage with an open-loop control used in the CLSS induces a
statistical error when stepping. This corresponds to the degradation in accuracy
and precision of the scan length in the lateral direction. However, the real axial
resolution is defined based on noise-limited approach. Accordingly, the real axial
resolution of 11.7 nm is obtained by the CLSS. A 20×/0.45 NA objective is used as
a default objective, and operated at 12× to gain a reasonable axial measurement
range. Under this condition, a change in tube length of the objective from a de-
signed value generates spherical aberration. The residual aberrations in the CLSS
can be observed using a higher NA objective, such as a 20×/0.6 NA objective.
However, when measuring with a 20×/0.45 NA objective the experiments show
that the residual aberrations are negligible. Furthermore, it is found that tilted
specimens strongly affect the quality of the axial response; the higher the tilt, the
more prominent the degradation. When inspecting a tilted specimen, the objec-
tive lens is not used at full aperture. Consequently, undercorrected aberrations
are induced in the system, corresponding to degrade the axial response.
7.2 Future Work
In this thesis, the Confocal Line Scanning Sensor (CLSS) is designed and devel-
oped to validate the new concept of incorporating a tilted plane technique in a
confocal imaging system. A few possible methods of the design and calibration
are proposed in this thesis. More work can be done on improving and evaluating
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the performance of the CLSS. Further measurements on real specimens should be
examined. As a consequence, possible work based upon the results of this thesis
may be extended to:
• investigate the effect of the residual aberrations, inherent in a tilted plane
system such as astigmatism, on the axial response. The imaging and mea-
suring quality of the system can be optimized accordingly.
• increase the data acquisition rate. When traversing speed of the linear scan-
ning stage meets the recent frame rate of the CCD cameras, the sampling
rate, or acquisition rate, of a thousand frames per second may be obtained.
However, low light reflection of a dark looking image should be taken into
account when an extremely short exposure time is applied at a high sampling
rate;
• increase the axial measurement range using a high numerical aperture objec-
tive with low magnification. Only the numerical aperture is used to define
the optical resolution not the magnification. Nonetheless, aberrations should
be optimally minimized when exploiting a high numerical aperture objective;
• develop a compact and low cost instrument for surface inspection in two
dimensions and three dimensions. This might be done using micro-system
technology. In the future, the optical head might be scanned instead of the
specimen. A three-dimensional surface topography inspection system can
then be developed by incorporating a tilted plane technique. The corrected
keystone distortion design clarified in this thesis is necessary in this case;
• minimize and optimize the optical system. Optical design software can be
used to design and minimize the system, aberrations, and stray light;
• develop different techniques for the focal sampling interval calibration. The
recent methods are implemented based upon the mean basis. Therefore, the
techniques such as maximum likelihood calibration algorithm, Crame´r-Rao
bound, and various types of the Kalman filter might be useful for locally
calibrating the focal interval. This will help to increase the accuracy and
precision of the measurement.
Anyhow, it has been exciting to be involved in the growing field of confo-
cal microscopy and surface characterization. New ideas will always emerge for
developing systems to serve niche markets, especially from the manufacturers of
scientific instruments who are active in industrial fields.
Appendix A
Point Spread Function
A.1 Amplitude point spread function
The amplitude point spread function (PSF), h(x, y) or the impulse response, is
presented here. Following Goodman [27, 114], the amplitude point spread function
or the response of an imaging lens of a point source and point object, depicted in
Figure A.1, is expressed by
h(x3, y3) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
P (x2, y2) exp
[
2pij
λ
(x2 · x+ y2 · y)
]
dx2dy2 , (A.1)
where P (x, y) is the pupil function of the lens, and λ is the wavelength of light in
free space. The pupil function contributes to the physical extent of the lens and
its transmissivity [114], in which aberrations and the defocus effect can be added
as a complex function here.
To derive the amplitude point spread function in terms of a dimensionless radial
coordinate (ρ), ρ is defined by ρ = r2/a at the plane (x2, y2), where a represents the
radius of the imaging lens. The radial coordinate is thus r2 =
√
x22 + y
2
2. In most
cases of a circular lens, using a dimensionless radial coordinate in the calculation
is relatively convenient, such that the equation is greatly simplified. Eq.(A.1) then
reduces to [114]
h(v) = 2
∫ 1
0
P (ρ) J0(vρ)ρ dρ, (A.2)
and
P (ρ) =
{
1 if ρ ≤ 1
0 otherwise,
(A.3)
where J0 is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind, and v is the normalized
lateral optical coordinate as a function of the physical radial coordinate (r), written
by
v =
2pi
λ
· r · sinα. (A.4)
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Figure A.1: Schematic illustration of the image formation geometry of a simple lens.
The numerical aperture (NA) of the lens is thus NA = n sinα = a/d2, and n
represents the refractive index of the medium (nair = 1).
Additionally, the defocus effect can be added to yield a three-dimensional am-
plitude PSF. A quadratic phase factor, exp(1/2j ·u · ρ2), is used to account for the
defocus distance. By substituting the quadratic phase factor into eq.(A.2), three
dimensional amplitude PSF takes the form [114]
h(v, u) = 2
∫ 1
0
P (ρ) exp
[
1
2
juρ2
]
J0(vρ)ρ dρ. (A.5)
In this formula, the normalized axial optical coordinate (u) is given as a function
of the physical axial coordinate (z) by [115]
u =
8pi
λ
z sin2
(α
2
)
. (A.6)
The normalized axial optical coordinate (u), introduced by Wilson and Shep-
pard [90, 115], provides accurate results particularly in the calculation with high
numerical aperture. In addition, the normalized optical coordinates normalized
by the light wavelength and the half aperture angle of the objective (α) are more
general to use than the real physical coordinates.
Nonetheless, three-dimensional amplitude PSF in terms of the real physical
coordinates (r, z) can be written by [7, 29, 30]
h(r, z) =
∫ α
0
P (θ) exp(jkz cos θ)J0(kr sin θ) sin θ dθ, (A.7)
where k = 2pi/λ, and α denotes the maximum half aperture angle of the imaging
lens. Note that P (θ) is the apodization function of the objective lens [7, 29], and
θ represents the angle of a ray of convergence in the medium.
Finally, the intensity PSF is calculated by taking the square of the amplitude
PSF. In general, phase information is usually lost in the confocal microscopes; only
the intensity is recorded.
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A.2 Intensity point spread function
In a reflection confocal microscope, the objective lens is used twice as an imaging
lens and a collecting lens, the amplitude PSF of these two lenses, h1 and h2, are
thus equal. Assume that the amplitude PSF is even in the radial coordinate, so
h1 = h2 = h(v, u). Therefore, the intensity PSF or the intensity impulse response,
used to characterize the image formation of the optical system, becomes
I(v, u) =
∣∣h2(v, u) ∗ r(v, u)∣∣2 , (A.8)
where ∗ denotes the convolution operation.
The amplitude reflectance of a point object is given by r(u, v) = δ(u, v), where
a point source or a point detector is represented mathematically by a Dirac delta
function1. The intensity PSF then reduces to [114]
I(v, u) = |h(v, u)|4 . (A.9)
Accordingly, the intensity PSF can be plotted as a function of the normalized
optical coordinates, v and u, using eq.(A.5) and eq.(A.9), resulting in a three-
dimensional curve depicted in Figure A.2. In this curve, the lateral response along
the v axis is narrower than the axial response along the u axis, which means
that the optical lateral resolution is higher than the optical axial resolution (see
Chapter 2 for the definition of the optical resolution).
It is worth noting that the lateral and axial intensity responses are objects-
dependent. Therefore, the intensity responses obtained with simple objects, such
as a point object and a plane object, are then summarized as follows.
A.2.1 Lateral intensity response
Following the formulae of Wilson [114, 115], the lateral response of a point object
using a point detector in the confocal microscopes can be written as
ICONF (v) =
[
2J1(v)
v
]4
, (A.10)
whereas the lateral response in the conventional microscopes is formulated by
ICONV (v) =
[
2J1(v)
v
]2
. (A.11)
J1 is the Bessel function of the first order of the first kind. The subscripts CONF
and CONF denote the confocal and the conventional microscopes, respectively.
1The Dirac delta function is useful for representing point sources, point charges, etc,
which is defined as δ(x 6= 0) = 0. Nonetheless, δ(x) is not a function in the ordinary
mathematical sense, since the function is zero everywhere except at one point; though the
integral of this function exists, as
∫∞
−∞ δ(x) dx = 1. Therefore, it is more appropriate to
regard δx as a quantity with a certain symbolic meaning [7].
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Figure A.2: 3D plot of the intensity PSF of the confocal microscopes, using eq.(A.5)
and eq.(A.9), where u and v are the normalized axial and lateral optical coordinates,
respectively
The jinc function, J1(x)/x, in these expressions facilitates the calculation of the
circular shape of the objective lens. In these formulas, v is the normalized lateral
optical coordinate, where v = (2pi/λ) · r · sinα.
Thus, the lateral responses plotted as a function of v are depicted in Figure A.3.
The half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the lateral response in the confocal
case is about 37% narrower than that in the conventional case. It can be concluded
that with a point object the optical lateral resolution is enhanced more in the
confocal case.
A.2.2 Axial intensity response
Following the expressions of Wilson [115], the axial response of a planar reflector
using a point detector in the confocal microscopes is given by
ICONF (u) =
[
sin(u/2)
u/2
]2
, (A.12)
whereas the axial intensity response in the conventional microscopes is constant
throughout the whole range of u [115], delineated in Figure A.4 (a). In this formula,
u is the normalized axial optical coordinate, u = 8/(piλ)·(z sin2(α/2)). For a point
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Figure A.3: Comparison of the lateral responses obtained with a point object in confocal
and conventional microscopes. The graphs are plotted using eq.(A.10) and eq.(A.11).
object using a point detector, the axial response is expressed by [115]
ICONF (u) =
[
sin(u/4)
u/4
]4
, (A.13)
in the confocal microscopes, and
ICONV (u) =
[
sin(u/4)
u/4
]2
, (A.14)
in the conventional microscopes. The responses are then plotted in Figure A.4 (b).
Figure A.4 (a) shows that the depth-discrimination property can be found only
in the confocal case but not in the conventional case, because there is no connection
between the intensity and the depth information in the conventional case. In the
confocal microscopes, the axial intensity response of a planar reflector is narrower
than that of a point object, so the depth-discrimination becomes more prominent
when measuring with a planar reflector. The results in Figure A.4 (b) show that
the conventional case seems to gain some degree of the depth-discrimination when
measuring a point object. However, the curve in the confocal case is sharpened up
more. This also points out that with a point object the depth-discrimination in a
confocal microscope is stronger than in a conventional microscope.
A.2.3 Depth discrimination
As an alternative approach, the depth-discrimination property can be manifested
using the integrated intensity approach or the total power calculation, described by
Sheppard and Wilson [89, 114]. The calculated results are provided in the forms of
the integrated intensity, as a function of the defocus distance. It should be noted
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Figure A.4: Comparison of the axial responses in confocal and conventional microscopes,
(a) obtained with a planar object, and (b) obtained with a point object. The graphs are
developed using eq.(A.12), eq.(A.13) and eq.(A.14), respectively.
Figure A.5: The integrated intensity, an alternative approach to manifest the depth-
discrimination property in the confocal microscopes, which cannot be realized with the
constant intensity response in the conventional microscopes.
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that this approach derives based upon point-source illumination. The integrated
intensity is thus given by
Iint(u) =
∫ ∞
0
I(u, v)v dv. (A.15)
The plots of the integrated intensity distribution are delineated in Figure A.5. This
graph shows that the integrated intensity in a conventional microscope is constant
throughout the defocus range [114], which means that the property of depth-
discrimination is not developed in a conventional microscope. In contrary, the
intensity varied as a function of the defocus distance allows a confocal microscope
or a confocal imaging system to obtain height information of the surface under
inspection.
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Appendix B
Principal planes shifting in a
simple compound lens system
The calculation of the shifting of the principal planes using a simple case of two
thin lenses is presented here. This appendix demonstrates that the principal planes
can be shifted by varying the separation distance between the lenses in a compound
lens system.
Figure B.1 illustrates a study case of two thin lenses, where f1 = −30 cm and
f1 = 20 cm. These two lenses are separated by the distance d. Figure B.1 (a)
and (b) demonstrate that the first principal plane is shifted dramatically when the
separation distance between these two lenses increases by 40 cm, from d = 10 cm
to d = 50 cm.
In oder to calculate the related distances, the effective focal length of a com-
pound lens system is first calculated. Note that the effective focal length is always
measured from the principal planes, so it is used to calculate the positions of the
principal planes.
The effective focal length (f) of the compound lens system is given by [33]
1
f
=
1
f1
+
1
f2
− d
f1 f2
, (B.1)
where f1 and f2 are the focal lengths of the first and the second lenses, respectively.
Furthermore, the distances measured from the principal planes to the center
of the thin lenses can be written as
PP1 H1 =
f · d
f2
, (B.2)
and
PP2 H2 =
f · d
f1
, (B.3)
where PP1 H1 denotes the distance measured from the first principal plane to the
center of the first lens. PP2 H2 is the distance measured from the second principal
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Figure B.1: Schematic illustration of the principal planes shifting in a compound lens
system consisting of two thin lenses, by changing the distance between these two lenses.
PP1 and PP2 represent the first and the second principal planes. h1 is the distance
measured from the first principal plane to the center of the first lens, and h2 denotes the
distance measured from the second principal plane to the center of the second lens. d is
the separation distance between these two lenses, and so is the object distance measured
from the first principal plane. l is the object distance measured from the center of the
first lens, as an example l = 10 cm. (a) d = 10 cm, h1 = +15 cm, h2 = +10 cm, and so =
25 cm. (b) d = 50 cm, h1 = +25 cm, h2 = +16.667 cm, and so = 35 cm.
plane to the center of the second lens. Here, the positive sign convention of the
distance is when the distances of h1, h2 and so are measured to the left side of the
principal planes, whereas the negative sign convention is vice versa.
Now, consider two cases of interest, depicted in Figure B.1 (a) and (b).
Case (a): d = 10 cm.
The effective focal length can be obtained using eq.(B.1)
1
f
=
1
−30 +
1
20
− 10
(−30)(20) = +
1
30
. (B.4)
As a result, the effective focal length is f = 30 cm. By substituting the
focal lengths in eq.(B.2) and eq.(B.3), the distance referenced from the first
principal plane to the center of the first lens is
PP1 H1 =
30(10)
20
= +15 cm, (B.5)
and the distance measured from the second principal plane to the center of
the second lens is
PP2 H2 =
(−30)(10)
−30 = +10 cm. (B.6)
Consequently, the object distance referenced from the first principal plane
becomes
so = 10 + 15 = 25 cm. (B.7)
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Case (b): d = 50 cm.
The same procedure of calculation is applied to case (b). The effective focal
length is obtained using eq.(B.1)
1
f
=
1
−30 +
1
20
− 50
(−30)(20) = +
1
10
. (B.8)
Thus, the effective focal length yields f = 10 cm. By substituting the
focal lengths in eq.(B.2) and eq.(B.3), the distance referenced from the first
principal plane to the center of the first lens is expressed as
PP1 H1 =
10(50)
20
= +25 cm, (B.9)
and the distance measured from the second principal plane to the center of
the second lens is
PP2 H2 = −10(50−30 = +16.667 cm. (B.10)
In consequence, the object distance referenced from the first principal plane
becomes
so = 10 + 25 = 35 cm. (B.11)
This example demonstrates that the positions of the principal planes are shifted
in accordance with the arrangement of the lenses in a compound lens system, such
that the object and image distances measured from the principal planes are varied
accordingly. By this mean, when the principal planes are shifted approaching
infinity the object and image distances are increased to nearly infinity, even though
the physical distances of the object and image referenced from the first lens and
the last lens of a compound lens system are finite distances.
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Appendix C
Geometry Approach for
Pinhole Design
In Geometry approach, the pinhole coordinate is determined following the law
of trigonometry. Consequently, the pinhole coordinate (Hp) is calculated as a
function of the focal coordinate (hp), the tilt angle of the pinhole mask (Θ ), the
magnification on the optical axis (m0), and the focal length of the objective lens
(d), where these variables are depicted in Figure C.1. Then, the Scheimpflug’s rule
is also expressed by the law of trigonometry.
Since there are two set of the similar triangles, the calculation is separated into
two, where Hp = Hi+Hj represents the pinhole coordinate in connection with the
focal coordinate (hp = hi + hj).
In the first case of the similar triangles, the local tilt angle of a focus-pinhole
pair (γi), presented in Figure C.2, is written as a function of hi by
sin(γi) =
hi
d
· sin (pi
2
− Φ− γi), (C.1)
Then, Hi can be expressed as
Hi = m0 · d · sin(γi)
sin(pi2 + Θ− γi)
. (C.2)
In the second case of the similar triangles, by applying the same process to
Figure C.3, the local tilt angle of a focus-pinhole pair (θj) as a function of hj has
the form
sin(θj) =
hj
d
· sin(pi
2
+ Φ− θj), (C.3)
consequently, the Hj can be obtained as
Hj = m0 · d · sin(θj)
sin(pi2 −Θ− θj)
. (C.4)
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Figure C.1: Schematic of the Geometry approach to calculate the pinhole coordinate. Φ
is the tilt angle of the focal plane. Θ is the tilt angle of the pinhole mask plane. d denotes
the focal length of the microscope objective. m0 represents the lateral magnification on
the optical axis. hp is the focal coordinate at the tilted focal plane. Hp is the pinhole
coordinate in the tilted pinhole-mask plane, where p = 1, 2, ..., n represent the indices of
the pinhole aperture-image pairs. γ and θ are the local tilt angles of the focus-pinhole
pairs.
It can be seen that eq.(C.1) and eq.(C.3) have no analytical solution in general,
but it is possible to solve these two equations numerically. Thereafter, the pinhole
coordinate (Hp) can be obtained using eq.(C.2) and eq.(C.4). In conclusion, the
Geometry approach is quite direct but the calculation is relatively laborious. This
approach has no analytical solution, so its application is limited to some extent.
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Figure C.2: The first case of the similar triangles. In this case, the hi and Hi are in
positive sign, and γi is the local tilt angle of the focus-pinhole pair, where i = 1, 2, ...,m
and p = 1, 2, ...,m,m+ 1, ..., n represent the indices of the pinhole aperture-image pairs.
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Figure C.3: The second case of the similar triangles. In this case, the hj and Hj are in
negative sign, and θi is the local tilt angle of a focus-pinhole pair, where j = m,m+1, ..., n
and p = 1, 2, ...m,m+ 1, ..., n represent the indices of the pinhole aperture-image pairs.
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Appendix D
Gaussian-Lens-Equation
Approach for Pinhole Design
This appendix presents the main derivation of the magnification in a tilted plane
system. The result of this derivation is of importance for the pinhole pattern
design (see Chapter 3), to incorporate uncorrected keystone distortion inherent in
the system of the CLSS in the pinhole design.
The pinhole coordinate (Hp) are derived as a function of five variables:
Hp = Hp(hp,mxp ;m0,Φ,Θ), (D.1)
where (;) separates constants and variables. If the function is f(x1, x2;x3, x4), x1
and x2 represent the constants, while x3 and x4 denote the variables. hp is the
variable of the focal coordinate. mxp represents the lateral magnification in the
tilted focal plane, where p = 1, 2, .., n denote the indices of the pinhole aperture-
image pairs. m0 is the lateral magnification on the optical axis. Φ and Θ are the
tilt angles of the focal plane and the pinhole mask plane, respectively.
Referring to Figure D.1, the well-known Gaussian Lens Equation, with the
paraxial and thin lens approximations, is given by
1
f
=
1
so
+
1
si
. (D.2)
Consequently, the Newtonian form of the thin-lens equation can be expressed as
f2 = go · gi, (D.3)
where go = so − f and gi = si − f .
Following the Scheimpflug’s rule [82], a tilted image plane is formed from a
tilted object plane by an imaging system. The imaging system means either a
singlet-lens system or a compound lens system. As mentioned before, the shifting
of the principal planes can be accomplished by the optical arrangement in a com-
pound lens system. When the principal planes are shifted, the object and image
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Figure D.1: Schematic of an imaging system, where PP1 is the first principal plane and
PP2 is the second principal plane. f is the effective focal length of the imaging system. so
is the object distance measured from PP1. si is the image distance measured from PP2.
go and gi are the object and image distances with respect to the effective focal points.
distances vary, so does the magnification, without the physical movement of the
object.
In order to shift the principal planes from positive (direct keystone) to infinity
(corrected keystone) and to negative direction (reverse keystone), a compound lens
system should be employed, (see Chapter 3 for the definition of all cases of the
keystone distortion). In practice, a singlet-lens system can only generate the direct
keystone distortion. In contrary, a compound lens system in the CLSS comprising
of a field lens, a tube lens and a microscope objective are used to form the reverse
keystone distortion at the tilted focal plane.
In this derivation, the tilted the focal plane is considered as a tilted object,
and the tilted image plane is formed at the tilted pinhole-mask plane, shown
in Figure D.2. Here, the optical system is assumed to be a singlet-lens system,
which directs the derivation to the direct keystone case. However, the result can
practically be applied in all cases of the keystone distortion.
The relation of the tilt angles of the object plane and the image planes, shown
in Figure D.2, can be written by
m0 =
tan(Θ)
tan(Φ)
. (D.4)
As the lateral magnification is the ratio of the image distance (or size) to the
object distance (or size) [33], the lateral magnification in the system of Figure D.2
takes the form
mxp = −
Hp cos(Θ)
hp cos(Φ)
= − sip
sop
, (D.5)
where the minus sign means that the image is inverted from the object.
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Figure D.2: Schematic illustration of the Gaussian-lens-equation approach for the deriva-
tion of the magnification in a tilted plane system. Θ is the tilt angle of the focal plane. Φ
is the tilt angle of the pinhole mask plane. d is the microscope objective focal length. m0
is the lateral magnification on the optical axis. f is the effective focal length of an imaging
system. sop and sip are object and image distances with respect to the principal planes,
PP1 and PP2, respectively. gop and gip are the local object and image distances with
respect to the effective focal points. hp is the focal coordinate along the tilted focal plane.
Hp is is the pinhole coordinate along the tilted pinhole-mask plane, where p = 1, 2, ..., n
denote the indices of pinhole aperture-image pairs.
By substituting sip = m0 ·d−Hp sin(Θ) and sop = d+hp sin(Φ) into eq.(D.5),
mxp becomes
mxp = −
sip
sop
= −m0 · d−Hp sin(Θ)
d+ hp sin(Φ)
, (D.6)
where p = 1,2,..,n represent the indices of the pinhole aperture-image pairs. Then,
Eq.(D.6) represents the lateral magnification along the tilted image plane, where
the lateral plane means the x − y plane. Note that m0, d,Φ,Θ are considered
constant throughout the thesis.
By substituting these fractions, sinΘ/sinΘ and sinΦ/sinΦ, into eq.(D.5),
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the lateral magnification becomes
mxp =
Hp cos(Θ)
sin(Θ)
sin(Θ)
hp cos(Φ)
sin(Φ)
sin(Φ)
=
Hp sin(Θ)
hp sin(Φ)
· tan(Φ)
tan(Θ)
. (D.7)
After rearranging eq.(D.7), Hp sin(Θ) appears as
Hp sin(Θ) = mxp ·m0 · hp sin(Φ). (D.8)
The lateral magnification in eq.(D.6) can be simplified further by substituting
Hp sin(Θ) into eq.(D.6), which leads to
mxp = −
m0 · d
d+ hp (1 +m0) sin(Φ)
. (D.9)
Therefore, eq.(D.9) is a simplified form of the lateral magnification at the tilted
image plane. Now consider the total magnification across the tilted image plane,
where the axial magnification (z axis) is included. According to Hecht [33], the
axial magnification is given by
mzp = −
dgip
dgop
. (D.10)
By differentiating gip = m0 d− f −Hpz and gop = d− f + hpz to obtain dgip and
dgop , Eq.(D.10) has the form
mzp = −
dgip
dgop
=
dHpz
dhpz
. (D.11)
The minus sign is eliminated in eq.(D.11), as the direction of hpz and Hpz are
the same, whereas gip and gop are opposite each other, depicted in Figure D.2.
On substituting mzp = −m2xp [33] into eq.(D.11) and integrating this formula, the
equation now becomes
Hpz = −
∫ hpz
0
m2xp dt, (D.12)
where t is a dummy variable. Consequently, hpz = hp sin(Φ) can be differentiated
to obtain
dhpz = sin(Φ) dhp. (D.13)
By substituting eq.(D.13) in eq.(D.12), Hpz is now
Hpz = −
∫ hp
0
m2xp sin(Φ) dT, (D.14)
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where T is a dummy variable. The integration is carried out with respect to T
from zero to hp; hence, eq.(D.14) takes the form
Hpz = −mx ·m0 · sin(Θ) · hp. (D.15)
The sign convention of Hpz and hpz in the positive direction are presented in
Figure D.2.
Then, the pinhole coordinate (Hp) along the tilted pinhole-mask plane is ob-
tained in terms of a scalar product of two orthogonal elements by
Hp =
√
H2px +H
2
pz . (D.16)
By substituting Hpx and Hpz into eq.(D.16), Hp as a function of hp is given by
Hp = hp ·mxp
√
cos2(Φ) +m20 sin
2(Φ). (D.17)
Consequently, the pinhole coordinate (Hp) can be calculated as a function of the
focal coordinate (hp).
Finally, the total magnification along the tilted image plane can be written by
mp = mxp
√
cos2(Φ) +m20 sin
2(Φ). (D.18)
It is interesting to point out that this expression can predict all significant cases of
the keystone distortion. The most direct one is the direct keystone distortion, in
which case mp is varied across the tilted image plane following the laws of geometry,
shown in Figure D.2. However, the square root product in eq.(D.18) is a constant if
a given tilt angle of the focal plane (Φ) is also constant. In consequence, when the
principal planes are shifted approaching infinity the lateral magnification (mxp)
will be uniform across the tilted image plane, so does the total magnification (mp),
leading to the corrected keystone case. Moreover, when the principal planes are
shifted to the negative direction, the sign convention of mxp then mp are reversed,
resulting in the reverse keystone case.
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